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INTRODUCTION 
"The home is a dwelling-

place for different social back
grounds of different generations 
of different individual characters, 
all vith varying needs. The 
fundamental need in the home is 
the need for peace and quiet and 
relief from the world outside. 
-At the same time there must be 
carried on within the home a great 
deal of work and productive activity, 
and fun. These needs conflict 
sharply, but it must be possible 
to meet aay or all of them at any 
one time. (l) 

The builders of today have 
made great improvement in todays 
homes. Vith the improvement in 
building materials, conditioning 
systems and a wide variety of 
accessories available to the 
resident, the home has become 
more efficient and comfortable. 
This is essentially all that 
has been improved, little has 
been done to improve the resid
ential environment. 

The Canyon North Development 
is an alternative to today^ 
typical residential development 
in Lubbock. It is a search for 
a creative and natural mixture 
of facilities and spaces which 
create a safe community that is 
full of fun and excitement. 

Canyon North is situated 
on approximatly ?30 acres that 
encompasses a variety of functions 
that includes several housing 
types, (multi-family, single-
family, townhouse and apartments) 
public elementary and junior high 
schools, public and private re
creation areas and a neighborhood 
shopping center. 





AND 





- create a community atmosphere 
that enhances socialization and 
communication 

- enlighten the community on 
energy conservation and its' 
benefits 

- add to the inherent qualities 
of the existing urban fabric 
and restore the deteriorated 
areas 

- create an environment that is 
exciting and fun for all resid
ents and visitors 

- provide a safe place to live 
that engenders a feeling of 
security 

- portray an image of success 
and satisfaction for each and 
every user of the development 

- for each phase of the project 
to be complete within itself and 
be a part of a whole after 
completion of the development 

- establish an order to the 
activities on the site, creat
ing a hierarchy of public, 
semi-public, semi-private and 
private spaces 

- design circulation systems 
that enable one to enter the 
site and reach his destination 
in an enjoyable and efficient 
manner 

- provide privacy enabling 
families and individuals to 
carry on with their normal 
living habits without disturb
ances 

- provide the necessities that 
enable anyone to encounter 
their preference of activity 
at any one time 

- use all surface drainage to 
enhance the quality of the 
sites' character 

- provide a mixture of building 
types and scales that enhances 
spatial definition and order 

- provide different types of 
lighting for aesthetics and 
security 
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ORIGIN 

The City of Lubbock has experienced a short life span of just ninety 
hears. For the first fifty years land-use within the city limits for the 
most part, was a matter of private determination with some public regula
tion through municipal incorporations. (2 / 

For the past forty years there has been public regulation of land use 
in Lubbock by the municipal government under state delegated authority 
through the enactment of zoning ordinance 

Various factors to be found influential in land use regulation include: 
Commercial benefit, rights of private property, morals, religion, social 
sentiment, interest in a planned community and particularly real-estate 
development. 

By the fall of 1890 there existed two towns in Lubbock County: Old 
Lubbock, directly North of the Yellowhouse Canyon, and Monterey, South of 
the canyon, each having about 50 residents., (3) 

On December 19, 1890 the promoters of"Lubbock and Monterey joined 
together to establish one town south of the canyon. {^•) 

In 1909 the railroad came south of the canyon as anticipated and 
immediatly began to feed a thirsty town. Lubbock grew by leaps and bounds, 
and is still experiencing a continued growth. (5) 

GROWTH 

The City's economy, originally was based on agriculture, and still 
the Lubbock area is one of the nations' leading cotton and grain sorghum 
producing regions. 

Over the years Lubbock has become a center of trade for the South 
Plains of West Texas and Eastern New Mexico, broadening the economic base 
from agriculture to manufacturing, and retail and wholesale trade. 

Since 1968, Lubbock has undergone 112.70% increase in manufacturing 
employment. It is this type of growth and movement towards diversification 
that will keep this community continually growing and strong. (6) 

Naturally this growth for Lubbock is a healthy and prosperous situation 
for the housing industry. 

MOVEMENT 

jince its' origin, Lubbocks' residential and retail developments have 
cont.in';al ly gr>jwn to the South and West, away from the downtown, the very 
jife i-^ ^̂ >e tir/. The iacroa.sed abandonment from the downtown area is an 
•:r; !j] r; y ;; ,; rioii f. - the ropiTmini.ty as a whole. The foremost problem it 
.1 13 . ! . •- ô  i'lfTi'tv tor the user and presenting an image of decay 



THE GROWTH IN LUBBOCK'S POPULATION 

I M I Ci ty Metro Area 
1910 1,938 3,624 
1920 4 ,051 11,096 
1930 20,520 39,104 
1940 31,853 51,782 
1950 71,390 100,549 
I960 128,691 156,271 
1970 149,101 179,295 
1971 **150,600 N/A 
1972 **152,000 N/A 
1973 **153,500 189,900 
1974 **156,400 194,500 
1975 **159,300 N/A 
1976 **163,600 N/A 
1977 **168,800 N/A 
1978 **175,250 N/A 
1979 182,800 N/A 

** Readjusted to reflect the Census Bureau reduction 
of household size for occupied units issued in 
October 1977 at .03 per year (State Average .047) 

Sources: Bureau of Census for Census Years. 
City of Lubbock Planning Department Estimates 
for Non-Census Years. 
Bureau of Census Estimates for SMSA for 1973-74. 
N/A Not Available. 





Lubbock has responded to this growth and decay, leaving gaps in the 
city that are harmful for the community. 

'•We are gradually discovering the need to understand what scales and 
densities of housing will enhance individual privacy and safety while 
engendering a sense of community. Cluster housing has the flexibility of 
configuration and scale to be organized into prescribed social groupings. 
Cluster housing has the capability to organize a hierarchy of private, 
semi-private, and public spaces. We are also discovering that the cost 
reduction technique of mass housing can be properly applied to low-rise 
medium density housing developments, 

"The cluster housing environment is the most fundamental and enduring 
form of human settlement. It may be simply described as housing that is 
joined together so that individual units share common walls, floors and 
ceilings. 

More importantly, the individual units share common open spaces and common 
facilities. Historically, cluster configuration and scale have been limited 
only by the material resources and the ingenuity of the society building 
them." (?) 

Lubbock officials have realized this problem of alienation and urge 
to separate from the Downtown and East Lubbock Area, and in several ways 
have been "revitilizing" the downtown. The Civic Center, Buddy Holly Park, 
Lindsey Performance Theater, Avenue J Mall and the Overton Historical 
District have all added to the downtown area, but it's more than not having 
the right types of businesses, it's the separation of morals, religion, race 
and color. 

This continual urge to separate from the problems results in a less 
heterogenous community. Population heterogenity has been favored for at 
least four reasons. 

1. "it adds variety as well as demographic "'balance" to an area and 
thus enriches the inhabitants' lives. Conversly, homogenity is 
said to deprive certain neighborhoods of the joy of laughing 
children and the wisdom of elderly citizens. 

2. "it promotes tolerance of social and cultural differences, thus 
reducing political conflict and encouraging democratic practices. 
Homogenity increases the isolation between area residents and 
the rest of society. 

3. "it provides a broadening educational influence on children, by 
teaching them about the existence of diverse types of people 
and creating the opportunity for them to learn to get along 
with these people. Homogenity is thought to limit children's 
knowledge of diverse classes, ages, and races, and to make them 
less capable of assciation with others in later years. 

4. "it encourages exposure to alternative ways of life, for example, 



by providing intellectually inclined neighbors of the 
mobile working-class family an opportunity to learn 
middle-class ways. Homogenity freezes people into 
present ways of life. (8) 

The belief in the effectiveness of heterogenity is based on the 
assumption that if diverse people live together, they will inevitably 
become good neighbors or even friends and, as a result, learn to respect 
differences. 

iVany suburban subdivisions have higher densities and are 
more heterogeneous than the urban neighborhoods from which 
some of their residents came. For example, in Levittown, New 
Jersey, many people felt that they were encountering a greater 
mixture of backgrounds^than where they had lived before. The 
fact that most people were similar enough in age and, to a lesser extent, 
income, enabled them to become friendly with people of different occupa
tions, religions, ethnic backgrounds, or regional origins for the first 
time in their lives. Many felt they had been enriched by experiencing 
this diversity. 

"Economically, an advantage of higher density housing lies in reduced 
costs of utility networks and transportation systems. Sewers, water mains, 
electric power lines, for example are frequently less costly for clustered, 
compact housing than for housing scattered at low densities. High-density 
housing that is concentrated in groups at various places throughout a com
munity can provide a ready, built-in market large enough to support some 
form of public transportation. The higher the density, presumably the 
greater the number of potential customers and the more economical the 
services. (9) 

Additional advantages of higher densities of housing are these: it 
engenders a community feeling and identity by virtue of the fact that a 
number of people live in close proximity, and it facilitates the conser
vation of land resources for use of recreation space. To large segments 
of the population - the elderly, the childless couple, the single adult, 
and small groups of working adults - high density housing has a special 
appeal. It enhances opportunities for sociability affable by ease of contact 
with others of similar age and interests. Since the American population is 
such a highly mobile one, multiple housing serves another useful purpose. 
It offers opportunities for attractive rental apartments thrn-jo-hout the 
country, a real boon to those moving into a new community. (̂ ^̂  



PUD ADVANTAGES 
EXPENSE 

The PUD concept offers an excellent opportunity to provide the housing 
consumer a less expensive home whether by purchase or rental. Allowing a 
developer to put more units on a piece of land is one factor that permits 
the total cost to be distributed among home buyers. Also, the developer 
can buy less expensive land by purchasing it on a larger scale and further 
from the urban fringe. Such savings can possibly be passed on to the 
purchaser or renter in the form of lower monthly payments. 

AMENITIES 

The housing consumer receives various types of amenities not found in 
the typical residential subdivision. Examples of these amenities are lakes, 
golf courses, swimming pools, fishing areas, tennis courts, parks, shopping 
and professional offices. Whatever the amenity, it can be specifically 
designed to fit the needs of the PUD residents. Many such extras could not 
be enjoyed by individual home owners or renters, but through the use of 
shared ownership, residents can have the added ingredients to encourage an 
environment which allows each and every individual to reach their level of 
self actualization. (11) 

MAINTENAI^CE 

** A change in consumer tastes is being seen in the housing market because 
of an influx of young couples and elderly people. No longer are long hours 
of yard work desired, but now people are wanting to use their discretionary 
time for recreation and leisure. Therefore, common open spaces and recreational 
facilities maintained by home owners associations are exchanged for the large 
individual yards requiring extensive maintenance. 

DWELLING UNIT CHOICE 

"Usually a PUD offers the housing consumer the choice of townhouses, 
apartments, detached single family houses and even duplexes. This choice 
together with offering both rental and purchase will appeal to a larger 
portion of the housing market. This assortment of dwelling types cannot 
effectively attract the housing consumer unless it is designed with careful 
transition from one type to another. (12) 

DESIGN 

A better overall design can be achieved through the use of PUD in 
comparison to the typical piece by piece development. The neighborhood 
is designed as a whole and is built not by a process of chance. The 
design process also considers the surrounding land uses. 

New ana innovative techniques can be used to better utilize the land 
and add variety to the residential areas. Safer streets and circulation 
patterns can be obtained while actually cutting cost of the intra-structure. 
Even with the increased density a hierarchy of spaces can engender private, 
semi-private and public activity areas. 
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AGE MIX 

Generally a wider range of age groups are attracted by a Planned Unit 
Development, resulting in a heterogeneous neighborhood. "Young marrieds 
(70% of whom are working couples) need baby sitters; the elderly need to be 
needed; and a child should see a grey head often enough to understand the 
human life cycle. 

CONVENIENCE SHOPPING 

With the creative addition of commercial activities, neighborhood 
convenience shopping can be a happening that is a very pleasant and enjoyable 
experience. (13) 

ADVANTAGES FOR THE DEVELOPER 

DENSITY 

"One of the main advantages that a developer realizes from using the 
Planned Unit Development concept is that of being allowed to build more on 
a given piece of land. This allows the developer to offer lower costs, gain 
more profit and provide extra amenities. Because a density increase or 
transfer is allowed, the natural features of the land can be saved as park 
land. 

MARKETABILITY 

"Another advantage of the Planned Unit Development concept is increased 
marketability, which results from extra amenities, lower maintenance, land 
scaping and a wide choice in dwelling unit type. (1^) 

FLEXIBILITY 

The Planned Unit Development design process offers the developer a more 
flexible design approach in comparison to typical land use regulations. 

ADVANTAGES FOR THE CITY 

COST REVENUE 

The most obvious advantage for the city is that Planned Unit Developments 
cost less and bring in more revenue. A comparative analysis clearly indicates 
that by the use of Planned Unit Developments, costs could be reduced in the 
operating and maintaining the intra-structure. Less land is held in public 
right-of-way leaving more land on the tax roll denser developments also 
place more taxpayers on less land - allowing the city to bring more money per 
area of land. 

PLANNING 

The Planned Unit Development concept provides a good mechanism to implement 
the comprehensive of a cityi The subdivision process can at times be random 
and incomplete in many areas, but the Planned Unit Development process by 
incorporating large complete areas, can bring more land into conformance with 
the comprehensive plan. 
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AESTHETICS 

Planned Unit Development offers an excellent means of achieving high 
standards of visual quality. Many times developers will give more landscaping 
and other visual controls in exchange for density. The planning process with 
the Planned Unit Development deals on a larger scale therefore giving the 
city a unified design character without the monotonous appearance. (15) 

ADVANTAGES FOR THE PUBLIC 

ENVIRONMENT 

Through a more flexible design approach more can be given to protect 
important environmental aspects of the land. This environmental approach 
allowed through Planned Unit Development gives not only a more visually 
pleasing environment but also a cleaner and -healthiet one. (l6) 

12 
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"The role of the mixed-use development in the future seems assured, by 
virtue of the well-established trend toward larger projects with a variety 
of land resourceful development organizations. 

"Although the problems are many and complex, the challenge to modern man 
in urban development is to develop a new, more efficient, attractive, and 
viable form of development resistant to urban decay which could reshape 
the style of urban life and the very way in which urban man conceives of 
himself, his relationship to others, and his relationship to his urban 
environment. (17) 

RISING COSTS OF HOUSING 

The costs of buying or renting a home have risen dramatically in recent 
years. Although fed by the inflation that affects the whole economy, the 
rise in housing costs has been more acute than overall increases in consumer 
prices. In the iSoC's, H^hvlly incomes kept pace with new home prices, but 
the 1970's have seen housing cost rising faster than incomes. Between 1972 
and 1976, the medium family incom.e rose at an annual average rate of 7.05% 
and the consumer index at an average rate of 8%. During the same period, 
the medium sales price of a new, single-family home increased by 12.47% 
while the price of an existing one-family home increased by 9.3%. (18) 

The hardest hit households are the young first buyers, the fixed income 
elderly, low income families, and households with special housing needs. 

Rising housing cost threaten the fulfillment of the housing expectations 
of the baby boom generation that is now coming into the housing market. 

This is the year in which the percentage of households aged 65 or over 
becomes greater than the percentage of households aged 30 or less. (19) 

LOWERING THE COST 

Energy conservation has become one of the Zeitgeist of architecture today. 
With rising cost of materials, cost of construction and cost of fuel it is 
imperative we search for measures that will produce more energy efficient 
communities. 

Energy Savings at this SCalare easier to quantify than for overall 
development patterns and t̂ -- savings directly benefit the consumer. Also, 
technical advances in energy conserving measures and government tax incentives 
have been oriented largely toward individual units. 

Many zoning and subdivision regulations preclude the flexibility that 
is needed to make changes in large scale development patterns. Examples 
where inflexibility exists are street patterns, restrictions on multi-unit 
.^tructures, building code restrictions, grading and road requirements, 
the'delavr^nd '"̂ '̂ "̂  ̂ °nserving measures might not be incorporated due to 
easily aoprovedTr'"' ''"°'""' '^ ^"^"^"^ approvals as opposed to the mor 

,̂ ̂ „ , : -Large scale energy conserving measures in that man^ of 
^3 them, such as cluster units, compact structures, mixed-^^ses . and m;dif!ed 
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transportation systems, carry a greater degree of risk in terms of consumer 
acceptance. 

So it is recognized that the Planned Unit Development will incorporate 
compact developments, si-te design, land use, and building controls, to 
promote energy conservation. 

THE SOLAR OPPORTUNITY IN HOUSING 

" Home energy use - primarily of hot water and comfort heating and cooling 
accounts for approximately one-fifth of total energy consumption in the United 
States. Thus, there is a compelling case to be made for residential applica
tions of solar energy heating and cooling systems. This most likely candidate 
for immediate use of all the "alternative energy sources could substantially 
reduce the nation's use of fossil fuels with three primary benefits: 

1. Improvement in the national balance of payment. Accounts for' Our 
economic and political relation with oil supplying countries 

2. Reduction in pollution and environmental degradation associated 
with mining, refining, distribution, and use of fossil fuels 

3. Reduction in rate of which unrenewable energy supplies are used, 
a step towards eliminating national and world dependence on an 
ultimately limited supply 

These benefits would be "complemented by the personal moral pleasure of 
using a technology that does not degrade the environment and the sheer 
enjoyment of living in a house that draws directly on the sun for energy. " (20) 

LIFE STYLES 

"The market: affluent, long-term renters, mostly retired couples and 
thirtyish divorcees. A few are young professionals. All will pay a 
premium for an apartment that minimizes the step down from the home they 
used to own or the one they grew up in. 

These renters demand a prime site - one that's close to shopping, 
recreation and top-flight restaurants." 

"People like and are willing to pay dearly for natural features, as 
illustrated by the many shorelines, forests, and meadows that have been 
built upon. Additionally, lots with a view are another amenity that people 
seek. Land without desirable natural features or a view is less sought 
after and therefore less valuable." (21) 
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Shown on the mau is the least populated area in the city- The 
housing composition is: 483 single family units, 86 duplex units, and 
202 multi-family units. The vacancy rate for this area is 7 percent and 
47 percent of the housing units in the area are substandard. The majority 
of the substandard units are south of Loop 289 bounded by Avenue Q and the 
Clovis Road, away from the site. It is important to note that a person can 
leave the site and drive to the south of town, without driving through 
these substandard areas. (22) 

In the past, a great deal of residential use in this area has been 
upper income level. Aside from the Country Club,immediately east of Hillcrest 
Country Club also contains homes in an upper price range. It is becoming more 
regular to build moderately priced homes in this area. 

COMMERCIAL 

The commercial development in this area is sparse and can be found along 
University Avenue and Avenue Q, mobile home sales and the like. 

INDUSTRIAL 

Several Industrial activities can be found along either side of the 
Yellowhouse Canyon. These for the most part are being cleaned up in an 
effort to reclaim the Canyon for public use and restore the rare beauty it 
provides for Lubbock. 

Texas Instruments located at Loop 289 and North University provides 
an economic boast for the community as well other companies that are located 
in the favorable economic climate of Lubbock. 

PARKS, OPEN SPACE 

The most favorable aspect of this northern portion of Lubbock is its' 
parks and open space, with two country clubs, the Canyon Lakes Project and 
a 500 acre park being developed just west of Texas Instruments. Also adding 
to the desirability for future residential development is the topographic 
character of the area, formed by the Blackwater Draw and Yellowhouse Canyon, 
enabling a more creative environment to evolve. 

15 
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PROJECTED HOUSING NEEDS 

This area is projected to increase by 220 percent or, 6,112 persons 
by 1990. The current population is 2,773 which is only one and three 
quarters percent of the city population. 

The expansion of housing in this sector is projected to follow the 
pattern suggested below, delineated by planning units between 1975-1990 (23) 

P.U. 

23 (1975) 

ACRES AVAILABLE 

45 ac r e s 

NUMBER/TYPE UNITS 

110 / s ing le - f ami ly 
165/duplex 

24 10 a c r e s 220 /mul t i - fami ly 

43 19 ac res 25 / s ing l e - f ami ly 
245 /mul t i - f ami ly 

46 

47 (1982) 

150 acres 

250 acres 

(1100 State School) 

280/single-family 
125/multi-family 

48 

77 

78 (1990) 

232 acres 

45 acres 

150 acres 

235/single-family 

25/single-family 

140 single-family 
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MARKET PROPILE 
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HOUSING MARKET SURVEY RESEARCH 

In a recent survey, findings were segmented by whether the respondent's 
current place of residence in the market area was in an attached or detached 
unit: 

A separate dining room is extremely important to the home dweller. For 
example, 71% of the home occupants would choose a separate dining room and a 
smaller kitchen, rather than a larger kitchen and a dining area; thus 

A "family room" is more important to the townhouse market than to this 
single-family detached market. 

Both townhouse and single-family detached dwellers would trade unit size 
for a two-car garage. 

Traditional architecture is very important to the single-family home 
market but not to the townhouse market. 

A "patio-size yard with a tot-lot nearby" is an unacceptable alternative 
to a "big backyard" to the detached home owner, but more acceptable to the 
townhouse market. 

Proximity to a park is not an acceptable alternative to a detached house 
for a detached home occupant, but it is an incentive to those now living in 
townhouses. 

Active recreation is important to the townhouse dweller but not to the 
detached dweller. 

Construction of new housing units generates demand for local retail 
facilities. This demand results in property tax revenues for the community 
from commercial properties as well as public cost associated with servicing 
retail sites. 

Total retail spending should be divided into the two groups in order to 
recognize that shopping behavior varies according to the item being purchased. 
Convenience goods, including such items as food, drugs, and personal services, 
are items for which shoppers are willing to spend time and effort in search 
and travel for the best buy. Shopping goods, such as apparel and general 
merchandise, are items for which the customer is willing to spend time in 
search. 

In one sample community, construction of 100 housing units was found to 
have no net impact because of available excess retail capacity. Construction 
of 600 units had a net impact equal to only 25% of the gross impact again 
because of excess capacity. In another community characterized by no excess 
capacity, the gross and net impacts were identical. Recognition of the 
extent of excess capacity thus makes an essential difference in the estimates.(2^) 
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Robert A Langston undertook a survey of 11 projects in the Seattle area 
to obtain resident likes and dislikes. Size of the projects varied from 12 
to 135 units. Densities ranged from 5.6 to 21.1 units per acre. Particular 
emphasis was focused on the immediate outside environment and the interior 
design and layout of the unit. 

Nearly 75% of the respondents had been previous owners or renters of 
single family homes, the remainder having been apartment dwellers or former 
condominium owners. Married couples comprised about 80% of the respondents. 
Almost t,hree-quarters of the units housed only two people. Singles resided 
in a additional 17.4% of the units. Relatively large families of four or 
more persons comprised less than 2% of the total. (25) 

Design criteria were established based on measurements or observations 
of existing conditions at 11 projects. These were then correlated with user 
feedback from the survey. In each case the spatial arrangements, sizes, and 
aesthetic treatments which received the highest ratings of satisfaction are 
presented as recommended examples. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Definition of spatial territory proved essential for enhancing life 
qualities of identity, orientation, and security- Various techniques using, 
landscaping, dividing screens, level changes, and building projections 
effectively defined areas for outdoor functions as well as privacy. 

Proper delineation of outdoor spaces, also establishes necessary tran
sitions from public and communal spaces to private areas, 
transitions helped define each individual's "territory." 

Landscaping was instrumental not only in terms of spatial definition 
and zonal transitions, but also for aesthetic qualities related to view 
and personal expression. Residents used, their outdoor spaces as extensions 
of their homes and life-styles, frequently establishing or enhancing their 
own sense of territory and identification through landscaping and gardening. 

The concept of space, a feeling of spaciousness, as well as actual 
required square footage in the design. The communal organization of condo
miniums, the density of the developments and the emphasis on an atmosphere 
of entertainment and recreation all required spaciousness. Anyway, the 
numerous techniques used to achieve the feeling of spaciousness were open 
floor plans, cathedral ceilings, skylights, expansive window openings, views 
to shared open space and interior and exterior balconies. 

Square footage was a critical feature because of the need to accomadate 
furniture and belongings from single-family homes. Spaces were not only 
generously sized but were often directly related to each other for "borrowing" 
capacity. Living areas had greater potential for expansion if juxaposed with 
dinmg alcoves and outdoor areas. Laundry rooms and kitchens were situated 
adjacent to family rooms for overlapping activities. 

Storage space, especially for bulk items, was in constant demand. 
Residents were continually discovering empty nooks where extra shelving 
could be added. Thus, the key criterion for adequate square footage involved 
not only size, but also good spatial relationships and efficient use of space. 
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SHOPPING CENTERS 

Throughout the world, shopping for goods and services, acquiring these 
either by exchange of money or goods, always has been and still is an import
ant part of the daily life of the family. Shopping methods and habits are 
varied and contrasting from one part of the world to another, but the under
lying and basic desire in all these settings is to create a pleasant environ
ment - not only for the purpose of buying goods and services but also to 
satisfy a social need. Human beings seek communication with others. 

Cluster planning in shopping centers also works as it does with housing. 
The advantages are not only shared spaces but also gives the shopper a 
variety of experiences in walking through different areas, experiences made 
more interesting by landscaping, art, and seating arrangements. In other 
words, cluster planning produces a more pleasant and whole environment.(26) 

SHOPPING CENTER MARKET 

During the 1980's, centers that cater to people living within the radius 
of a mile or two will offer developers more opportunities than ever before. 
For shopping patterns are changing. 

The lure of distant regional malls is fading as families consider what 
it cost to drive to them. 

Close-to-home shopping is becoming essential to the increasing number 
of two-income families that must make each minute count. 

Generally supermarkets or drug stores that are part of regional or 
national chains. 

Typically, the retailer counts on a certain number of people living 
within a mile-and-a-half radius. 

SHOPPING CENTER FINANCING 

In recent years, the shopping center has become a popular vehicle for 
long term investment. Properly planned, it is a sound investment with a 
relatively low risk factor. This is because, in most cases, construction 
is not started until several leases have been executed with strong-credit 
tenants and the financing has been arranged. Such preleasing to strong-
credit tenants will accomplish two major objectives in effecting a low-risk 
investment. First, the presence of well-known tenants will attract other 
tenants to the center, thereby providing a high level of occupancy and 
second, a substantial amount of the money necessary to cover debt service 
and operating expenses is obtained from reliable sources of income.(2?) 
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ANALYSIS OF NEIGHBORHOOD SHOPPING CENTER TENANTS 

Tenant Classification 

Barber* 

Cleaners* 

Laundry* 

Banks* 

Medical offices* 

Sporting goods 

Books & stationery 

Population 
Base 

Market 
Penetration 

3,600 _hiSh_ 

7,000 high 

15,000^ high 

Real Estate offices* 

4,500 low 

5,000 high 

1,000 low 

18,000 medium 

16,000 low 

Furniture & home furnishings 

Camera 

6,200 low 

35,000 medium 

Nurseries, plants 21,000 

Accounting offices 

Travel agencies 

Insurance offices 

Shoes 

high 

n.a. n.a. 

n.a. high 

5,000 low 

8,000 low 

*Tenants most frequently found in neighborhood centers 
1 Varies - 1,500 - 3,600 sq. ft. depending on type 
2 Figure is very approximate, depending on whether residents 

source: Housing, August, I98O 

Rental 
Revenue 
Potential 

medium 

medium 

low 

medium 

h igh 

h igh 

h igh 

h igh 

low 

h igh 

h igh 

h igh 

h igh 

medium 

low 

Typical 
Size 

(sq. jt. 

Var ie ty s t o r e * 

Supermarket* 

Res tauran t s* 

Women's Apparel* 

Radio-TV-HI-FI* 

Hardware* 

Cards & g i f t s * 

Jewelry* 

Liquor & wine* 

Super drug* 

Drug* 

Beauty* 

16,000 

5,000 

v a r i e s 

5,500 

13,000 

15,000 

23,000 

9,500 

3,000 

15,000 

6,000 

2,000 

low 

low 

low 

low 

medium 

medium 

low 

low 

high 

h igh 

h igh 

h igh 

low 

low 

h igh 

medium 

medium 

low 

high 

h igh 

h igh 

low 

medium 

medium 

11,000 

23,000 

1 

1,700 

2,000 

6,000 

1,900 

1,000 

2,300 

15,000 

5,000 

1,200 

700 

1,600 

1,500 

lA 
1,200. 

1,100. 

1,800, 

1,600,^ 

3 , 5 0 L 

4 , 3 0 L 

600 

1,001. 

900, 

JJM, 

have t h e i r own machines 
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ACTIVITIES 
OF THE HOME 

COMMERCIAL 

"The role of home as an environment 
for human growth is a significant one. 
It has the potential to support human 
life in a meaningful way, influencing 
the development and behavior of indivi
duals and families and improving their 
quality of life. 

So often, however, home seems to 
become a stage set according to roles 
and cliches, instead of an environment 
planned to help individuals grow and 
develop to their fullest potential. 

Self 
Aduaiiistian 

CM do bait) 

Esteem 
(Self-faspact mpact of 

ettan, fcoocntlon) 

Love and belongingness 
(FrttrataNp^ tftaciian, tccciiianai) 

Safety 
(Security, protection from physical 

harm, illness, •conomic disaster, etc) 

Phystoio^cat " 
(Hunter, thirst sn) 

How does one develop the know-how 
to create an environment to which 
individuals relate? 

Perhaps the place to start is 
human needs. 

According to Maslow, human behavior 
is motivated by a desire for satisfaction 
of several kinds of needs, from the most 
demanding (physical) to the highest and 
most ultimate (self actualization). 
Some take precedence over others. If 
a number of an individual's needs are 
unsatisfied at any given time, satisfac
tion of the most demanding ones will be 
more pressing.(1) 
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"The gratification of one's physical and safety needs can lead to an 
awareness of the need for love and belongingness, the gratification of 
this level can lead to the need for esteem and, finally, to the need for 
self actualization - the need to be what one is capable of being. Each 
individual interprets his needs according to his own culture, tastes, values, 
feelings, family, attitude about self, job and money. (2) 

If all these needs are satisfied, a person may still not be completely 
satisfied unless he is doing what he is fitted for. 

"Eric Fromm has pointed out that man has a basic need to be creative, 
to express his individuality. This need was a relatively easy one for the 
home fo fulfill in the days when it was necessary for each family to produce 
its own foods and household supplies. (3) 

A thoughtfully planned home must provide opportunities for individuals 
to fulfill their creative needs. It could be as simple as providing space 
for hobbies and household chores. 

" Stimulation and overstimulation are factors that a home can do some
thing about. It has been noted that children who spend a great deal of time 
in the streets because there isn't enough space for them inside the home can 
become overactive because of too much stimulation, and this can lead to 
delinquency, theft, and other behavior problems learned as a result of constant 
roaming through the community. (if) 

Psychologists are now finding that a monotonous environment which deprives 
the senses of stimulation, can be harmful to mental health. The brain needs 
sensory intake and stimulation for optimum development. 

The home is a place to learn skills, and watch adults work, it also 
becomes the nlace to teach cultural behavior, where sensitivity and creati
vity can be encouraged, individual needs recognized and nourished. 

Regardless of the form of the family, the home can be flexible and 
adaptable as need be to keep up with society's changes, while also encour
aging the human assets of man - love, beauty, sensitivity, morality, ethics, 
and the clarification of values. 

The home is an environment in which people live, both as individuals and 
as members of a family - an environment in human terms that can influence 
each individual to grow and develop to his fullest potential, since only as 
each individual reaches self-actualization can he be a force in improving 
society and the world around him. 

The home is a place of activities; discussions, working, loving, playing, 
argueing, ect. An analysis of these activities is essential in understanding 
the relationships that are derived, and thus the composition of form that 
becomes the home. 
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What makes a good house can only be discovered through a continuing 
examination of current activities. If the preceding descriptions are correct, 
the everyday family activities are related in this fashion:(5) 

FAMILY ACTIV IT IES 
Th«ir Nohir* 

COOPERATIVE 

Th«ir ImtwimwitoiiiY 

COMMUNtCATKX 

OPERATIVE 

r Pubfic 

SMniPubCc 

Semi Priwcte 
CONTEffTlOUS 

PRIVATE 

All five types of activities can take place at once. Some or all of 
them may be duplicated by any number of individuals, and by anywhere from two 
to six groups. 

source: Kennedy, Robert Woods, 
of it's Design 

The House and the Art -
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ACTIVITY RELATIONSHIPS OF THE HOME 

*** PRIVATE 

v ^ S^^'^^t OPERATIVE 

s 
% i 

^iz/zy^j i 

s 
« . ^ 

SEMI-PUBLIC 

PUBLIC 

sources Kennedy, Robert Woods 
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MAINTAINING 

S:i:S:S:::S:»« CREATING — s-v-x.!.:.:.: 

iiiifiSwi: CHILD CARE 

wWii-Wgi: COOKING 
i i i a i i i i 

l l l l i i i i i i i i i i i 

EATING 

»Uii.iii»i«'u' 

l !Hi i ! | . ! . i l i i !n 
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MOST SOCIALIT: 

ADMINISTERING 

CHILD TRAINING 

RECREATION 

PLAY 

DRINKING 

ENTERTAINING 

ENTERING 

LEAVING 

GREETING 28 



ACTIVITY ANALYSIS OF THE HOME 

PUBLIC ACTIVITIES 

ACTIVITY PARTICIPANTS LOCATION TIME SPAN 

Entering, 
Leaving, 
(greeting, bill 
signing, 
clothes 
changing) 

Family members, 
guest, visitors, 
friends, service' 
men 

Ideally this 
should be in
directly connect
ed with the 
social, operative 
and semi-private 
zones. 

Short period 
of time mainly 
spent to greet & 
meet guest at 
the door 

ACTIVITY 

Maintenance 
Service, lawn, 
delivery 

PARTICIPANTS 

Family, mailman, 
utility service
men, delivery 
men, garbage men 

LOCATION 

Public Zone with 
direct access to 
utility meters 
and garbage 

Tllffi SPAN 

Usua l ly a very 
s h o r t t ime span 
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FREQUENCY 

Everyday, year round 

PHYSICAL SUPPORT 

play area, storage, 
outdoor open space, 
benches, play ground 
paraphernalia 

NEED SATISFIED 

It is known that the 
majority of children's 
learning is physical 
in early years 

Noise: Outdoor areas away from private zones should be provided in order 
for individuals to concentrate and have intimate conversation, 
study, solitude. 
Noise buffers should be provided within the home 

FREQUENCY 

sporadic, seasonal 

PHYSICAL SUPPORT 

game tables, serving 
area, chairs, open 
floor area 

NEED SATISFIED 

Celebrating holidays, 
the need to be social, 
the human being is a 
social animal 

Noise: 

Sight; 

Must be isolated from private and semi-private zones. Parties 
often overlap the sleeping hours of various members of the 
family and, if noise is transmitted it could cause conflicts 

Needs to be isolated from public and private views, 
of lighting can add to the setting occurring. 

Variances 
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SEMI- PUBLIC 

ACTIVITY PARTICIPANTS LOCATION TIME SPAN 

Child play and 
supervision 
(laughing, 
yelling, talking 
sitting, active 
play, passive 
play) 

Children & 
friends, parents 
& friends, all 
family members 

Direct access to 
operative zones, 
part of social 
zone, outdoor 
areas 

Afternoon and 
evening, for 
several hours, 
longer hours 
during the day 
for weekends 

ACTIVITY 

Entertaining, 
parties (cards, 
dances, tea, 
cocktails, 
coffee, conver
sation) 

PARTICIPANTS 

family, f-rlends, 
guests 

LOCATION 

social zone with 
access to oper
ative zones for 
service 

TIME SPAN 

several hours, 
predominatly 
evening 
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FREQUENCY PHYSICAL SUPPORT NEED SATISFIED 

Everyday, year round play area, storage, 
outdoor open space, 
benches, play ground 
paraphernalia 

It is known that the 
majority of children's 
learning is physical 
in early years 

Noise; Outdoor areas away from private zones should be provided in order 
for individuals to concentrate and have intimate conversation, 
study, solitude. 
Noise buffers should be provided within the home 

FREQUENCY 

sporadic, seasonal 

PHYSICAL SUPPORT 

game tables, serving 
area, chairs, open 
floor area 

NEED SATISFIED 

Celebrating holidays, 
the need to be social, 
the human being is a 
social animal 

Noise: 

Sight: 

Must be isolated from private and semi-private zones. Parties 
often overlap the sleeping hours of various members of the 
family and, if noise is transmitted it could cause conflicts 

Needs to be isolated from public and private views, 
of lighting can add to the setting occurring. 

Variances 
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SEMI-PUBLIC 

ACTIVITY 

Conversation, 
reading 
telephone, 
intimate conver
sation, group 
conversation 

PARTICIPANTS 

family members, 
friends, 
relatives 

LOCATION 

social zone 

TIME SPAN 

morning, during 
the day, evening 
predominate 

ACTIVITY PARTICIPANTS LOCATION TIME SPAN 

T.V./Radio 
(sitting, viewing 
listening, 
relaxing) 

Predominatly 
family members, 
group participa
tion at times 

Social zone with 
close proximity 
to the operative 
zone for service 
of snacks 

Predominatly 
evenings and 
during the day 
on weekends 
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FREQUENCY 

most every evening, 
week-ends having longer 
time span 

PHYSICAL SUPPORT 

comfortable seating, 
lighting, enclosure, 
writing surface, (note 
taking) 

NEED SATISFIED 

The need to exchange 
ideas and information, 
the need to learn 

Noise: 

Sight; 

Lower noise levels experienced during this time, closer seating 
for group conversation, telephone conversation must be able to 
be carried on in privacy if needed. 

Out of public view, activities can operate in private, social 
and operative areas. Screening is desired for intimate con
versation. 

FREQUENCY PHYSICAL SUPPORT NEED SATISFIED 

Unfortunatly with most 
people its everyday 

T.V., radio, comfort
able seating, indirect 
lighting, sun screen 

develop tastes, 
learning information 
& cultural values 

Noise; Seating should be located so not to require a great volume to 
be audible. Insulate from private sleeping & study areas 

Sight: Viewer should be able to see T.V. without obstructions or eye 
g^ra^n• j^Qy lighting for T.V. viewing. 
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PUBLIC/SEMI-PUBLIC 

ACTIVITY PARTICIPANTS LOCATION TIME SPAN 

Recreat ion 
c a r d s , qu i e t 
games, r ead ing , 
s t o r y - t e l l i n g , 
t e n n i s , 
c roquet , f r i s b e e 
swimming, 
jogging , golf 

A l l family 
members e x c e l l 
in h i s or her 
choice 

Semi-Publ ic 
and p u b l i c zones 

S e v e r a l h o u r s , 
s p o r a d i c du r ing 
week 
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FREQUENCY PHYSICAL SUPPORT NEED SATISFIED 

Seasonal, more 
frequent on week-ends 

table, chairs, open 
space, tennis courts, 
swimming pool 

The need to physically 
exert is healthy and 
sociable 

Noise; Outdoor recreation gets noisy and needs to be separated from 
private areas 

Sight: Recreation activities occur throughout the day and night-lighting 
is needed 
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OPERATIVE 

ACTIVITY 

Cooking 
(ordering, 
receiving, 
storing, mixing, 
cooking, table 
setting, 
clearing, 
washing up, 
cleaning, 
canning, 
experimenting) 

PARTICIPANTS 

Single person, 
mother, pre
dominant, wife, 
daughter, sister 
husband, father, 
brother, son 

LOCATION TIME SPAN 

Close to all 
parts of social 
zone for easy 
service, away 
from private 
zones 

An hour or so in 
the morning, 
noon, evenings, 
and other times 
during entertain
ment 

ACTIVITY 

Eating 
(breakfast, lunch. 
dinner, snacks, 
children's meals. 
baby bottles) 

PARTICIPANTS 

All members of 
the household 
and relatives. 
friend 

LOCATION 

should be widely 
separated from 
areas used for 
intensive and 
completely 
private use. 
Strong relation
ship to the 
cooking area 

1 

TIME SPAN 

Ranging from 
a few minutes 
for quick snacks 
and several hours 
for evening meals 
and Sunday 
dinner 
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FREQUENCY PHYSICAL SUPPORT NEED SATISFIED 

Usually every day, 
social occasions vary, 
depending on seasons 
and life styles. 

Storage space, counter 
top, sink, freezer/ 
refrigerator, range, 
work space 

The primary need for 
food, and human needs 
of creativity, social 
interaction are also 
satisfied here 

FREQUENCY 

Morning, noon, and 
Evening, late night 
snacks, brunches, 
usually every day 

PHYSICAL SUPPORT 

Chairs, tables, 
silverware, counter-
space, stools, outdoor 
eating, patio, weather 
screen, shading, rain 

NEED SATISFIED 

The need for basic 
nourishment, social 
interaction, communi
cation, this is one 
of the most sociable 
zones in the house 

No is e: Intimate conversations take place, close seating arrangement. For 
Formal occasions a quieter atmosphere would be desired. The daily 
meals in large families can be high level activity. 
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OPERATIVE 

ACTIVITY 

Child Care 
(feeling, 
toileting, 
bathing, clothes 
changing) 

PARTICIPANTS 

Adults and 
children, member; 
of the family, 
babysitter, 
relatives 

LOCATION 

private zones 
close relation
ship to operative 
zones 

TIME SPAN 

30 minutes to 
several hours 

ACTIVITY 

Washing Clothes 
(collecting, 
washing, drying, 
ironing, folding 
storing) 

PARTICIPANTS 

Adults & young 
adults, childrer 
of capability 

LOCATION 

Close to parts 
of private zone 
for service 

TIME SPAN 

All morning, 
noon, late 
afternoon, early 
evening, being 
predominant 
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FREQUENCY PHYSICAL SUPPORT NEED SATISFIED 

Every day in early 
years of child develop
ment, as childred reach 
adolescence less and 
less supervision is 
needed 

Shelving, sinks, tubs, 
countertop, chairs 

The need for child 
development is essentia 
for people to be able 
to make a contribution 
to society 

Noise; Families often get loud, and privacy must be given to each 
individual during noisy occasions of child care 

Sight: The parent (teacher) must be able to let the child (pupil) to 
explore and learn about the environment. The child must be 
able to do this on his own at times but, with-in the view 

of the supervisor.. 
Good lighting must be provided when servicing children 

FREQUENCY 

depending on size of 
household unit, 
usually once a week 

PHYSICAL SUPPORT 

ironing board, dryers, 
shelves, washer, sink, 
area |Counter top for 
folding, garbage 
facilities 

NEED SATISFIED 

The basic need of 
cleaning ones own self 
Cleanliness is next 
to Godliness 

Noise: Quite a bit of noise can be generated here, not to be located 
next to the sleeping area. Consideration is taken into mind 
when one is washing. (Early morning, late evening) 

Sight: This area should be able to be shut off from the social and 
private zones. The area should be well lit for efficient and 
healthy working conditions 
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OPERATIVE 

ACTIVITY 

Maintaining 
washing floors. 
windows, wood
work, dusting. 
repairs, 
emptying trash. 
sweeping walks. 
car washing and 
storage 

PARTICIPANTS 

Adults and young 
people - depends 
on family value 

LOCATION 

Operative Zone 
access to all 
parts of house 
for servicing -
indoor and 
outdoor 

TIME SPAN 

2 hours 

30 minutes 

ACTIVITY PARTICIPANTS LOCATION TIME SPAN 

Creating 
(sewing, music, 
painting, 
gardening, 
hobbies, writing 
making things) 

All members of 
a healthy house
hold. Depending 
on activity it 
is individual 
or group projects 

Operative Zone 
these actions 
happen in several 
areas of the 
home 

several 
hours or a whole 
evening or 
afternoon 
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FREQUENCY 

Once a week - daily 

PHYSICAL SUPPORT 

storage, sink, hose 
bibb, counter-top 

NEED SATISFIED 

The need to feel and 
look clean. The need 
of physical exertion 

Noise: This is an activity that carries itself throughout the home from 
time-to-time, and with it noise that is not disturbing beyond limits. 

View: In order to clean effiently and effectively, the area must be well 
lit. 

FREQUENCY 

Several times a week 
and on weekends 
sporadic 

PHYSICAL SUPPORT 

Shelves, sinks, 
countertop, storage, 
writing surface, 
electrical access 

NEED SATISFIED 

The need to be 
creative is a 

basic human need 

Noise: Some hobbies are noisy and deserve attention when orienting 
its space. Sound insulation required 

Sight: When people are exercising their eye to hand coordination there 
is a need for a well lit area 



SEMI-PRIVATE 

ACTIVITY 

Dressing/Undress

ing 
Changing clothes 
hanging suits, 
storing dirty 
clothes 

PARTICIPANTS 

family members 
and overnight 
guests 

LOCATION 

Private zone 
direct access to 

TIME SPAN 

Usually very 
short, 5 to 10 

sleeping area anc minutes/others 

cleaning area longer 

ACTIVITY 

Washing/bathing 
wash hair, brush 
teeth, wash face 
& hands, make-up. 
drying 

PARTICIPANTS 

family members 
and overnight 
guests 

LOCATION 

Private Zone 
directly related 
to dressing and 
undressing 

TIME SPAN 

ranging from a 
5 minute shower 
to a 1 hour soak 
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FREQUENCY 

Every day, morning 
and evening, seasonal 
changes may require 
more changes than two 

PHYSICAL SUPPORT 

closet storage, 
clothes hangers, 
shelves, dresser 
drawers, mirrors 

NEED SATISFIED 

People often express 
themselves with what 
they wear, a creative 
expression 

Noise; Family members often wake-up and dress before other family members. 
Consideration should be given to sound insulation between rooms. 
Closets often buffer noise well 

Sight: People usually enjoy a little privacy from the public view and from 
some family members. Local lighting is required 

FREQUENCY PHYSICAL SUPPORT NEED SATISFIED 

Every day, usually 
either in the morning 
or evening 

bath tub, shower, 
shower screen, soap 
dish, mirror 

Basic need of health 
and personal image 

Noise; Water in pipes can make noise if not properly sized. A noise 
buffer should be applied so not to interupt sleeping of others, 

Sight; Visually this should be one of the most private areas in the 
home. Good lighting must be provided for insurance of good 
clean results 
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ACTIVITY 

Sick Care 
(caring, feeding, 
entertaining) 

PARTICIPANTS 

The sick, the 
care-taker 

LOCATION 

Semi-Private 
Zone 

TIME SPAN 

from a short 
bandage to a 
long illness 
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FREQUENCY 

Sporadic 

PHYSICAL SUPPORT 

Bed, lounge, toilet, 
sink, linens, reading 
material, medicine 
cabinet 

NEED SATISFIED 

People sometimes 
injure themselves, 
needing only immediate 
attention. At times 
a person contracts an 
illness that needs 
careful attention and 
care 

Noise; 

Sight: 

Sick people often need peace and solitude for a quick recovery. 
Sick persons need to be heard by other members in the home in 
case of immediate attention 

Some people just like to left alone and don't like 
to see, or be seen by, other people. In other coses 
sick people need other peoples company. Good 
lighting must be provided for an individual to carry 
on with their daily reading or studies. 
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PRIVATE 

ACTIVITY PARTICIPANTS LOCATION TIME SPAN 

Sleeping/Doing 
nothing 
lov ing , excreting 
s tudying, reading 
medi t a t ing , 
contemplating 

Family members/ 
i n d i v i d u a l 
p a r t i c i p a t i o n 

P r i v a t e Zone 
This should be a 
p l a c e where a 
person can g e t 
away and be a lont 

S l eep ing - 6 to 
9 h o u r s . 
S t u d y i n g / d o i n g 
n o t h i n g , s e v e r a l 
hours 

ACTIVITY 

Excret ing 
(de feca t ing , 
u r i na t i ng ) 

PARTICIPANTS 

Al l family & 
guest members 
as i n d i v i d u a l s 

LOCATION 

S e m i - P r i v a t e 

TIME SPAN 

S h o r t / s p o r a d i c 
t imes 

ACTIVITY 

Doing Nothing 
( r e l a x i n g , 
c i r c u l a t i n g , 
outdoor s i t t i n g ) 

PARTICIPANTS 

Family member 
by themselves , 
gues t , o t h e r s 

LOCATION 

Private Zone 

TIME SPAN 

Sporadic 
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FREQUENCY 

Everyday, usually in 
the evening 

PHYSICAL SUPPORT NEED SATISFIED 

bed, chair, view to 
gaze at, good lighting 
for reading and writin 
screen for audio and 
visual privacy 

The need to be alone 
and lay back and 
think about things. 
Physical need for 
sleep. Need to 
educate for self 
actualization 

Noise; This area should be completely buffered from other activities 
to allow one to be alone, relax and rest. 

Sight: This is a place which should provide all the privacy one should 
want 

FREQUENCY 

Everyday 

PHYSICAL SUPPORT 

toilet, paper roll, 
reading light 

NEED SATISFIED 

Basic physical need 

Noise: Size piping correctly, buffer from social zone 

Sight: Screen from public and social zones. Good lighting for cleaning 

efficiency and quality 

FREQUENCY 

Sporadic 

PHYSICAL SUPPORT 

Chair, open space, 
screening, view 

NEED SATISFIED 

Basic need for humans 
to be alone at any one 
time 

Noise; One should be able to experience quiet and solitude 

Sight: Participants often are seen but not heard, a place for total 
privacy is required if need be 
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PRIVATE 

ACTIVITY 

Studying 
homework, 
collecting, 
reading,business 
matters 

PARTICIPANTS 

family members 
at an individual 
basis 

LOCATION TIME SPAN 

Pr iva te Area• 
JEach indiv idual 
w i l l claim an 
area f i t t i n g 
h i s own p e r 
sonal needs . 

ranging from 
30 minutes to 
several hours 
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FREQUENCY PHYSICAL SUPPORT NEED SATISFIED 

Most evening being 
predominant, 4 to 5 
days a week 

desk, local lighting, 
chair, cabinets, 
shelves, wall area 

The human being yearns 
for knowledge. The 
need for an area for 
figuring & reasoning 

Noise; It is common for the majority of people to want a degree of privacy 
while concentrating. An area that contains acoustical barriers for 
sound control 

Sight: A well lit surface for reading and writing is essential for 
an atmoshere that favors good study habits. 
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EXTERIOR ACTIVITIES 

ACTIVITY 

Active 
Strolling, joggin 
brisk walking, 
skipping, part
icipation in 
sports, ascending 
and decending 
stairways, hop
ping, hiking, 
acting. 

PARTICIPANTS 

All portions 
of the community 
and pets. 

LOCATION 

Public open space 
semi-public open 
space 

TIME SPAN 

Variances; 
15 minute walk 
to 5 mile jog 

ACTIVITY 

Augmented Active 
rollerskates. 
skate board. 
bicycle, motor
cycle, traveling 
to a specific 
destination 
or casual auto
mobile; 
entering site. 
traversing 
through site. 
parking, exiting 

PARTICIPANTS 

People ages 16 
and over that 
are licensed 
to drive 

LOCATION 

transition thru 
public to semi-
public areas 

1 

TIME SPAN 

sporadic. 

seasonal 
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FREQUENCY PHYSICAL SUPPORT NEED SATISFIED 

Seasonal, everyday, 
early morning, evening 
late evening 

bicycle and 
pedestrian paths, 
stairs, lighting, 
open space, courts of 
various kinds as need
ed 

The need for physical 
exertion, social inter
action, competition 

Locate buffers between private home and public activity 

Light for night activities must be located. Low lighting 
for pedestrian trails. Direct lighting for retail displays 
and aesthetic lighting. 

FREQUENCY 

everyday, mornings 
and evenings heavy 
on the auto traffic 

PHYSICAL SUPPORT 

roads, paths, signs, 
lights, parking space 

NEED SATISFIED 

to traverse from one 
destination to another 
with ease. Carry on 
recreational activitie;; 
without interruption 

Noise: 
Heavy traffic may occur at peak times and these should be located 
or designed to up-keep the private domain of the home. 

Lighting: At night, street lighting, lighting for parking lots. 
— lighting for pedestrian foot paths 

low 
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ACTIVITY 

Passive 
resting, 
looking at 
scenery, reading 
waiting, talking 
etc. 
waiting in line, 
using toilet 
facilities, 
being member 
of audiance, 
eating, drinking 
singing, playing 
an instrument 

PARTICIPANTS 

People of all 
ages and 
similar values 

LOCATION 

-edges of 
active zone 
-semi-public 
-semi-private 
clustered 

TIME SPAN 

ranging from 
a 5 minute wait 
for the bus to 
a 2 hour nap 

ACTIVITY 

Augmented 
Passive 

sitting in a 
parked car. 
waiting at a 
traffic light. 
sitting in a 
stalled car 

PARTICIPANTS 

drivers, riders. 
pedestrians 

LOCATION 

public and semi-
public zones 

TIME SPAN 

ranging from a 
minute and a 
half traffic 
light to a 30 
minute wait on 
the tow truck 
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FREQUENCY 

Sporadic, seasonal, 
morning, noon, evening, 
nighjt 

PHYSICAL SUPPORT 

seats, lighting, 
trails, scenery 

NEED SATISFIED 

physical, personal, 
phycological and 
social needs are 
satisfied 

Noise: Pleasant noises are nice when you're layed back a little bit, 
birds, rippling water, laughter, rustling leaves in the wind, 
ducks quacking, geese goosing, etc. 

Sight: Pleasant views, night lighting, provide conversation areas 

FREQUENCY PHYSICAL SUPPORT NEED SATISFIED 

everyday, morning and 
evening are peak times 

driveways, parking lo 
streets, garage, 
lighting 

t.! waiting, on a green 
light, rendezvous 
with shopper, lover, 
etc., a car to warm 
up 

Noise; Cars and deliveries cause noise that should be zoned away from 
the private-zone of the home 

Sight; It is necessary to give an unobstructed view to the driver at 
intersections 
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CO/W/WERCIAL ACTIVITIES 

• f 

"The retail store of today 
is a selling machine. As such, 
it can be properly designed only 
with a thorough understanding of 
its activities, beginning vith 
the original buying of its sup
plies of merchandise and ending 
with the final delivery of goods 
to the customers. The process 
involves the activities of pur
chase, receipt, inspection, stor
age, and display of goods; attrac
tion of customers and provision 
for gaining and holding their 
good will; and the actual selling 
whereby the goods pass into the 
possession of the purchaser, 
either directly or through some 
form of delivery service.(6) 
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e.T O « . o i t e t » TOAfFie UMS 

MX McacuANOise ToofTc U N * 

S A L B S z o n a (az) 

Mt.nU4*MDISB. ZONE.(/*.Z) 

^ Cue'TOJ«\eas roMa fez) 

12. A diagrammafie rtpfsmntation of lh» four deparimtnt tton zonmt 

and tht fhra* cireulation i/itanM. No# a plan, but a grapfiic waf of 

mpratting ctrtoin basic tacts about tin ideal division and organ

ization of traffSe within a daparimtnt star; which it coataivad as 

containing on* primary zone <th9 Soiling Zonmi, iurrovndod bf tlim 

distinct oporational zones tfor Brnployoet, Morchandito, and Cutiomari), 

all adjacent lo and connected witl> Ifim Selling Zona bui independent 

of each otiier. 

Within the large outer circle representing the entire store, lies a 

smaller circle enclosing the Selling Zorte ISZ). Around the latter and 

intersecting it, are grouped three other circles (BT, MT, and CD. Each 

of these is tangent lo the outer boundary of the store artd one of 
Ihem fET) is tangent to each of the other two at points 1 and 2. Th« 
segmental areas outside the Selling Zone and eiKlosed by ET, MT, and 

CT represent respectively the zones for employee* lEZ), Merchandise 

IMZI, and Customers ICZ). The broken lines of circles ET, MT, and 

CT, marked with directional arrows, surrounding the three operaiianal 

zcnes and penetrating fhrough the Selling Zone, denote the flow of 

Ihm three separate kinds of traffic for Employees, Merchandisa, and 

Cuitom»"i, enferjng and leaving the Selling Zona of points I, II, III, 

IV, V, and VI. 

I SHJUANCtL op CUSTOMtBS INTO -^ti p^ BOO^ 

n tWT • • fBOM • 

0 tUVttMCB Of AUBCMANOiaC INTO • 

nr EaoT • • njo*\ • 
V CHTRANCB Of eMPLxrrEU IMTO • 

TO EXIT • • f j jo« • 

1 Cama.crx>o*4 cf ] S g ^ g J 5 | « J » y F « . wTw 

2 Co»4MCcricM am e j H P i o r s u • • 

Thoughtful contemplation of this diagram will reveal a number of 

significant reiationslupt wftich should be remembered and applied in 

developing department store plans. Among them are the following: 

1. Circulation within each of the three operational zones sitould be 

self-contained and Independent of the others. (All principal vertical 

trattsportatiaa means should be included wilhin these zones: traffic 

in the Setting Zona it mestly horizontal.) 

2. Separata access to and from tite selling floors mutt be provided lor 
each of ttia three types of traffic—Employees, Merchandise, and Cus
tomers. 

3. All traffic between the Selling Zone and the street must pass through 
one of thp operational zones. 

4. Customers must not enter either MZ or EZ. Merchandise must not 

anter either CZ or EZ. Employees have only limited access to MZ or 

CZ. All three elements circulate wilhin the SZ. 

Oifter point* witt be referred to in the detailed discussion of the 

different zones in later chapters. 

source: Planning Stores That Pay p . 9 
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RETAIL SHOPPING ACTIVITY ANALYSIS 

ACTIVITY PARTICIPANTS LOCATION TIME SPAN 

receiving 
merchandise 
(marking, 
counting, writini 
(invoices) 
unloading) 

deliverymen, 
stock people 

book keeping 
peronnel, 
managers etc. 

merchandise zone 
away from traffic 
arteries 

several minutes 
to several hours 

ACTIVITY PARTICIPANTS LOCATION TIME SPAN 

Purchasing 
(telephoning, 
writing, storing, 
conversation) 

buyer, seller, 
solicitors 

private area 
Merchandise Zone 
adjacently to 
receiving 

Short and 
sporadic 
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FREQUENCY PHYSICAL SUPPORT NEED SATISFIED 

sporadic, several times 
a day - several times 
a week 

unloading space, etc. 
ramps, rack, writing 
surface, counter 

the need of more goods 
as they are consumed 

Noise; Should be separated as much as possible from the customer zone. 
Acoustics should be applied where necessary 

Sight; The delivery area should be easily identified by the deliverer 
and screened from public view 

FREQUENCY 

Several times monthly-
seasonal 

PHYSICAL SUPPORT 

desk, chairs, shelves, 
cabinets, telephone 

NEED SATISFIED 

to buy goods for 
resale, hopefully for 
profit 

Noise: Business conversations take place in person and by telephone. 
There should be no difficulty in carrying on a business-like 
conversation. 

Siaht: The purchases need direct contact to the receiving area to check 
rectness. 
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ACTIVITY 

storage 
(shelving, 
stacking, 
organizing, 
shuffling) 

PARTICIPANTS 

stock men, 
deliverers 

LOCATION 

Merchandize Zone 
direct access to 
sales area 

TIME SPAN 

several hours 

ACTIVITY 

Maintaining 
washing f l o o r s , 
windows, walks, 
c leaning counter-
tops and 
merchandise. 
taking out 
garbage 

PARTICIPANTS 

c leaning crew 
of ten 
con t rac ted 

LOCATION 

t h i s a c t i v i t y 
happens th rough
out the s t o r e 

TIME SPAN 

s e v e r a l hours 
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FREQUENCY 

3 or so times per 
week 
seasonal 

PHYSICAL SUPPORT 

Shelves, racks, 
floor space, lighting, 
(cold storage as 
necessary) 

NEED SATISFIED 

The need for organ
ization and order to 
achieve efficiency 
& security 

Noise; Consideration should be given to acoustical insulation from 
selling area 

Sight: Visual screening from customers. Lighting for listing and 
marking goods efficiently 

FREQUENCY PHYSICAL SUPPORT NEED SATISFIED 

6 days a week, after 
business hours 

service sink, storage 
for pails, rags, 
cleaners, garbage 
cans 

The need to give a 
clean and healthy 
image 

Noise; Not much of a factor)as this activity is carried out after 
business hours. 

Sight; The customers view of the store is important in respect to 
keeping customers business. 
Physical support systems should be kept out of customers view. 
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ACTIVITY 

Display 
removing from 
storage, 
lifting, 
carrying, 
shelving 

PARTICIPANTS 

Stockers, 
deliverymen, 
display personel 

LOCATION 

Sales zone 
direct and 
indirect access 
to customers 

TIME SPAN 

30 minutes to 
several hours 

ACTIVITY 

Attracting 
Customers 

radio, T.V. 
advertising, 
creating signs, 
window display, 
interior 
display 

PARTICIPANTS 

miscellaneous, 
artist, mail 
order, office 
personnel 

LOCATION 

Publicity Zone 
the work during 
this activity 
takes place in 
several areas 

TIME SPAN 

several hours 
sporadic 
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FREQUENCY PHYSICAL SUPPORT NEED SATISFIED 

Sporadic, several 
times weekly, 
seasonal after 
business hours 
predominant 

racks, shelves, 
cabinets, direct 
lighting, hangers 

The need to expose 
merchandise to the 
customer in good 
supply 

Noise: This activity can be noisy at times, but not a concern after 
hours. Rollers on carts padded shelving, other design 
techniques can help reduce noise 

Sight: The merchandise must be in direct view of the customer, areas 
can be zoned to give a more personal feeling 

FREQUENCY 

Seasonal - sporadic 

PHYSICAL SUPPORT 

desk for rendering, 
storage, garbage 
facilities, direct 
lighting, window 
display, mannequins, 
telephone, chairs, 
desk, cabinets 

NEED SATISFIED 

The need for attracting 
business for financial 
benefit 

Sight; Attractive lighting on displays and signs, the need to be 
flexible with variances of lighting levels. Display areas 
should be within viewing levels on customers & passers-by 
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ACTIVITY 

Keeping 
Customers 

casual shopping, 
asking questions 
answering, 
browsing 

PARTICIPANTS 

customers, 
sales personnel, 
others 

LOCATION 

on the border of 
the customer and 
sales zone 

TIME SPAN 

8 to 10 hours 

ACTIVITY 

Selling 
checking hems, 
charging. 
receiving 
pajnnent, 
change return. 
baggage. 
conversation 

PARTICIPANTS 

Customer and 
cashier 

LOCATION 

Boardering on 
sales & customer 
zones 

TIME SPAN 

several minutes 
amount of time 
depends on 
number of items 
purchased and 
type of payment 
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FREQUENCY PHYSICAL SUPPORT NEED SATISFIED 

Six days a week, 
sporadic, seasonal 

Chairs, mirrors, 
countertop, cabinets, 
writing surface 

The need to efficient! 
and pleasantly serve 
the customer as he 
wishes 

Noise: 

Sight; 

Customers should be able to browse and take-on quiet conversations 
without interruptions 

The customer and seller must be within .eye contact at all times, 
even though it may take place over a large area 

FREQUENCY PHYSICAL SUPPORT NEED SATISFIED 

Sporadic, 6 days a 
week, seasonal 

countertop, cash 
register, credit 
equipment, storage, 
writing surface, 
telephone, intercom 

The need to charge for 
purchased items, 
finincial items 

Noise: Buyer and charger should be able to converse with no interference 

Sight: The buyer should be given the opportunity to see the figures being 
rung up 
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ACTIVITY 

Delivery 
( loading, 
l i s t e n i n g , 
t r a n s p o r t i n g , 
unloading) 

PARTICIPANTS 

d e l i v e r y 
personnel and 
customer 

LOCATION 

Customer Zone 
p u b l i c and 
s e m i - p u b l i c 

TIME SPAN 

rang ing from 
quick d e l i v e r y 
to c r o s s town 
d e l i v e r i e s 

ACTIVITY 

Excret ing 
( u r i n a t i n g , 
de feca t ing , 
washing up) 

PARTICIPANTS 

customers and 
employees 
(men & women) 

LOCATION 

s e m i - p r i v a t e 
zone-more 
p r e f e r e n c e given 
to employees 
needs 

TIME SPAN 

s h o r t p e r i o d s 

ACTIVITY 

Break-time 
(conversa t ion , 
r e l a x a t i o n , 
d r ink ing , ea t ing 
read ing , e t c . ) 

PARTICIPANTS 

Employees 

LOCATION 

Semi-private area 

TIME SPAN 

15 minutes to 
an hour 
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FREQUENCY 

Business hours, 
sporadic, seasonal 

PHYSICAL SUPPORT 

carts, bags, boxes, 
delivery transport, 
maps 

NEED SATISFIED 

The need of quick, 
pleasant and 
responsible deliveries 

Noise; The deliverer must be able to hear and clarify instructions 
given, as to point of destination 

Sight: The deliverer must be able to organize and orient himself in 
order to make efficient deliveries 

FREQUENCY 

Sporadic 

PHYSICAL SUPPORT 

toilets, urinals, 
sinks, cabinets, 
linen storage 

NEED SATISFIED 

basic physical need 

Noise; Pipes must be designed to prevent water hammer. Acoustical 
insulation is needed for privacy and the feeling of security 

Sight; The facilities should be visually private. Signs to indicate 
location should be provided for orientation 

FREQUENCY 

once in the morning, 
noon, and evening 

PHYSICAL SUPPORT 

table, chairs, lounge, 
food storage, clothes 
storage, refreshment 
machines 

NEED SATISFIED 

The need to sit back 
and take a break 
from the days 
activities 

Noise: 

Sight; 

The breaktime should be a time when employees are relazed and 
not concerned with image presented to customers, acoustical 
barriers prevent noise transmission 

Employees whould be abl 
opinion 

e to carry on without worry of customer 
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CLI/WATE 

'Lubbock is located on a plateau area of Northwestern Texas that is 
referred to locally as the South Plains Region. The general elevation of 
the area is about 3250 feet. The South Plains Region is a major part of 
the Llano Estacado. T latter which covers a large portion of the Northwest 
Texas, is bounded on the east and southeast by an erosional escarpment that 
is usually referred to as the "Cap Rock." The Llano Estacado extends south-
westward into the upper Pecos Valley and westward into eastern New Mexico. 

The South Plains are predominately level, but contain numerous minor 
irregularities such as small playas (or clay lined depressions) and small 
stream valleys. During the rainy months the playas collect run-off water 
and form small lakes or ponds. The stream valleys drain into the major 
rivers of West Texas, but throughout most of the year these streams carry only 
very light flows. 

The escarpment of "Cap Rock" is the primary terrain feature that causes 
a noticeable distortion of the smooth wind flow patterns across the South 
Plains. It causes considerable deflection of wind flow. The most notice
able influence is on southeasterly winds as they deflected upward along the 
face of the escarpment. 

The Lubbock area is the heart of the largest cotton producing section 
of Texas. Grain sorghum production and cattle feeding make significant 
contributions to the agroeconomy of the area. Irrigation from underground 
sfjurces is often used as a supplement to natural rainfall to improve crop 
yields. The soils of the region are sandy clay loams which consist of 
limy clays, silts, and sands of a reddish hue. 

The area is semiarid, transitional between the desert conditions on the 
west and the humid climates to the east and the southeast. The normal annual 
precipitation is 18.41 inches. The greatest monthly rainfall totals occur 
from May through September when warm moist tropical air may be carried into 
the area from the Gulf of Mexico. This air mass often brings moderate to heavy 
t.J^T-'' ^^^""^u^ thunderstorms, which may be accompanied by'hail. Pre-
at Luhww T"""-"" T ^"^ "" characterized by its variability. Annual totals 
to a low v.fr'l f ' f Jo'̂  °^ """'^^ ^^"Se from as much as 40.55 inches 
from I3 q3l';̂ >, r "̂  '^^ ^̂ ''̂ '̂- ^^^ '"°"t̂ ly precipitation extremes range 
from 13.93 inches to none or trace amounts in several isolated months. 

light'anl seldorrL.''" ^^^^O^^^ber until April. Each snowfall is generally 
oie period! °" '^" '^°""' '°^ '""̂ ^ ^^^^ two or three days at any 

The normal annual temperature 1=; SQ 7° r TT, 
Julv and August with a normal H.̂ i ^ ^ warmest months are June, 
months are December and J^u ^ maximum in Jul y of 92.4". The coldest 
January of 24 8° For ^""^^^ ^^^^ ^ normal daily minimum temperature in 
109° and the ail-fi™« .,/. "̂ ^̂ '̂ y ^^^a the record maximum temperature is 

na tne all-time minimum temperature is minus 17°. 
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BI-MONTHLY \AAIND 
PIHECTIOM AiyP VOLUME 

The prevailing wind is from the southwest reaching its 
maximum force in t e early spring. This causes dust to be 
stirred up. The winter winds continue to be predominatly 
from the southwest, but several winter storms do reach the 
southplains bringing cold weather and often precipitation. 

The summer winds are dry and relatively calm. >foisture 
is usually brought into the area by easterly winds. 
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Maximum winds are associated primarily with intense thunderstorms and, 
although they are of short duration, they at times may cause signigicant 
damage to structures. Winds in excess of 25 MPH occasionally occur for 
periods of 12 hours or longer. These prolonged winds are generally associated 
with late winter and springtime low-pressure centers. The stronger winds 
usually blow from a westerly direction. 

These strong winds may bring widespread dust and can cause discomfort 
to residents for periods of several hours. The precipitation patterns of 
the previous days and the agricultural practices of the area significantly 
affect the pattern and amount of the dust. 

Overall the climate of the region is rated as pleasant. Most periods of 
disagreeable weather are of short duration. They generally occur from the 
winter months into the early summer months. 

The summer heat is generally not considered oppressive, although 
intrusions of a tropical air amss will bring some periods of relatively high 
humidity. One moderating factor is a variable, but usually gentle, wind. 
Intrusions of dry air from the west often reduce the discomfort from the 
summer heat and lower minimum temperatures into the sixties. (1) 

Normal Average Temperature 
Record Maximum Temperature (July 1958) 
Record Minimum Temperature (January 1963) 
Normal Daily Maximum for Month (July) 
Normal Daily Minimum for Month (January) 
Number of Hours of Sunshine 
Humidity Average: 

Midnight 
6:00 a.m. 
Noon 
6:00 p.m. 

59.7 
107.0 
-16.0 
92.0 
25.4 
3550 

63% 
75% 
46% 
42% 

degrees 
degrees 
degrees 
degrees 
degrees 
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R A D I A T I O N C A L C U L A T O R 

Radiation calculations can be performed by graphical means. The upper half of 
the above shown direct radiation calculator charts the energies falling on a hori
zontal plain under clear sky conditions. The equiintensity radiation lines are 
indicated at 25 Btu/sq. ft./hour intervals. The lower half circle shows the 
amount of direct radiation falling on a vertical surface. The calculator can be 
used at any latitude and at any orientation. The calculator is in the same scale 
and projection as the sun-path diagrams on pages on solar angles. Transfer 
calculator diagram to a transparent overlay, and superimpose it on a sun-
path diagram in the desired orientation: the radiation values can be read di
rectly. 

i/IQIMTH 

JANUARY 

MARCH 

MAY 

IMI 
7 

12 
5 
7 

1? 
5 
7 

i : 
5 

a.m 
p.m 
p.m 
a .m 
p.m 
p.m 
a.m 
p.m 
p.m 

VERTICLE 
22 

202 
22 
150 
150 
150 
195 
60 

195 

BTU'S 
BTU'S 
BTU'S 
BTU'S 
BTU'S 
BTU'S 
BTU'S 
BTU'S 
BTU'S 

HORIZONTAL 
5 

155 
5 

40 
40 
40 

100 
300 
100 

BTU • S 
BTU'S 
BTU'S 
BTU'S 
BTU'S 
BTU'S 
BTU'S 
BTU' S 
BTU'S 

puree J Arct^^ec t u r a i Gra^Sfftî  StaTidarlg p . 69 



SOIL ANALYSIS 

The majority of the site consists of Amarillo fine sandy loam, 0 to 1 
percent slopes. This deep, nearly level soil is on uplands. It occurs as 
irregularly shaped areas that range from 10 to 200 acres. Local shifting 
of soil by wind is evident in some places. 

The surface layer is friable, mildly alkaline, reddish brown fine 
sandy loam about 14 inches thick. From 14 to 46 inches is friable, reddish 
brown sandy clay loam that is mildly alkaline in the upper 10 inches and 
moderately alkaline in the lower 22 inches. From 46 to 80 inches is friable 
moderately alkaline, pink sandy clay loam. The upper part of this layer is 
about 30 percent by volume soft masses and weakly cemented concretions of 
calcium carbonate. 

This soil is well drained. Surface runoff is slow. Permeability is 
moderate, and available water capacity is high. The root zone is deep and 
is easily penetrated by plant roots. The hazard of water erosion is slight, 
and the hazard of soil blowing is moderate. 

Included in some areas of this soil are spots of Acuff, Olton, and Posey 
soils. Also included are small areas where Amarillo soils have slopes of 
1 to 3 percent and areas where they have limy layers that are more that 60 
inches deep. Included soils make up less than 15 percent of any one mapped 
area. 

This soil is used as cropland. Cotton and grain sorghum are the main 
crops, but other crops can be grown. 

The potential is high for nonirrigated and irrigated cotton, grain 
sorghum, and soybeans. Keeping crop residue on or near the surface conserves 
moisture and helps to control soil blowing and water erosion. Diversion 
terraces and grassed waterways can be used to control outside runoff. In 
dry years, emergency tillage is needed to control soil blowing if crop residue 
does not furnish adequate protection. Fertilizer is needed if the soil is 
irrigated. A designed irrigation system and proper application of irrigation 
water are essential. Either surface or sprinkler irrigation can be used. 

The potential is high for native range plants. Yields of short and mid 
grasses are good during favorable years. The potential is medium for wild
life habitat. 

This soil has high potential for most urban use. Low strength for streets 
and roads and seepage from sewage lagoons are the most restrictive features. 
The potential is high for recreational use' ly) 
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SURFACE DRAINAGE 
^ / ^ ? 

SOURCE: U.S. Oeologic Survey Lubbock, Texas 
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SURFACE DRAINAGE 

The surface drainage on the site creates what is a commonly known as 
a playa lake,(the lake does dry up). Playas range in size from a few 
acres to several square miles and in depth from 2 feet to as much as 50 feet. 
Most playas are circular to oval and watershed configurations tend to be 
similar. Most are single basins, although some have an integrated water 
shed that combines several adjacent basins, usually arranged in a line. 
There is, in fact, a line of these playa lakes on the site and in the general 
area. 

GROUND WATER 

Ground water is second in importance to rainfall as a water resource 
in the High Plains. The ground-water supply available from storage for the 
High Plains of Texas and New Mexico was estimated to be approximately 500 
million acre feet. The annual recharge is only .10 inch per year. The 
Blackwater Draw which has been formed by the Double Mountain Park Brazos 
River has an annual discharge of 1.210 acre feet a year. This feeds the 
North Canyon Lakes project and parts of the Lubbock Country Club. 

OGALLALA FORMATION 

On the site is a water well that is serviced by the Ogallala Water 
formation. It is one of the most extensive, continuous aquifers in this 
country. A geologic cross section is shown in the figure. The thickness 
of this formation varies from a few feet to as great as 900 feet. 

ANCIENT MOUNTAINS 

« ' \ | \ OGALLALA REMOVED 
| / ^ ' j \ ^'< EROSION 5 •SOUTH PLAINS 

OGALLALA AND 
QUATERNARY 

OGALLALA REMOVBO 
. BY EROSION 

PRE-OGALLALA FORMATIONS 

source U.S. Dept. of Interior Bureau of Reclamation 
West Texas-Eastern New Mexico Import Project 
Poo ember 1^72 (̂ ) 
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VIEWS 

1. To the NorthwSt: tone can êe the west edge of the Blackwater Draw, 
which provides a different geography of that usually found in 
Lubbock. The AT and SF railway can be seen almost fading into the 
horizon. The only other things out there are some sections of 
seasonal crops (cotton, wheat, maze, etc.) 

2. Like the rest of this area this also gives a terrain which is un
usual for Lubbock, The Blackwater Draw. In fact, Manioca Road 
bordering the site, takes on a curvilinear pattern that is parallel 
to the Blackwater Draw. 
Also seen while looking across Kent Street is a residence that sits 
on the edge of the canyon. 

3. This is looking at the only steep sloping land on the site. This 
is where Manioca and Kent Street intersect. The Lubbock Country 
Club can be seen behind a few of the nice homes. There is also a 
small tract of land that is developed on, which consist of primary 
upper-middle income residences. At the foot of the hill is a wind 
generator that is a colorful and kinetic and adds another dimension 
to the environment. 

4. Looking across the cotton field and Manioca Road is a group of houses 
that are some of the finest in Lubbock. There are a couple of dozen 
of these homes clustered around the edge of the canyon. 

5. This area shows reminence of the Lubbock 1970 tornado. When this area 
was hit, some of the houses were totalled and instead of rebuilding 
and sending there childred to Estacodo High School, which turned out 
to be primarly minorities, the parents moved to the South Lubbock area 
where there values and morals were better fulfilled. 

6. Here Yucca Street runs perpendicular into Manioca Road, down a pleasant 
hill, and adjacent to the Lubbock Country Club golf course, and then 
across Interstate 27. 

7. Here can be seen the development of about fifty houses that are in 
the lower-middle income bracket. They're small but each one has a 
well kept yard and shows a sense of pride in the neighborhood. 

8. Here is the Wright Elementary School that looks about like all the 
other elementary schools in Lubbock, resembling schools built in the 
50 s. A brick structure that could use a little more landscaping. 

9. This is a look at the Judge Walter Davies Park. It is little more 
than a playground for the kids that goto the elementary school. This 
-Little park has all the playground equipment but just lacks something. 
It s probably because of few kids and lack of nature. Really seems 
duii. Behind the school can be seen the omnipresent S.E. Cone grain 
elevators. These I consider a landmark in North Lubbock. 
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VIE\A/S 

10. This is a hispanic neighborhood that Lubbock has grown around. 
It is mostly made up of framed houses and shacks. This isn't 
exactly Park Avenue but it's home for about 50 lower income 
bracket families. 

11. This view to the west provides a view across huge fields of wheat 
that are ablaze when the evening sunset cast its magnificent glow. 
Lubbock just might be the sunset capital of the world. 
Occasionally one might glance out this way and catch a freight 
train chugging into the city. 
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EXISTING ROADS 

^r|\Ken Street is an asphalt 
""'•-f 

paved surface that exists 
in a rather poor condition. 
Currently there are no curbs 
alongside the road and drain
age is carried along ditches 
on either side. 

The Alleys^in xhe area are dirt surfaces. 

The His-panic Community has some curbing but not much. The 
roads are primarily dirt. 

Yucca currently runs east-west and overpasses 1-27. As 
Yucca approaches the site it must climb up out of the 
canyon rising approximately 60 to 70 feet. This is expected 
to carry a large portion of east-west traffic in the area. 
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UTILITIES 

As water enters the city from the 
Ogallala sources, it is -treated with 
chlorine and pumped directly into the 
distribution line from the booster 
station located at the Quaker Avenue 
and Clovis Highway intersection. The 
other source, from the Canadian Water 
Authority Aqueduct System, pumps water 
to a storage reservoir north of the city 
limits. From this point it is sent 
to the water treatment plant near the 
Municipal Airport and then flows down 
the aqueduct to East Kent Street. At 
this time some of the water is diverted 
west to Levelland and the rest flows 
south to other towns on the system. 
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Current-Systems 

"The water treatment plant can be expanded to handle 75MGD of which only 
55.00 is currently being processed. Of this supply the surrounding towns 
receive 10.65 MOD. Lubbock's share of the Canadian River Water is taken off 
at Ursuline and North Quirt and is fed to pump station number 4 at Municipal 
Hill. Now that pump station number 8 has been completed, a portion of Lubbock'i 
water is taken from the aqueduct at Olive and 66th Street. The water distri
bution system is divided into two separate systems with a pipeline connecting 
pump station number 4 on the east system to the booster station on the west 
system. If excess water still exists it can be used for recharge of the 
Ogallala wells. The east distribution system is fed from three locations, 
pump stations 3, 4, and 8. (Pump stations 1 and 6 act as elevated storage; 
pump stations 2 and 5 are scheduled for retirement.) The west system is fed 
by pump station number 7 and the. booster station. A future point of supply, 
pump station number 10, is scheduled to be built before 1985 and would receive 
water from the proposed Post and treatment plants, one of which has recently 
been expanded, and currently the majority of the treated effluent from each of 
these two plants is contracted to farms for irrigation purposes. A smaller 
portion of this water is also sold to the Southwestern Public Service Plant 
for industrial cooling. 

EXISTING TREATMENT FACILITIES 

The first of two plants serving Lubbock is the Northwest Waste Water 
Reclamation Plant located just north of the intersection of the Clovis Road 
and Loop 289. This plant, built in 1962, is small and treats sewage from 
Texas Tech University and certain areas of the extreme northwest portion of 
Lubbock. All effluent from this plant is pumped to a holding pond on Texas 
Tech property and is used for irrigation of University owned farm land. The 
design capacity of the Northwest Plant is 0.75 MOD although it has been 
handling an average of 1.2 MOD for some time. Plans for line expansion to 
the Southeast Plant should relieve this overload condition in the near future. 

The Southeast facility is, in reality, three separate plants. Two are 
single-stage trickling filter plants and a third is an activated sludge 
system. The first two facilities are very similar operations and the earliest 
construction, that of Plant No. 1 or the South Plant, was done in the 1940's. 
Plant No. 2 or the North Plant was built in 1962. The maximum capacity of 
Plant No. 1 is 5.0 MGD and the maximum capacity of Plant No. 2 is 9.0 MOD; 
however, an analysis in 1967 showed these plants to be overloaded. In 1972 
a third facility was constructed with a capacity of 12.0 MGD bringing the 
total plant capacity to 26.0 MGD. In a similar manner as that of the North
west Plant, treated waste water from the Southeast Waste Water Reclamation 
î iant IS pumped to holding ponds on the Frank Gray farm east of Yellowhouse 
Canyon and is used as irrigation water for his farming operation. (5) 
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"With the expansion ofthe Southeast Waste Water Reclamation Plant in 1972 
the overall sewer system for the city was to be adequate until the year 1980. 
The figures were based however on an average usage of 90 gallons per capita 
per day and a projected population of 289,000. When the 1970 census revealed 
a count of 149,101, it was realized that the growth had not been as great as 
had been predicted. Using the same per capita consumption the present treatment 
facilities should be adequate until the year 2000, or until the popuiacion 
should reach approximately 290,000. 

Analysis showed that although the overall system was adequate, the 
Northwest Plant was still operating under design overload conditions and 
either trunk line or plant expansion seemed necessary. In conference with 
administrative officials from Texas Tech University it was indicated that 
additional water supply to the farming operations was not desirable and 
therefore plant expansion for the Northwest facility would not be feasible. 
The alternate solution, trunk line expansion, was in order. Currently, 
plans have been made to construct additional line to connect with the outfall 
line in the Canyon at Avenue K. This line is currently underused since 
population expansion in east Lubbock did not occur as was predicted. Work 
on the new line should begin sometime in 1974 and continuation of this facility 
to the Southeast Treatment Plant will be done whenever the Avenue K trunk 
begins to reach peak load. 

In 1971, Freese, Nichols and Endress conducted a report on makeup water 
for the Upper Canyon Lakes. Their findings indicated that the proposed 
withdrawal of ground water from beneath the farms now being irrigated with 
reclaimed water was superior to all other alternatives in terms of quality 
and economy. As currently envisioned, the field will consist of 27 wells 
and will produce an average of 5 million gallons per day (MGD) . This will 
be more than is needed for the Canyon Lakes; the surplus will serve for park 
irrigation. The delivery line for this operation plus the construction of 
storage tanks began sometime in 1974. Once this system is completed 
Lubbock will be using and reusing its water supply in three ways: for domestic 
consumption, for agricultural and industrial purposes, and for recreation. 

STORM SEWER SYSTEM 

Storm sewer systems consist of natural and man-made channels and conditions 
which convey surface waters to disposal points outside the area of collection. 
The fraction of storm water that does not percolate into the soil is called 
storm runoff. This storm runoff from urban areas, if not properly conveyed to 
points of disposal, can result in very significant flood damage. Most important 
of these IS the damage inflicted upon real and personal property due to flooding 
during periods of high surface runoff. Inadequate disposal of runoff may also 
result in widespread inconvenience or loss of valuable time due to street flooding. 
Storm drainage facilities for urban areas are chiefly for the purpose of elimat-
mg this inconvenience to the public and preventing hazardous flooding. 

EXISTING FACILITIES 

sv.teil'̂ l̂nf ̂ '/'°^'" drainage is handled through two types of systems. The first 
drains'litorh P̂ î'̂ ^̂ ^̂  J" ^^^ downtown area, is a storm sewer network. Water 
the ?ellowhnu^^ underground system and is carried to the local playa lakes or into 
dJrelt iuno?rL ^ r " """ 'f""' '^^'"" ̂ ^̂ ^̂ ^̂ ^ designing street systems to 
fills tlTlLlt H ̂ '̂ ''''' ̂ '^^^ '̂ '̂ "- ^^^" ^he lake fills to capacity and over-
streets are desLn^^ direction of this flow is considered as drainage channels and 

Channelinrof water in°th"'' '"' ''°" "^^°^^ ^^^ 1°^ P°i"t -^° '^^ '̂̂ ^̂ "̂̂ "̂  '''"r 
storaje (6) "'̂''''̂^ "̂ "̂ '̂̂  ultimately result in optimum surface water 
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source: "Plat of Survey on a Tract of land Out of Sections-
11 & 78, Block A, Lubbock County, Texas", Lubbock-
Engineering Go. I638 '̂iain, Lubbock Texas 
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The intensity of activities on the site is determined by various factors 
that are derived from the goals of the project, goals like; energy conservation, 
increased social interaction and awareness, fitting with and improving the 
environment, and planning for the future. All of the goals point to a range 
of building types and densities. 

In figuring the ratio of open space to living space, a land use intensity 
system was used that was developed by the Federal Housing Administraction to 
aid planners in developing Planned Unit Developments and multi-family housing 
developments. 

From this the following various design standards can be found. 

Floor Area Ratio (FAR) - the maximum square footage of total floor area 
permitted for each square foot of land area. 

Open Space Ratio (OSR) - The minimum square footage of open space required 
for each square foot of floor area. 

Living Space Ratio (LSR) - the minimum square footage of nonvehicular 
outdoor space required for each square foot of floor area. 

Recreation Space Ration RSR) - the minimum square footage of recreation 
space required for each square foot of floor area. 

Occupant Car Ration (OCR) - the minimum number of parking spaces without 
parking time limits required for each living unit. 

Total Car Ration (TCR) - the minimum number of parking spaces required for 
each living unit. 

sourcet Land Planning Bulletin No. 3. F.H.A. p.8 

*SITE DATA 

Land Use Intensity rating =3.5 

Site = 198 acres 

Dwelling Units = 1,^00 

By finding 3.5 on the LUl rating table, the following ratios are known: 
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FAR 

OSR 

LSR 

OCR 

TCR 

RSR 

.141 

5.5 

3.8 

1.7 

1.9 

.21 

198 acres X 43,560 square feet per acre - 8,624,880 sq. ft. 



MAXIMUM FLOOR AREA 

FAR X area = maximum floor area permitted 

.200 x 8,624,880 = 1,724,970 s.f. 

MINIMUM LIVING SPACE AREA 

LSR X floorspace = minimum area of living space 

2.6 X 1,724,976 = 4,484,938 s.f. 

MINIMUM OPEN SPACE AREA 

.OSR X floorspace = minimum area of open space 

3.8 X 1,724,976 = 6,554,909 s.f. 

MINIMUM RECREATION SPACE 

RSR X floorspace = minimum area of recreation space 

.18 X 1,724,976 = 310,495 s.f. 
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MINIMUM OCCUPAÎ T PARKING SPACE 

OCR X Living Units = minimum resident parking spaces 

1.4 X 1225 = 1715 minimum resident parking spaces 

MINIMUM TOTAL PARKING SPACES 

TCR X Living Units = minimum total parking spaces 

1.6 X 1225 = 1960 minimum total parking spaces 

MINIMUM COMMERCIAL PARKING SPACES 

3 spaces for each 1000 sq. ft. 

180 thousand s.f. x 4 spaces =720 spaces 

SUMMARY 

Floor Area 
Living Space Area 
Open Space Area 
Recreation Space 
Occupant Parking Spaces 
Total Parking Space 
Commercial Parking 

1,724.970 s.f. 
4,484,938 s.f. 
6,554,909 s.f. 
310,495 s.f. 

1715 spaces 
1960 spaces 
720 spaces 
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Under the special use ordinances in the Lubbock Zoning Ordinances, 
30% of the development must be completed two years after initiation of 
construction. 

This initial phase will consist of primarily residential units with 
a few convienience stores. 

Thru an analysis of the demographic composition of the market, it is 
evident that this is the time that the post World War II baby boom generation 
is marrying and having children. In 1979 there were more marriages in the 
United States than any other year. Also it must be pointed out that one 
out of every two marriages today end up in divorce. 

With this knowledge of the demographic composition, coupled with the 
fact that it is hardest for young couples and older citizens to own a home, 
the breakdown of the residential units can be established. 

After finding the total floor area of the project it is next essential 
to detail the listing of the spaces. A. gross floor area is divided into 
the following list. 

RESIDENTIAL SPACE 

gross townhouse space ^60,000 s.f. 
gross apartment space 605 ,'̂ '00 s.f. 
gross custom home space 460,000 s.f. 
parking/circulation 686,000 s.f. 

COMMERCIAL 

gross lease space 150,000 s.f. 
parking/circulation 210,000 s.f. 

OPEN SPACE 

total area = 6,003,904 s.f. 

MAINTENANCE/COMMUNITY 

total area = 39,576 s.f. 
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RESIDENTIAL 

COMMERCIAL 
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EXTERIOR 

PARivING / CIRCULATION 

PASSIVE RECREATION 

ACTIVE RECREATION 

Exterior space can be visualized as 
architecture without a roof, and functional 
design is as essential to exterior space 
as it is to interior space. Projected uses 
of exterior space must be identified and 
categorized in the same manner as for 
interior space. Most exterior spaces must 
accomodate heavier (foot and vehicular) 
traffic volume than interior spaces. 
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PARKING/CIRCULATION 

SPACE NAME 
AREA 

net s.f. ARCHITECTURAL DESCRIPTION 

resident parking 

visitor parking 

commercial 

service 

336,000 

56,000 

7,000 

minimum 
dia. 
10' 

spacious and convient to dwelling, 
well landscaped, broken up into 
several smaller lor..5 ra,thBr t:Lan 
one large mass of asphalt. 

head in parking that is convenient 
and easily accessible. 

access for dumpster trucks and utility 
service that is spacious and identifiable. 
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DESCRIPTION OF USE 

transportation, parking, washing car 

parking, transporting 
goods/packages 

dumping garbage, cleaning plumbing, 
checking electrical meters etc. 
(place for parking trucks) 

QUANT. 

1 
as req. 
1.2 
.2 

3 

FURNISHINGS 

DESCRIPTION 

hose bibb/50 spaces 
lighting/neon. 
spaces/unit 
spaces/unit 

spaces/I,000 square feet 

located as required 
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PASSIVE RECREATION 

SPACE NAME 

living 

shopping 

working 

visiting 

AREA 
net s.f. 

1/2 bldg. 

ARCHITECTURAL DESCRIPTION 

i 

I 20% total 
I bldgs. 

as req. 

as req. 

a defined, well landscaped space that 
extends the indoor social space to the 
outdoors and vice versa 

a series of landscaped court yards, paths 
and connect the facilities in a variety 
of spatial quantities. 

a quiet, secluded place for the employee 
to take a break. 

a place for the visitor of the site to sit, 
rest and collect himself. 
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DESCRIPTION OF USE QUANT. 

barbecueing, eating, resting, reading,j several 
supervising child play, etc. 

browsing, sitting, waiting, 
rendezvous, snacking, etc. 

resting, eating, socializing, 
secluding 

resting, conversation, chess, 
napping, watching sports events, etc. 

as req, 
II II 

as 
I I 

I I 

I I 

as 
I I 

I I 

I I 

req 
I I 

I I 

11 

req 
I I 

I I 

11 

FURNISHINGS 

DESCRIPTION 

lawn chairs 
hose bibb 

benches 
water fountain 
trash cans 
lighting 
bathrooms 

tables 
chairs 
vending machines 
disposal system 

benches 
water fountain 
lighting 
rest rooms 
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ACTIVE RECREATION 

SPACE NAME 

tennis 

jogging 

soccer/football 

swimming 

shopping 

AREA 
net s.f, 

7,200/court 

i 

5 ft. 
wide -
more for 
bicycle 

ARCHITECTURAL DESCRIPTION 

wind problem and lighting are concerns 
with Lubbock's climate of moderate winds 
and pleasant temperatures. 

54000 

a pleasant, natural setting that requires 
jogging paths, low level lighting, landscapin 
and organization 

open space covered with bermuda grass and 
appropriate lighting 

36 ft. j a warm refreshing place that habitats all 
per person! activities of communal recreation 

i 

as req. a var ie ty of spacia l experiences that are 
exci t ing and rewarding 
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DESCRIPTION OF USE 

FURNISHINGS 

QUANT. DESCRIPTION 

a social sport that includes 
conversation, waiting, watching and 
the sport itself 

a popular sport that inhances 
physical fitness which leads to 
alertness etc. A time to be a part 
of a natural setting 

field sports that are played by 
a score of people at a time 

a seasonal activity that is 
popular with active people 

2 
1 
set 
1 
reg. 
1 

benches - 6' 
water fountain 
lights 
court 
landscaping 
garbage can 

a social need that requires a variety 
of elements to be active anc viable 

1/40' 
grouped as 
req. 
1/150 yds, 
1/75 yds 

2 
2 
1 
set 

as req. 
4sets/pool 
12/pool 

as req. 
II II 

low lighting 
benches 

water fountain 
garbage cans 

fan stands 
I garbage cans 
j water fountain 

lighting 

garbage cans 
tables/chairs 
lounges 

rest rooms 
garbage cans 
land scaping 
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RESIDENTIAL SPACE 
PUBLIC 

SOCIAL 

OPERATIVE 

SEMI-PRIVATE 

PRIVATE 
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RESIDENTIAL SPACE 

Townhouses 
100 One Bedroom @ 800 s.f. = 80,000 s.f, 
200 Two Bedroom (9 935 s.f. = 187,000 s.f, 
100 Three bedroom (§ 1,320 s.f.= 133,000 s.f, 

net space 400,000 s.f, 
gross space 460,000 s.f. 

Apartments 
750 One Bedroom @ 700 s.f.= 105,000 s.f, 
300 Two Bedroom (a 900 s.f. = 270,000 s.f, 
150 Three Bedroom @ 1,010 s.f. = 151,500 s.f. 

net space 526,500 s.f, 
gross space 605,400 s.f, 

Custom Homes 
200 HOmes (? 2,000 ave. s.f. = 400',000 s.f, 

gross space 460,000 s.f. 

1 Oil-



PUBLIC SPACE 

SPACE NAME 
AREA 

net s.f. ARCHITECTURAL DESCRIPTION 

porch/entry 
1 bedroom 
2 bedroom 
3 bedroom 

foyer 
1 bedroom 
2 bedroom 
3 bedroom 

coat storage 
1 bedroom 
2 bedroom 
3 bedroom 

18 
18 
24 

50 
50 
58 

8 
8 
10 

a space that establishes territory, 
identity and character of the resident 

the entry place, storm vestibule, 
transition from the public to the 
semi-public space 

convenient and hidden, non glamorous 
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DESCRIPTION OF USE QUANT. 

place to greet visitors and guests, 
the formal entry into the home 

screens public from private, shows 
character of the home, gives the 
guest orientation and time to 
compose 

the place for the guest to store 
weather protection enabling entry 
into the home to be pleasant and 
spacious 

1 
1 
1 

1 
1 

FURNISHINGS 

1 
6' 

DESCRIPTION 

porch light 
door with lock 
address 
visible access 

mirror 
etagere 

coat rack 
shelves 
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SOCIAL SPACE 

SPACE NAME 
AREA 

net s.f. ARCHITECTURAL DESCRIPTION 

living room 
1 bedroom' 
2 bedroom 
3 bedroom 

patio 
1 bedroom 
2 bedroom 
3 bedroom 

balcony 
1 bedroom 
2 bedroom 
3 bedroom 

200 
200 
220 

the family space, warm, comfortable, 
expressive of interest 

40 
40 
50 

spacious with a view, solar radiation, 
extension of indoor social space 

32 
32 
40 

a lofty space that enables the indoors 
and outdoors to interact better 

storage 
1 bedroom 
2 bedroom 
3 bedroom 

30 
35 
40 

space for tool storage, proximate to 
dwelling unit 
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DESCRIPTION OF USE 

the e n t e r t a i n i n g room c h i l d r e n 
play, t . v " . / r a d i o , r e a d i n g , 
conversa t ion 

sunning deck, p a i n t c a r e a r e a , 
extension of l3.ving room^ 
t r a n s i t i o n to open s p a c e . 

Similar func t ions to t h a t of t h e 
pa t io except a l o f t 

QUANT. 

1 
1 
2 
1 
2 
1 

1 
3 
1 

Storage space for yard tools, toys, 
bikes, etc. 

FURNISHINGS 

DESCRIPTION 

tv/radio 
couch 
chairs 
coffee table 
lamps/end table 
desk/chair 

set of shelves 
lawn chairs 
table 

set of shelves 
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OPERATIVE SPACE 

SPACE NAME 
AREA 

net s.f. ARCHITECTURAL DESCRIPTION 

kitchen 
1 bedroom 
2 bedroom 
3 bedroom 

kitchen storage 
1 bedroom 
2 bedroom 
3 bedroom 

dining 
1 bedroom 
2 bedroom 
3 bedroom 

laundry 
1 bedroom 
2 bedroom 
3 bedroom 

75 
75 
85 

24 
32 
32 

100 
100 
120 

20 
20 
80 

the workspace of the home, a bright, 
clean, efficient and warm character 

pantry with shelves and floor space for 
large items, all storage space is within 
reach of adults 

a warm, comfortable area, accessible to 
kitchen, generates communication 

a closet like space for washer and dryer 
with hookups. 
In the three bedroom, additional space foi 
other uses. 
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DESCRIPTION OF USE 

preparation of food, serving, 
cleaning-up and storing, a 
place where creative activity is 
carried out 

QUANT. 

1 

1 
1 
1 
1 

several 

FURNISHINGS 

DESCRIPTION 

range 
refrigerator/freezer 
dishwasher 
double sink 
counter tops 

storage for a l l types of foods 
(perishable, non-perishable) and 
utensi ls 

60' 
several 

the space where games, conversation 
meals, creative projects are often 
happening 

washing and drying clothes. In the 
larger units, other operative 
activities can occur 

1 
4 
1 

shelves 
cabinets 

1 
1 

table 
chairs 
cabinet storage 

washer/dryer 
dryer hook-up 
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SEMI-PRIVATE SPACE 

SPACE NAME 
AREA 

net s.f. ARCHITECTURAL DESCRIPTION 

1 bedroom - full bath 

2 bedroom - 1 1/2 bath 

66 

100 

3 bedroom - 2 full bathl 140 

a mechanically functional room that is 
comfortable and efficient 

the one half bathroom is primarily for 
guest convenience, and extra convenience 
to the user 

the same functions as above, possibly 
\ different characteristics 
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DESCRIPTION OF USE 

FURNISHINGS 

QUANT. DESCRIPTION 

bathing, showering, washing hands, 
etc., dressing, undressing, make-up, 
excreting 

the half baths serves for convenience 
washing hands, excreting, changing 
clothes 

1 
1 
1 
1 

1 
2 
2 
2 

serving primary resident, close 
to the private zone 

2 
2 
2 
2 

shower/tub 
toilet 
lavatory 
medicine chest/mirror 

j shower/tub 
toilets 
lavatories 
medicine chest/mirror 

shower/tub 
toilet 
lavatory 
medicine chest/mirror 
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PRIVATE SPACE 

SPACE NAME 

1 bedroom 

storage 

2 bedroom 

storage 

3 bedroom 

storage 

AREA 
net s.f. 

130 

30 

275 

50 

450 

80 

ARCHITECTURAL DESCRIPTION 

the private space for the resident, a 
secure, warm atmosphere close to semi-
private space 

a shallow space with needed shelves, 
racks, etc. 

two spaces aiding desired privacy and 
security 

small spaces that can be converted into 
other uses 

master bedroom with 2 additional rooms 
that are versatile in use 
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DESCRIPTION OF USE 

FURNISHINGS 

QUANT. DESCRIPTION 

sleeping,_ studying, doing nothing 
secluding 

storing, shelving, hanging, taking 
off of the hanger 

1 
1 
1 
1 

bed 
2 dressers 
chair 
lounge 

10' 
10' 

2-4 
3 
2-4 
3 

18' 
18' 

shelves 
clothes rack 

beds 
lamps 
dressers 
chairs 

shelves 
clothes rack 

3-6 
8 
3-6 
5 

beds 
lamps 
dressers 
chairs 
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COMMERCIAL SPACE 

Restaurants 
net space 15,000 s.f. 
gross space 17,250 s.f. 

Convenience 
net space 2,500 s.f. 
gross space 2,875 s.f. 

Super Market 
net space 23,000 s.f. 
gross space 26,450 s.f. 

Drug Store 
net space 5,000 s.f. 
gross space 5,750 s.f. 

Nurseries/Plants 
net space 4,300 s.f. 
gross space 4,945 s.f. 

Hair Stylest 
net space 1,600 s.f. 
gross space 1,840 s.f. 

Specialty Store 
net space 80,000 s.f. 
gross space 92,000 s.f. 
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MECHANICAL 

Each unit should be individually controlled to fit each 
individual residents needs. The provision of systems should 
provide the resident the ability to conserve enerî y in several 
ways. 

A system for distributing conditioned air must be provided. 

The system should be protected from natural elements and 
vandalism. 

Each unit will employ active solar mechanical systems. 

Each unit should be provided with at least 10 cubic feet 
per minute of outdoor air per occupant. 

Provide the mechanical equipment and or by means of designs, 
to circulate outdoor air through the house at appropriate times 

ELECTRICAL 

Outdoor should be ordered to allow quick observations from 
the home, outomobile and pedestrian paths. 

The electrical service on the site and entering the buildings 
sould be inconspicuous. 

All equipment should be totally accessible for repair or 
replacement without damaging adjacent areas. 

Each living unit should be individually metered. 

Each living unit should have an individual service panel, in 
an inconspicuous but accessible place. 

The electrical panel should have the flexibility to expand 
by at least TO amps. 

Placement of outlets in the units should not extend over 
8 feet and should provide for flexible furniture arrangements. 

BUILDING ENVELOPE 

All units should be acoustically private from each other, 
enabling residents to carry on vith individual lifestyles. Mass 
and density both control the transmission of sound and can be 
used in appropriately placed: masonry walls, party walls, closets 
shelves vith books, carpeting and concrete floors, etc. Crafts
manship in construction is a very important factor in controlling 
sound transmission. 
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The outdoor noise level should not exceed 50 decibles for 
comfortable listening and conversation, this is inflated to 60 
Â rhen the windows are closed. The train traffic on the vest 
boundary of the site should be buffered from the residential 
development. 

Glazing should be a minimum of lO'/S of the floor area. 

Exhaust should be provided for kitchen and bathroom areas. 
Openings should be arranged to permit natural ventilation. 

A system of order must exist in the residential unit so an 
organization of the activities provides privacy. 

CODES 

No flammable materials will be permitted around common entry 
ways and stairways. 

A unit on the third floor must have two exits that are sep
arated by at least "0?̂  of the unit area. 
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ZONING 

Current Zoning 

Currently the site is zoned (R - 1), which is a single family district, 
under the zoning regulations in Lubbock, Texas, it is required to zone the 
project under the (SU), Specific Use District. 

Zoning Regulations 

The PUD section of the Lubbock ordinance is addressed under the Specific 
Use District. The overall purpose of this district is as follows: 

,"...to provide for design and land use flexibility in the various districts. 
This district provides for variations in the land use standards within the 
ordinance, provided the intent, principles, and innovations of modern urban 
planning and design are used. The regulations require specific site planning 
on all aspects of proposed development to insure that any variations of land 
uses or land use standards will be harmony with the purposes and objections 
of the Zoning Ordinance." 

As a specific use, PUDs must meet the following requirements of an SU 
district: 

"Only those uses specifically stated in this section shall be permitted." 

"All applications for a Specific Use Zone Change is to be accompanied by 
six(6) copies of a site plan." 

"If the property has not previously been platted or if the Specific Use 
Zone Change requested necessitates a re-plat, an application for approval of 
a preliminary plat shall be filed with the application for Zone Change." 

"All uses permitted in the district shall meet the minimum requirement 
for that use or similar type use is permitted. However, the City Council may 
vary the requirements to allow flexibility for modern urban planning and design." 

"A Specific Use permit and a building permit shall be applied for and 
secured, 30% of the development shall be completed within 24 months of the 
effective date of the Zone Change or all undeveloped property shall automatically 
revert back to the previous Zoning Classification." 

When any proposed development involves provisions for common areas such 
as open space, recreational areas, etc., copies of the proposed articles of 
incorporation, by-laws and protective covenants shall be filed at the time of 
application. Provisions shall be made for the permanent care and maintenance 
of such common area." 

Under Section 22.3-1 of the Specific Use District, the Planned Unit 
Development's particular regulations are; 
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"In any district on a site of one hundred and sixty (160) acres or more at 
the time of application. The uses shall be limited to those uses permitted 
in the 'R', 'A', and 'C-2A' and '0-2' districts with no more than 10% of total 
development area being devoted to commercial uses." 

The specific PUD regulations establish minimum sizes for various types 
of developments. The ordinance essentially created the following six categories 
of PUD with respective minimum acreages: 

Basic Type Most Intense 
Use Permitted 

Minimum Acreage 

Residential Low Density 
Residential High Density 
Residential Commercial 
Residential Commercial 
Commercial 
Industrial 

Two Family 
High Density Apartments 
Restricted Local Retail 
Local Retail 
Light Manufacturing 
Heavy Manufacturing 

10 
40 
80 
160 
40 
40 

SUBDIVISION REGULATIONS 

Platting Procedure 

This portion of the Subdivision Regulations is opened with a suggestion 
to the Subdivider to consult informally with the planning commission and its 
staff before submitting a preliminary plat in order to save time and money. 
Encouragement is also given to the Subdivider to consult with other parties 
on the market, site suitability, overall plan, street locations, lot arrange
ment, utility considerations and other aspects of the development. 

Specific instructions are given on the requirements of what information 
the plat should contain. This includes boundary lines, bearings, distances, 
adjacent land information, street and alley locations and dimensions, ease
ments, dedications and other information required. Also, a separate state
ment is made on the drafting of any protective covenants that would regulate 
land use. 

This section also informs the Subdivider of how many copies of the plat 
are required, the amount of the fee and to whom plats are submitted. A 
time limit is also given to the planning commission to act on a preliminary 
and final plat. Planning commission options are also listed. 

Excavations and Fills 

The requirement of a cut and fill plan is established under the platting 
procedure. All excavations are subject to the approval of the planning comm
ission except certain types regulated by building permits. 
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Design Standards 

This section establishes specific requirements concerning streets, alleys, 
blocks, lots, building lines, food areas and lake areas. 

Streets 

An initial statement requires that all aspects of streets shall conform 
to the master thoroughfare plan. Any variance from this plan will have to 
be approved by the planning commission. Specific design requirements such 
as widths and jog offsets are listed. 

Alleys 

The requirement of alleys in certain zones is established with any ex
ception being subject to approval by the planning sommission. Minimum width, 
alley intersections and dead-ends are also specifically addressed in the 
regulations. 

Blocks 

Block length, width and shape are all determined by building site, 
zoning requirements,street traffic requirements and topography. Specific 
minimum and maximum block lengths are required with any deviation needing 
planning commission approval. 

Lots 

Lot design is dependent upon the type of development and the respective 
zoning regulations. Beyond this the subdivisions regulations specify that 
each lot should front a public street, double frontage and reverse frontage 
should be avoided, and side lot lines should be at right angles or radical 
to the street lines. 

When an area is divided into lots that are larger than norma, the 
developer is required to align his lots, alleys and streets so that a future 
resubdivision can take place and conform to the general street layout in the 
area. 

Building Lines 

The subdivision regulations state that all residential lots and some 
business lots shall be shown. The setbacks of such lines shall conform to 
the zoning regulations. 

Flood Areas 

Areas designated by the city engineer as being Flood prone will not be 
considered for subdivision until adequate drainage has been provided. 
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Lake Areas 

This section of the subdivision regulations has been updated and gener
ally knovm as the "Playa Lake Ordinance." This section allows the developer 
given of the necessary requirements on the plat. 

An owner's certificate or deed of dedication must be supplied to the 
planning commission at this time. This section also details what specific 
items are necessary in this document. 

The city must inspect all required improvements that have been completed 
prior to final approval to insure that the necessary plans and specifications 
have been met. The city will require enough cash or a surety bond to insure 
the completion of the necessary improvements that have not been completed. 

Any protective covenants must again be submitted with the final plat 
in the form for recording. Also, a certificate is required showing that all 
taxes on the land have been paid. Any other information that is required by 
the planning commission must be provided at this time. 

Improvements 

Improvements in the form of survey monuments, streets, water and sewer 
lines, street lights and street name si§ns are required prior to final plat 
approval. A cash deposit or a surety bond can be accepted in lieu of the 
actual improvements for final plat approval. 

City Improvements 

The city will withhold all city improvements such as sewer and water 
before final approval. The city can also refuse to issue building permits 
and certificates of occupancy on unplatted land. 

VARIANCES 

Hardship 

The planning commission does retain the right to grant a variance from 
the subdivision regulations if the strict compliance places an undue hardship 
upon the developer. This variance is granted in the public interest in order 
to maintain justice, not in order to nullify the intent of the regulations. 

Large Scale Development 

This section of the ordinance states that the subdivision regulations 
can be modified to accomodate complete community or neighborhood units. 
The developers of such units have to provide adequate facilities and the 
necessary legal covenants to ensure the success of such a venture. 

Although this last section in the Subdivision Regulations gives a hint 
at the possibility of obtaining a variance for a PUD, no definite guidelines 
or assurances are listed. Such ambiguity could be detrimental to both the 
city and the developer. 
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PHASE I DEVELOPMENT 

CONSTRUCTION SCHEDULE 
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Planned una klcvelopment is (he prjicticc ,if mixing hieh-Jciisitv ni;ti:iin.irn, 
Ihe same protect an<l of scparaling (hem wiih lj(u(st..(t>cd CLiriiiiudiKy l'.ii.iUi 
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lUdci. bu(rcr ^(rlp^, 
vtiirLTcnt (vpcs ,n 

by Hamun D. Ruth 
Riilli + Krmhkhnv 

City and rvtjiutmi ftiainttii^ coii\iittains 

and Peter Walker 
iitiuiki. iVdikcr iS Axsociutes. llic 

Site platuiiiig coiisiUlctits 

Builders (Jeserve two cheers for improvdig the qicdity of the h'lmc. Thev hiivc yet to 
earn a third cheer for improving the quality of rei(dcntlal environment. 

Increased land and improvement l;ll̂ ^̂  arc the lw(n r̂ .̂ lra(nt>̂  to innovation Still, 
there arc enough prulit-motivutcd examples to indicate that an impnucJ environment 
is possible. Look at the popularity of the country club or manna development. Or 
look at cluster developments. > 

They are popular because, in addition lo providing hou-inc. they have '.vo\cn per
manent open space into the fabric of the environment. 1 Their limitation is their 
relatively high price range .ind narrow niarket.) They li.iv;., ;j use the correct 
word, aineniiy. 

Amenity is a word widely used In prolcssional planners, bin it has yet to lind 
general acceptance among builders It means to make .ittractivc or pû ŝ sMnu 
desirable features. This can be done through PVV planned unit development. How 
PUD creates improved residential livability is the subst.inee of this .iriiclc 
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I riic .ipjrtmenis and uiwnhoiiscs .itiil visiuil nilcrc^t .inU .1 ihrce-dimensional T;irrcly m .1 
,n[ i j l jre:i. Cbpccially wiicn groiipcil .iround open ip.ice on rulling terrain a* iliown abu^c. 

PUD offers developers and 

RcNidcnti:ii riciyhborhooU Jcsit:n. con-
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t.inuly huuscs. l i clcmcniiirv land plannmi:. 
DcM^n opporiuniiics increase onormouil) 
Ihc nioiucfK other l i i i . ldini; t\|^c^ .irc 
.iili.lct.1 i'or cicl) .uMilimi.il lyiK' ihc pus-
MIMIIIILS i:\|i..tid •^ii.'..il\ Ml [h.it IICM;:!! op-

portuiii iu's ipp*-'-"" I'l'inac 

IM.nitic».i unit dc'^i.kipincnts ni.i\ i;i'nUiiii 
onu- ..iid l\\t>---t >r;. 'UHISL.'- Hti-ilc-Liiiiih. 
l\\(,)-l.iinilv, Muilti-l.mnK. .Hid [̂ .)̂ \nhou^ :̂̂ , 
UiAM .iparimciiis. i:iird;:n .ipurtMicnis. and 
!',;jh-r'vc .i|\irin>ciits Ihc l.irL:cr Miu •'ilc. 
the tirciitcr the divcrNiln-alum can \\\ 
C luster .irrL:ni;enien(s ,it buiMings of dif-
luienl lornis. heights, .md :rueMsil\ ol UbC 
pcrmii ihrec-dimeiiMuiuil di\crsit\, root 
hue ^anai ion. interior eourls. iniefiinkime 

Everyone gains from Planned Unit Development 

Dev«lop«r-bui ld*r benafits: 

liu-rvtiM-tl tli-itutv. IW iiMiii: n i n he may increase his ileriNJly 
by 10% lu 50% per acre. Ihus he ean jii'^d'y paying; iiuiru U>r 
his [and and he ean support higher labor and improvement costs. 

,A brnuder fiiarkct. In addition !o building one*family hoii:>es 
that appeal to hi:> usual market, he can build one or more types 
of mulli-ramily housing that appeal lo young married couples 
and ihc elderly. The^e two groups arc the fa>teii growing seg
ments of our population. Our soeictv is not enmposcd of neatly 
categorized families. Life and death ereate WKIUWS. widowcis. 
divorcees, and other such households. Al l require shelter, which 
PUD provides. 

Added Mahiliiy. He can stabilize his opcruuon by building a 
wide variety of housing and building lypcs. ̂ mcluding such non-
typical structures as .1 nursing home or houses tor the elderly. 
He can aiNO build-for-sale or lenl, ineludine co-operative or 
condominium units. The combination of sm^ilc-fainily and multi-
family units permits a builder to generate some cash or hold 
rental units for long-term inve-stmeni. 

Belter loud use. Land regarded ai dulicult lo develop l>ccaiiNe of 
terrain, rock oiii-vioppings, or swamps i-an lake on new po>sibil-
iiies. Instead of destroyinc ihcse natural leatures. the clue 
design may enhance them lo provide open space and amenities. 
The builder ha^ no need to use everv square foot uf land for 
development, if he can obtain a reasonable density. 

Often \puee wiilumi taxes. A builder who wants lo provide ;i. 
park, pool, communitv center, or other such facility without 
long-term tax responsibility can do so. Under run planning. 
both the municipality and ihe public become more interested 
in open area^ and are more likelv lo accept responsibility for 
them. HHA has made it possible to collect a niaintenance charge 
for these facilities as long as it does not take precedence over 
the mortgage. This ilevice Is more eiTective than a home improve
ment aviociaiion. wheie recalcitiaot homeowners may refuse 
to pay for facilities or services, i l£ditor's note The Lrban 
Land Insiiiute and THA are now making a study \i{ the hnuncmg, 
maintenance, and taxing of open areas.) 

Lender and investor benefits: 

They .nc concerned wtth maikeiabiliiy and resale value of the 
housing tin which llicy take iiioilgagcs With lis vaiKiv ikxi-
bility, and amenity. I'uu promotes a sound iia.sis foi lune-tcnn 
investments, binancial organizations should studv the prulit-
making potential uf such planning and support it. 

Buyer benefits: 

He achieves a higher standard of livmg and -^rcaicr amcniiv 
for ihe .same price he wtmld pay m a convcniion.il subdivisum. 
His K>ng-icrm mvcstnicnt is better m .1 coninuiniiy whu-h im
proves .I.S time goes by. His invcstnjent is enhanced l")ci..iii-.t 
community facilities and open space are provided when he 
moves in—not at some indehnile time in the future. 

PUD permits a change in housing type tor a huvcr as his 
fanuly changes. He docs not have to givt up his lonii-csiabliNhod 
residence as hts family or income grow larui-r 01 smaller 
Parents and Liramlparents may remain neai ihcir children Older 
people mav live 111 a norni.il coiniminitv where ilieie .ue I'aiiiilies 
of ail ages and a variety of social activitres Job opporiimtiies 
for seini-retired people are another aŝ .̂l 

Clieaier conceniraiion of ^e^v^ecs and f.icilities aie availaiili; 
in .1 fc-uinprehensively planneil t.levelopment S*H.iai ^u>is ul ^mii-
muling ean be reduced. Cneaier o(>poriunilv Im peisonal satis-
faciion* in ihe life of the eoniniiinit> become po.isible. 

Municipal i ty benefits: 

In addition 10 amenit>. planning has a.s other ;inticcdenis 
economy and edicicncy. Economic* that grow out of pavini; 
more atieniion lo muntcipul requirements will result in lower 
municipal tosis ,iiul lower propcriv uu^s PUD can reduce »iiect 
and utility requirements, and 1 educe mainicnancc and sei vices 
that can provide economics not obtainable in sincie-t.imilv 
housinif. Planned unit developments arc better prepared for 
a.ssimilation in planned eommunitics. annetalion into criies. ̂ Jr 
ineorporaiion a> (.iiics themselves. * 

PUD also makes a municipality more .'itracUve to dcMrabie 
types of employers (which mosi new communiiies arc luuking 
foi 1 such as research laboratories ur other white-collar (inns. 
These i-ompanies often look lirst for areas that have good neigh
borhoods for their people. 
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uilders new design opportunities 

public and private open spaces, and ti 
. Miimon green ." 

Inclusion o( non-rcsidcntial uses such 
4 >lioppintt. CIVIC and cultural areas, and 
(JT or non-iiidustriul places of employmen t 
*, n he tied into residential groupinus tn .in 
u hitcctur;ill> ha rmonious and pIcaMiig 
-f hion. Pedestr ian and vehicular tratVic 
a ' olT-sireet parking can he integrated to 
u. • icvc greater interest and flexibility than 
' convent ional subdivisions. 

"•Vhen several housing types arc planned 
'-• - h p e r m a n e n t open space a round them. 
A' luional design oppor tuni t ies are created, 
-i- ••• advan tage may be taken of natural 
r og raphy . geological to rmat ions . foliage, 
c nuge. c l imate , sun. wind, and ^tew 
O' . n t a t i on . Instead of muti la t ing the ler-

r.iin to achieve niLi.xinuim densi t \ , the rcr-
rain ^^w be incorporated as a ina)or design 
tcaturc and a higher density assured by 
ncluding several housing types. 

^V'iih the use ot open space of diiFcreni 
si/cs one other variable is also added: 
'. anety in lunclum \ incn i l \ 1•̂  g i \cn ,i 
new meaning h\ adding riding, hiking, and 
!MC\CIC trails I.a^-eraied into the i''c..j.:r .1 
\%alk\vav s\sicni separate from vehicular 
trartic. Open space can be coordinated 
with other open areas outside the ^itc to 
c \ l end a chain of parks. In addition to 
parks. W'Ot>dianils. trails, and dciiselv 
planted areas, there can be small secluded 
parks, lot lots, places lor court games, and 
a plaza to add design llexihility. Sueh in
gredients are enough to create vanciv 01 

lorni. a ruhness of icvturc. and diversity 
ct character The ihrec-dimensional rela
tionship ot buildings to vistas, panoramas , 
anu ^^^ll^c is basic 10 the design. 

An incrc.iseu concentrat ion of people, 
services. lai^ildics. and var ica ol open 
s|'..ccs .ail [iroMdc a more urban i_haractcr 
man is pu-.siblc in a single-taniilv subdivi-
Moii ~\ he riLhncss which can be achieved 
through variety, the saiislaciions which 
come irom interpersonal contacts, the in-
j''e:is.:tl opporiunit ics to participate in civic 
and cultural activities—all e.\p;ind the po-
lenttaliiics ot I 'LO design. 

Along the wav urbanity anu amenity are 
created, but the real signiricancc ot the 
ciiiire design priH;ess is ;liai it takes a step 
toward tulrtllment ot the democrat ic ideal. 

nbinint aparimemi *ilh recrcaiion areai 
and a „ c bmlJinsl adds a rich >l«Bn . » l u r . and a picasm, urban .har-iccr Ihal ^tnciM, buv.r and bu.ldcr. 
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\';sual ileliulil icsiiMmi: frnm pleasani s 
planning huaids to accept i<jw[ilu)use:> < 

I.S like this ts iiticii a (.onviiiein^ argument in getting 
apaiinieiils aa pan ut .1 new subdivision plan. 

PUD experience in two cities 

Among Cities [ha: have luloptcd planned 
unit development, the experience ot two. 
Fremont and Milpiias, i.s sigmlicant li.r 
huildcr-dcvelopcrs elsewhere. Most devcl-
oncrs asking aoproval tor more liberal 
planning icgtiiatio'^s .issunie that once 'i 
is -;:rinted all iheir problems are over. r>.-
poriencc in these two cities shows a iriaj-
and-error nrtxress may go on tor tuo vcars. 

Fremont has approved 15 PUDs 

.A new cit;. some 3() miles south-east 
or San Francisco. Fremont v*as incorpo
rated in l^)5b Irom Mve small towns umcn 
had a total populiition ot 22.4-43 ;ind an 
overa l l ,.ri:A uf '"'1 ^q miles. In sa \ears 
It has grown to iKarl;. bU.ODO. The citv 

The big problem: 

How builder-developers can sell Planned Uni t Development to local municipal i t ies 

lie of thumb is lO'",' to ZO^ } 1 cw conimunities are prcpartd to consider I'UD because they 
lack the proper ordinances. Here are a few guideposts tor town 
oiliciai-. who want to draw up new regulations. 

1. Keep the ordinance short and simple. 

2. Do not detail all provision.^, f i f too long, their length and 
complexity will discourage developers.) 

3. OlFer some inducement to developers to encourage ihcir use 
of puo. such as increased density or a reduction in required 
public improvements. 

4. Ask developers to include permanent open space. (A rough 

? Divide the processing (»f plans into two steps, so developers 
will know whether cr not they are on 'he right irncf. vviih tneir 
tirst submittal. 

6. Require that developers demonstrate how iheir proposed 
PUD fits into the L"."neral plan of the community, or why the 
general plan should he changed to accommodate PUD. 

7. Fix a time limit for review bv the planning or zoning siaiT. 
similar to time limits for tentative subdivision maps. 

3. Employ a review and inspection procedure that will require 
conformity with submitted plans. 

How to present a new Planned Uni t Development to a local planning or zoning board 

Developers should anlicipaic all que.siion^ that may be a.sked 
about a plan and submit ihe PUD in sutficient detail lo answer 
typical questions which will confront PUI>. builders; 

• How does the builder"'! proposal relate to the general plan? 

• How will It effect traffic on adjacent streets'.' 

• What is the price range of houses. ( I f lower than for adjacent 
properties, how can the lower prices be justified?) 

• What guarantee is there that planned parki will be provided? 

• Who wil l maintain parks and open space? 

• What guarantee is there that the development will look like 
the pictures? 

• How much land is being dedicated? Why not more' 

• What advantages are there to the city.' 

• If the land in question is now used for farming, and is intended 
for industry, why should it be zoned residential? 

• Will increased densiiy overload the schools? 

• Is there a market for that many apartments? 

• Who would live in townhouses in the suburbs? 

• Why IS a shopping center included? 

• Who wil lmaintain private streets? 

• Will the plan overload the utilities? 

A cost analysis which shows that PUD will pay its own wav 
will go a long way in convincing a municipality that PUD IS de
sirable. Increased density may provide additional revenue through 
state or federal grants, manv of uhich are figured on a per 
capita basis. Generally, mulii-famtly Jwellines cost less to service. 
The increased population will spend some of its income m [he 
municipality—how much can be determined by J market anabsis. 
This combination of greater revenue, less service per dwelling 
unit, and added purchasing power may be attractive to the 
municipality. 

.Another factor that mav help a developer in getting his plan 
approved is to provide space for park, cullurnl. and other 
interests that are of special concern to the community. Are 
families devoted to ihe Little League and do they need more 
ba.seball diamonds? Perhaps a bird sanctuary, a golf course, or 
ins was found in one c i iv i a pond for a high school biology 
class to study wild life, or an t>ld barn fi-r amateur ihe.itncal 
performances can be provided for the community. 
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n C a l i f o r n i a r e v e a l s s e v e r a l p r o b l e r 

ucpared a master plan with zoning and 
ubdivision regulations lo guide its growth 
'.It these regulations and plans failed to 
nng planned development. In an alicniiM 
' turn a regulatory ordinance into .u 

nstrumenl tor better city developntciu. 

. ' tcmoni adopted planned unit develop-
-.ent provisions and under the leadership 
»i Planning Director Roy W I'oucr, 15 
•ibdivisions have been approved, three o( 
.hich are shown at the right. 

A municipal bulletin states: "The 
''anned unit development concept was 
..lopied by the Fremont Planning Commis-
-ion and City Council to give more lle.\ibil-
..y lo the development of residential, 
lulustnal. and commercial areas. The ciiv 
• as keenly aware of sicnltlv in todav's 

residential development and fell that the 
>lanned unit development would provide 
le means whereby the developer could 

. \ e n creative ctTorts in the preparation of 
lis plans. 

"The purpose of the PUD is to allow 
>..[versification in the relationships o l v.ir i-
•us buildings, structures, and open'spaces 

• 1 planned bui lding groups and the al-
>wable heights of the structures and build-
igs. while insuring substantial compliance 
1 the district regulations. These regula-

• ams and standards are to he observed 
ithout unduly inhibit ing the advantages 

A modern large-scale planning. The first 
leps in the use of this concept permitted 

. ortain lot-si^e reductions helow the mini-

..lum zoning requirement. These reductions 
esulled in small neighborhood parks adja-

:cnt 10 school sites.' 
Some developers reduced lot size by 

.o''--'f to 20*]^. although over-all densities 
ior each parcel remained the same and 
over 65 acres of park land was given the 
•.ty. 

While city officials arc greatly pleased 
vith results of the program, developers 
i.ave mixed feelings. Developers found 
• me consumed in processing was long, 
livings in improvement costs were not as 

L;reat as was expected. townhoiLscs did not 
-•:II as well as hoped, and some thought 
[I'.e city tried to solve too many problems 
.1 the expense of the developer. When 
pushed too hard, the developers retreated 
id the routine processing of an ordinary 
'.Libdivision map, convinced that there were 
loo few advantages in PUD. 

Fremont has. however, been a proving 
iiround for PUD. The short-comings expe
rienced by builders can be overcome. In 
uine cities, for example, PUD provisions 

oifcr the developer an inducement by per
mitt ing the maximum population density 
.o be increased by not more than lO'^'r 
>.i a site of 20 acres or more. Other l imi -

...lions may he overcome by ordinance and 
.)licy statements. 

M i l p i t a s took ano ther approach 

The citv ot Milpitas. Cal i l . wanted lo 
slop Us iirb.in sprawl. u i i i i a lK the oiiK 
i^.-c ol de\clopnici i l it hud N.CII i o e i-

courage i comprehensive pl.iniiirv: ,,,-i-
proach to the 52()-acrc Miirpbv Kaiicli. 
Ihe cii> adopted this policy staie*metii 

I The property shall be developed lor 
residential and related communi i \ IIM.-S 
shopping centers, schools, parks. 

2. Residential area shall include mixed 
housing types; one-family, lounhouses, 
aikl .ipartincnts. 

."'. Total i lwelling units oi all I'.ncs shall 
not exceed .V.>n(i. 

•i Owners and- or developers shall dedi
cate tor parks one acre for each ten gross 
acres used for residential use. 

^ t iemcntary school sites shall be pro
vided to accommodate anticipatcil school 
cnnil lmcnt ai lul l development. An iiitcr-
niediate school site s^all be provided. 

6. Maior streets shall be provided m 
alignments to serve through trailic .md 
such local trailic as may reasonably be 
assigned. 

7. M l major streets shall have a ^O' 
nght-ot-way and meet accepted city 
standards. 

tj. Park land shall be in a substantial 
parcel and not tragmented so that it can 
he developed as a community or city-wuJe 
tacitity. 

The 3.300 dwelling-unit provision in
volved a 50% increase over the 2.200 
provided by an earlier plan. The city was 
wil l ing to incrca.se the density providing 
the schools were not over-taxed and pro
viding that the park was big enough to 
serve the entire city. 

The thinking uf Milpitas city olHcials 
has been influenced by a significant shift 
throughout all of Santa Clara County ( in 
which Milpitas is located) from a demand 
for single-family residences to a demand 
for apartments. In 1^61. of all housing in 
the county, over 4ft^'c was m multi-tamiiy 
units. 

Milpitas zoning ordinances now provide 
for PUD. The city council has gone one 
step turther and established guide lines for 
development by j resolution of policy. 
Milpitas is ready to encourage rui). hope
ful chat such new planning wil l impro\e 
residential environment and ease the over
loaded schools by attracting apartment 
families not having as many school-age 
children as families in detached houses. 
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A case study in planned unit development: Westborough Homes 

Qjiic Mle pi"n by planner Herman Rulh an 
Sasaki k Walker fur Weslborou);h $ui;^«(c 
townhuu^e groups as above. Reviseii group pla , 
by .^rcliiicct Edw;ird Fickelt is shown opposiu 

This S125-niillion conimunity. now being 
developed hy Mike Callan and Bert Wil
liams just south of San Francisco, enibod. 
ies the principles of IMJD. It will ha%e all 
the amenities described earlier and should 
be an unusually pleasant ptace to live for 
the I5.(K)0 to 18.01)0 people who. in the 
next lew years, will call it home. 

Throughout the 660 acres ol rolling 
land there will be 1 -4 green acres lor 
young and old to walk and play in. 
Children will walk salely to schixil on 
park paths separated Irom auto ir.illic. and 
the limited.access street layout will protect 
rcMilents Irom Ihe nuisance of traltic. 

Perhaps Ihe most significant a.s|iecls of 
the community will be its visual change 
of pace. The rough hiil-and^ranyon terrain 
(a major problem tor the planners) will 
be preserved as a community asset: It 
will provide interesting views from almost 
every part of the site. But visual interest 
will also be created by the construction of 
many different kinds of buildings. 

Instead of long rows of one type of 
house. Westborough will have a variety of 
dwelling types which will attract families 
of different sizes, ages, and incomes and 
thus avoid stjcial monotony as well as 
visual monotony. There will be some 735 

detached one-family houses (ot which the 
tirst 450 have already been soldj priced 
at S:4.000 to S23.0OO. But more of ihe 
dwelling units f2.000) will be in clusters 
ot townhou.ses around cul-de-sacs or loops 
(details opposite^ occupying about li'L 
of Ihe land. These clusters of 25 to 50 
houses .ire to be built on land ol 10' ' 
grade in any direction and will be .ir-
ranged around small courts which will 
open onto separating grecnways which, in 
turn, will connect wiih Ihe larster inlenor 
parks. (San Mateo County's Service Dis
trict IS empowered to receive the dedica
tion ot Mich park I.IIKI .iiid (i) iinf>ro\e .iiul 
inainlain it.) 

Garden apartments will be located in 
three different parts of the site^-cach sur
rounded by park land. They will not be 
niore than three stories tall and will prob
ably have basement garages. All together, 
the 1.500 to 1.445 garden apartment units 
will occupy 7 4'"r of the land. 

Several lower apartments, varying in 
height from 10 to 12 stories (and perhaps 
going up to 20 stories) will serve as bea
cons lor the community hy day and night. 
They will occupy 9.6 acres near the shop
ping center and will accommodate from 
4U0 to 1,000 families. 

Despite this concentration, ihe Jensif 
ot VVestboroughs 4.60U—5.3411 dwcllin 
units of all kinds will be only 13 lo I 
units per eross residential acre. 

I'rovision has .iKo been made fur non 
residential building in Westborough. Then 
will be live schools, each in ihe midsl n 
.iiiiple playgrounds, tour churches, a i' 
brary. a tire station, .ind nine acres !•' 
oilice buildings. .As the result of a markc 
survey, there will al.so he a large, regions 
shoppine center at Ihe norlh ol ihc Iri'-
(;o serve all of Northern San Mateo Couii 
ty) and a small center at the south. 

Heeause Wesiborough is planned as 
coniplcle. almost sell-siillicient coniiunnil 
—rather than as a typical subdivision o 
one-family houses—and because Ihc plai 
meets the countv requirements as well :: 
those of the four adjacent towns, it couli 
some day be annexed by one of them o 
incorporated as a separate city. 

Althouith Westborough will be five » 
ten vear^" in the building, even now—o> 
paper—it demonstrates the opportunitie 
which PUD offers to developer-builder 
homeowners, lenders, and municipalilu-
in the creation of improved residentiu 
livability and greater amenities for all seg 
ments of the population. 
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T>rical townhuiises by Archiicei Fiekcil. sicppcd up a hiil-'ide. aic from iS' U) }!' vsiiic. caeh wiih ihrce or luur bcilroums anil two haihs. 
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'Architect Walter Richardson and 
planner Ralph Martin tell you . . . 

IN 

•Walter Richardson FAIA, and Ralph iVtartin, MP, are partners m ihe 
fimi 111 Richardvin-Nanv-Martin ol Cnsta ,M.,>a, Calitnritia The Hrm's 
name has iiisi reeendy lieen i-hanned In.m Walter Ri..hardst.n Assti 
elates 

It's in the medium density proicc 
that the cur creates the most trou 
blc. 

It doesn't cause much trouble ir 
low-densitv, smgie-familv proi 
ects—because these proiect; 
usually orfer plenty o( garage spac! 
set well back fniin the street, JUL 
driveways create adequate guest 
parkmg area 

.•\nd there's not much that can b' 
done about the car in very high-den 
sity projects. Either the budget wil 
allow adequate and usually cxpcii 
sive parking tacilities sunder , 
hi;;hrise, tor example), or the prici. 
or rent range makes such tacilitie; 
impossible and vast parkini; .ire;i.' 
must simply be accepted as an un 
avoid.ible evil. 

But m between these densities— 
at, say, from tour to ten d.u. pei 
acre—the problem of the car be
comes acute. 

On the one hand, lots are small 
and setbacks short, so garages are 
generally right up on the street. ,\nci 
frontages are small, leaving insufti 
cient curb room for guest parking. 

On the other hand, buyers in 
these proiects—especially in me 
dium and upper price ranges—wiii 
not accept the over-obtrusive autu 
mobile as an unavoidable evil. 

How to deal with the problem 
The place to start, says Martin, is v 
separate local and through traffic. 

"Let's forget arterials and concen
trate on local roads and access tr 
dwellings. When space and politics 
permit, we can devise some innova
tive ways to deal with the car," 

On the facing page you'll see two 
basic aspects of the medium-densitv 
car problem. And on the four pagCL-
that follow, Richardson and Martin 
suggest a number of creative solu
tions for different types of medium-
density proiects. 
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Problem No. 1; 
The garage-door 
streetscape 
Ti l l s IS wh. i t ll.lppLTS -.viRIl l.nlU-LI1-

rmnal sinijlc-f.inuiv pljnnmuis UM.a 
in mcilii.in li.^itv -UM . n s fn-
t̂L•.ld ur one htaisi. :u( LVtrv UHJ' i)r 

sii ii( fniMi.iKi.-, this prtiiLxr has cwo 
h(Ui»iL'8, in the iiirm ul duplexes, and 
1 net Jensitv ut ciKnt d.u. per acre. 
The result 's .1 VLr:tihle c j n \ m cif 
);ara);c JIXTV ,11 iicbC lUinocunuus 
.ind It wiifNt when dimrs are k i t 
I'pcn, a sl.i.'.VL.iM. II* .-.ll I'v. runk !!-.;t 
r,-.miliL.s Lc-r m ;.I:J'.:C^ ['ht; Jri'.i-s 
,iru lusi l-n^tPduch rupmvioe eucsr 
parking, .ind ihc IAI- ' J I ! [k.siiu is th.i[ 
the aufunithile J^i'ninari.; ihe i n-
r'-jnccs til the homes as will as the 
itrtrttst.ipe 

Problem No. 2: 
Gasoline alley 
One ol the most widely used 
ieheines tn relieve tht above prnb-
em i!> what minht best be called the 

back-ailev plan. An example is 
shown.u lett The front entrances to 
these townhoubcs have been com
pletely separated Irom the automo
bile access; nicely landscaped green-
belts lead trnm the street to tht Irnnt 
diKirs. while on the other side ut rhe 
units, sarnnes iipen onto what miuht 
bestbetermedcarservii. ' roads. 

But while the rront entrances are 
to some extent unproved, other 
problems are created. Streets are 
even bleaker than those in tht plan 
above; wall-to-wall Karaite dt Kirs and 
unrelieved road surface. Guests 
must approach the houses through 
these streets, and then they have an 
overly IMHK walk, however attrac
tive, to the unit cntrani.cs Densitv 
oMhisproicct. tend.u per acre. 
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^ T R E E T P L A N M N C ' nNTiM;En 

i Solution: 
1 Staggered front elevations 
! and street islands 

The plan at right—and indeed, all ol 
the plans here and on the fnHowinK 

' panes—are based on Richardson s 
; and .Martin's conviction that both 

vehicle st(irai;c and people entrances 
should be on one side ot the unit, and 

1 hvinR activities oriented to the 
other side. This towiihoust. project, 

' with a density of A'/: d.u. per acre, 
15 not basically different trom the 
nnes on the preceding pace. But the 

' stultifying erfeci ot too many garage 
I doors is greativ diminished, first by 

oilsettinj: [he njiraKCS trom each 
ixlicr and second hy dropping small 

I islands into the streets. These is
lands break up the canyon e:icct and 

I also provide relatively unobtrusive 
'< areas tor s;uest parking. 

Solution: 
Large islands and 
auto courts 
In this fourplex proiect the islands 
have been stretched out so that no 
units face each other across the 
street The result is a sort of single-
lo.ided loop street with guest park
ing tucked into the islands, and off-
street courts which serve both as 
driveways and guest-parking areas. 
DensitvisA'/i d.u.per acre. 

A possible side benefit of this 
scheme is illustrated by the section 
at rhe bottom of the facing page. On 
downhill sites there can be an eleva
tion diflerenee ot as much as 25" be
tween houses on either side of the 
street, offering clear views for both 
uphill and downhill units. 
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Solution: 
Motor courts off 
a service road 
This nverlmnt towniioiise proicci 
could have turned nut .is a nlonhed 
piece lit strip dcvelopniciu Instead, 
liandlcvl .IS sliovvn here ;t mtcrs an 
uniiMUiilv private LIU iHMunent m 
which the .lutomuhile "iKcoincs J 
relativciy iinuhtrusive cleineiu All 
ear rrathc to rhe townhouses is car
ried on a service ru.id p.irnllel to the 

niaior .irtetial; the scr\ice road is 
scpar.itedtrom the arterial bya l.ind-
sc.iped strip Owners' i.ars .ire 
tiicKil into motor courts withm 
each Jii^ter ,-\nd intense p'jcst 
pari- l ie I.S provided hv hays that also 
sei \c as visual corridors to the nvcr. 
Net density ut the project is six d.u. 
per at re 
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' Solution: 
pocket parks and 
dividers for 
patio houses... 
Patio houses are yreat inside 
and a prt>'>ie.Ti outside. They 
utfer very private livuig both 
indoors and out. But the same 
feature that creates that pri
vacy—the enclosure around 
the tot—can also turn the 
street into a canvtm with 
walls broken uiily hv a suc
cession at garage doors or car-
pons. 

This patio-house site plan 
permits no such canyons. AJI 
the houses front on either a 
street island tir a park, oHer-
ing more open green space 
than many a conventional 
single-lamily protect. And be
cause the streets are single-
loaded, the automobile inten
sity of the neighborhood is 
relatively low. Density is five 
d.u. per acre. 

wmMm^B:/ 
j^. n ^^ t- ^ 

. . . and the same^ 
plus island parking, 
for townhouses 
Essentially this is the same 
scheme as that for the patio-
house layout above [it is, in 
fact, part of the same subdivi
sion!. The pnncipic of a sort 
of super cul-de-sac wrapped 
around a small park is 
repeated. But, becau.se the 
density is higher with town-
houses (eight d.u. per acre), 
and because there is less 
frontage per unit, additional 
parking fur guests is provided 
in bays on one side ot the 
park. 

-l Ha^H lANUAKY IV7S 

http://becau.se


Solution: 
clusters \v ith arms 
for high-priced 
duplexes 
These unub. overiouk i golf 
course. SU it was important to 
the ambience t.r the project 
that there ^c a minimum ot 
paved area and as much land-
-ca;-cd area j> possible. T!ie 
'scheme shown here provides 
lUst that. Fourteen units 
share the clii-de-sac court and 
.mother 14 are un extension 
lifives. .N'tnc that in only two 
cases do buildings iacc each 
Dther across a narrow dnvc. 
The net densitv is seven d.u. 
per acre. 

Solution: 
Auto couns 
that are part of the 
landscaping 
This plan IS based on the 
i( - you-can't-Hck-'em-ioin-
em pnncipic. The paved 
areas necessary tor access 
roads and dnves are heavily 
planted with trees and 
shrubs. And at intervals, 
Inunuins and pieces of sculp
ture iorm tlie hub ol coun 
areas that are finished in tex
tured and colored concrete 
So instead of detracting trom 
the envitocunental aitracnve-
ness of tlie proiect, the au
tomobile areas actually en
hance it. And the duster feels 
far more open than its eighi-
d.u.-per-.icre would indicaic-

H&.H l/kNUAHV I V ' ' m 
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I j ^ AWARD OF MERIT 

This inixfd-ii.sc proiect was Jcsmncil to fit 
into .in c-xcluMvi- .irra of (.-.xpt-nsivi: Miinlt-
lamtly liomes. Its 56-acrc site- is hrokcn imo 
two seciioris: a 20-atre portion devoted to 
shops, offices .ind a larjie tennis complex 
llnwar left and center in site planl.mii a .36-
acre residennai area with townhouses and 
patio houses. 

Forty-five patio houses, at a density of 
1.75 per acre, buffer the surrounding single-
family neighborhoods trom the higher-den
sity townhouses |six per acre! located in the 
center of the project. Sixty-nine town-
houses, like those shown above right, are 
grouped around car courts jcenrer photo, 
facingpagej. The courts feed into a semi-cu-
cular road, off which short streets lead to 
pano houses like the one shown at the bot
tom of the facing page. 

There are seven basic plans—three town-

78 HSNH IIII.Y lo-'r, 

houses ranging from ISCX) to 2,4(X1 sq. ft. 
.IIKI tour paiio houses containing Iniin 2,.UX) 
to ,1,4(10 sq. tt. I'nccs are from SHU.UOO to 
S17r;,CKX). 

lury comments: "LiKiks like it belongsi 
good coordination ot landscaping, paving, 
entry courts and building matenaU; excel
lent example of good hot-climate floor 
plans; unlike most townhouse proiects, 
tries to make visual diKerences between 
houses." 

.Architect and land planner: Schoneberger, 
Scraub, Florence .St Associates. Developer: 
Staman, Thomas ik Co. Owner: Staman. 
Thomas Si Co. and Western Savings. Land
scape architect: Thomas C Zimmerman. 
Project: The Village ut Camclhack .\Unin-
tain, Phoem\. 
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a a AWARD OF MERIT 

This group of attached houses, designed to 
resemble a small hill town, typifies the clus
ter planning in a 187-acre project. Each clus
ter has its own pool/recreation area, parking 
facilities and pcticstrian network, which 
leads to individual entrance decks like the 
one shown at right. Decks and main living 
areas in all units arc oriented to downhill 
views. Average unit .size: 2,000 sc]. ft. 
Average price; $100,000. Jury comments: 
'Tits hilly site very well; intenor-exrerior 
hleiiil IS exceikiii, pctlcslnaii i.iit.ul.ilitiii is 
well haiKJIed." 

Architect: Mackmlay/Winnackcr/McNeil 
AIA dk Associate.'i. Developer: Willuim & 
Burrows Owner: R.T. Nehas^k Great West
ern ^/(vinf^s. Ltind planner: Hall i\ Cood-
hiitf I'roiect: Orindciwoods, Orinda, h\ilit. 



And these three 

winners, 

previously 

published in 

HOUSE &. HCME, are: 

(top left and 

Oct. '741 

single-family 

houses 

sold as condos; 

(top right 

and Apr '75/ 

a condo proiect 

with three 

different styles 

of attached-house 

clusters; 

and ibottom 

and Nov. '75/ 

a low-priced 

project 

made up of 

four-unit 

modules. 
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H ^ AWARD OF .MERIT 

Clustering detached houses, as is done here, 
offers two .idvantages over conventional 
plotting: more of the natural environment 
is preserved, .ind each house can be oriented 
to the best possible view. This is the tirst 
phase of an 84-acre, iOl-unit development. 
House sizes are from l.ftOO to 1,100 sq. ft, 
prices trom S90,aX) to SllU.GOO. jury com
ments' "Good building form, contemporary 
design IS reminiscent ut regional archi
tecture." 

.AAc/7irL'c-t.-SA(S Arc7'iiiCLt.s. .\.-,'i('cuitd archi
tect: Donald Sandv Ir Al.-\. lama .A. Sab-
cuck. Develui'^T and owner: C.E.P. A-.M)-
ciates. Land planner and landscape archi
tect: Anthonv M. Guzzardo ik .Associate:). 
Proiect: Lvon Farm, Greenwich. Conn. 

3. 

Ui4 f-ru] 

m AWARD OF MERIT 

In this 116-unit proiect, one- and two-story 
townhouses are linked in four-unit building 
modules. Each unit has a private entry 
court. The module can be rotated to accom-

\ 

modate irregular terrain on the 14-acre site. 
Living areas; 1,040 to 1,200 sq. ft. Pnces: 
525,000 to $35,000. [ury comment: "Suc
cessful attempt to incorporate muitiramily 
housing into a traditional single-family 
area." 

Architect, land planner, landscape archi
tect: Clark Tnbble Harris UK Li Architects. 
Developer and owner: Headen ik Co. Proi
ect: Stonington CoiirtYard Homes, Char
lotte, N.C. 



SB) AWARD OF .MERIT 

V IOL'S-- îi-iTim i'n^ 

I ' ^/•^''^^^TB ^ Three different Jttathed-liouse sruupings— 4 I 
- i u Q i ^ •' ""'•'' ' ^'"^'^'^ Houses, Court Houses .iikl ^ I " 

' ^ ^" iT-i'i S2ir ^^ Cluster Houses—were designed to work | ^ 

m 
This IS J small part ot .i l,tXH)-acre project 
that the lury praised tor its consistent de
sign from land planning tn landsciping. ' __ 

with the natural contours ot the land .Ml 
three are identified in the section ot the site 
plan at left. Tvpical Cluster Houses arc 
shown in the photo and floor plans. Living 
areas; y9S to 1,"'S()-.q-it. rrices .<4.V''IHI ro 
$75.(11X1, 

.-Ircfiitect.- Walz and ,'ilacLdod. Developer, 
owner, land phiiuicr and hind^mpc arclii-
tcct: Hernu\;e Dcvt'lopmcnl Crimp /IIL 
Proiect: Hcnraiie Hilh of Wc'-ichcsicr. 
Somers, .V, Y. 
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Recent Work In Passive Solar Desago: Ihe vse o 
Architecture Itself as the Primary Energy Device 
Buildings that exemplify a return to principles of comfort and energy use that have been 
used since Vitruvius but recently have been neglected. By Vivian Lf^Une.ss and Belinda Rccdcr 

Passive design is essentially a careful syn
thesis. It requires no new technologies, 
harbors no hostility toward creative free
dom and presents no academic recipes, it 
is the search for balance between archi
tecture's traditional ingredients: building 

Ms. Rcedcr, a registered architect, and 
Ms. Loftness, m.arch., are with AIA 
Research Corporation. These articles are 
based on major research on passive solar 
design being undertaken by AIA/RC 
through a contract with HUD. 
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technology, function and the forces of the 
natural environment. 

Through passive design, comfort of 
occupants is a function of the building 
rather than mechanical equipment. This 
places a new responsibility upon the 
architect in requiring the building to func
tion as a conditioning system while offer
ing new opportunities for creativity, 
improvement of the built environment and 
energy conservation. 

Passive techniques involve a careful 
use of site and climatic conditions. The 

use of earth as insulator in nndcrgnu 
buildings or protection fmiii llicclcii 
with bcrming is one way to assist ilic 
building's energy peiI'oinKiiice. 

.Although passive solar design ube< 
sun as the primary source of natural i 
ercy, optimum performance uf a pasi-
Hilar system depends on the boilding 
ability to best use all energy forces of 
ntilurai environment such as water, w 
earth and landscape. 

Many of the principles of pn.ssive s 
design have been employed since Viti 

vius. Siting, shading, ventilation and win-
LIOSV orientation were viewed as comfort 
eonsideraiions. Materials often were 
selected for their abilities to retain or 
releiisc w;irmth. These principles helped 
to deiennine building groupings, the sit
ing of whole neighborhoods, as well as 
eireuiation and use patterns. 

Ihe roofs of New England farmhouses 
weie iniilt low on the north in order to 
lediieel winter winds and minimiiLC verti-
e;ii north wall exposure to infiltration. 
I'vergreen trees were often planted at the 
low north side to assist in breaking the 
etlects of the wind. The houses were com-
[i.iet lo minimi/e the areas to be heated 
and to optimize eiliciency of the central 
heating source, the fireplace. Building 
groupings were also compact, which lim
ited the surface area exposed to the ele
ments ant! allowed passage from one 
building lo another with minimum e.xpo-
siiic lo tile outside. 

Houses in the Soulh often were built 
o'l the ground to allow for ventilation and 

to protect from flooding. Porches pro
vided shaded outdoor living and sleeping 
spaces and were located along the paths 
of summer breezes. Interior stairwells 
topped with operable skylights acted as 
chimneys lo draw hot air up and out of 
the house. 

Adobe structures built by Pueblo 
Indians and the stone and stucco hill 
towns of southern Europe worked to de
lay the collective heat from the sun so 
that it would slowly penetrate the mass 
construction of the buildings, radiating it 
to the interior space by the time it was 
needed to counter the evening chill. 

Before complete reliance on mechani
cal conditioning systems, 20th century 
architects applied many of these same 
principles. However, with the advent of 
sophisticated heating and cooling equip
ment, combined with an inexpensive and 
seemingly inexhaustible supply of energy, 
architects were free to ignore the effects 
of climate and energy flow on human 
comfort. 

VIcchanical systems recently havebi 
designed to overcome all conditions of 
external environment in order to suppl 
the building with a constant air temper 
lure. The system usually is always wori 
ing to combat the worst external condi 
tions, regardless of whether it is requin 
for comfort. This approach is relativel: 
easy to calculate and makes comfort e: 
to control, but has resulted in building: 
which consume large quantiiics of enci 

Early approach to energy conser\|ati 
centered on improvement of a buildiiiE 
ability to contain its energy. This callei 
for a tightening of the building envelop 

continued onpm 

Solar research has defined three prince 
modes of passive heating and cooling ( 
applied lo building design: direct gam, 
indirect gain and isolated gain. Each ir 
corporates different applications of 
thermal flow technologies which are in
scribed ihrough built examples on the 
following pages. The authors. 
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.o'"s .11 eneru; u\e. W lK-:!ier •he>e foree> 
help or liiiuli r v-rticieiu cneri;;, use de-

cnJ^ on how 'Iv hislding r,.-p, :id'; -ni 
then.. 

I iiiouei' :i I'.isM'.c di.- ;i::i .ijiproach. the 
IMIIKIH;;; iiiieiKice- Ihc cMenor ami iiiie-
rior enMroiiincnl>. It open', itself to accept 
il;-. a^Mrahl. ctlecis ,if climaie and closes 
'•M I: lo ilie ipicoiiiroii.ihlc cleIllc^l^ How 
\'.w linikliiie 'ncn., jiul closes itselt to 'he 
.-n'loiinis-; I \vili \.ir\ .iccoKliiii; ;o re-
eional and seasonal dirfercnces. occupant 
..niiiioit ;L-i,ari.ii'.eiUs and the way :lie 
iiuiioaie"^ lie- len comrols interior and 
LAieri'T eneiuy liow's. 

roi-,ii,.ri OI Ihe aulivklual is il 'ternjaeci 
In leiiiperalure. I;iiinidily. air movement 
and .-adiation Comlort conditioning in u 
hiiiUli:'.i; -.•.>< ,1 ̂ .li.iiK'c oi those forces 
whicii produces a comforlablc slate of 
niind f'lKTcy consumption is a function 
.if ihal h.dance. The amount of encrgj-
necdcJ to inainlaiii comfort is atlecied bv 
maiu \.iiialili.N. iiicladiiiL' the number of 
• '.ciipaiii, m a ->pace. iliCir age. clothing 
i-.ahiis and aeliMiy. 

Passive dCMcn i.s MI attempt to meet 
llK- coinfori ri.quirements of each ^pacc 
Ml .1 hiiildiiig Itiioiigh ,-1 .selective control 
I'f ilie cliiiiauc variables. There arc the 
same lorces which produce comfort. The 
budding can control these variables 
;iuoii|;li Its design. 

Large diurnal temperature swings can 
produce comtort if a building is able to 
(ipeii and close itself on a daily basis. 
.Mass construction can be beneficial to 
<iow solar energy transmission absorbing 
II for later use lor healing or relexse for 
iiioliiie 111 climates with low liumidilies. 
nuMsiiire can cool a building. Winds can 
Sc directed through u space for seniila-
-.1011 anil cooling, or directed away from a 
huildiiig's inierior in order to assi.st heat-

ii; i he sc.isoiial gLOinclrics of direct 
Hilar radiation combined with t!tc micro
climatic geoinetne.s oi a iiie can influence 
IIK :niiUlini;'s own gcoiiiclries ol siruc-
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i.r bu i ld ing 

"i lcrr i- i . ' . ' ionshio of 'he 

cci i ies ihc bj.iK lor T-. 

.iesii.n 

.•>itin'.;. b'.iildiM!; mai.-'ials, their nitcr-
rclaiionsl-.iiis and their resuiiiiig coniiaur-
ati.n: .irc •:ic LJSMI:-, ',anahl;.>: The-- lake 
on adijcu meaning wiicn they arc used to 
coiurol sclar energy How. The micro-
t!ini;>-j -r a i-iie C2v be a determinant in 
building orientation. The pro.Mmiiv to 
bodies c! .saier will influence diurnal 
;empera!ure ranges. Tooography will af-
feci wind direction ana intensity. Trees 
•md other buildings can sincla wind j> 
well as solar radiation. Rales of (hernial 
absorption and transmission become 
,Principal design criteria in materni elec
tion. These rates arc a function of the 
uuantity o> material and the material's 
location 111 the b'lilding in lelation lo ihe 
geometries of ^olar encigy tiow. 

In a passive soiar building, the building 
materials are the veiiiclcs for transportinr 
solar energy in and through the buiidina. 
Transmission ot solar r.-idiation throueti 

;^lass or plastic is one consideration. 
Absorption and reiadiation through water, 
concrete, brick or bli>ck nr? others. Be
yond simple direct transmission, the 
materials can reinforce the coilcction, 
storage and distribution of solar energy 
wiihin a space. 

rhe nonconductive properties of .vood. 
for instance, make it a good material wi'h 
wnich to contain a collector space. Tiie 
conductive propenics of concrete, brick 
or block combined with the ability of its 
mass to transmit energy very slowly make 
these good thermal storage materials. 

Location of insulation in the construc
tion of a building section should be re
sponsive to the role that particular section 
plays in the overall thermal operation ot 
the passive system. For example, areas of 
glazing used to collect solar radiation may 
need to be insulated at night in winter to 
help contain heat and during summer 
days to keep heat out ofthe building. A 
coiiiponent used as thermal storage sliould 
be insulated dilfcrcntly from one used 
only to shield a building space from the 
ettenial environment. 

Tile Mow of energy through air, solids 
.iiul liquids IS an iinporiant design deter
minant. Not only does it influence the 
placement of collector and storage com
ponents in rcliiiion lo interior spacer, but 

1 T "2-- ^: :'\r)o,-n ,r,c i^ljcsnz'.Kct 

•lie .(. '.^ "•. 'c;...;.•!', I.- .mniher. For ;n-
••:.inc: ris- -cr hea: ri ,i n. i . .j ..in be '.-.ed 
• i'.:v^Li„ ;L..I.- '.. if -o'ar radiation .s ,:i-
..:cicd to bca; spaces duni,.; the dav Heal 
nuiid-ur n mesc spaces cm tnur. pass on 
'0 .iij:!;_r spaces used in me cen ing iiours. 

Research .ind e.\per mental desijn have 
r'.-i;.-ea .n.iny p.isiivi. ^iiai lecnnoiogies. 
-.uuij.j I.I ;i!c Jc'.^- ,if ncv/ hi.ilaing 

-lo-.ponjnts. For c.iampie, the Trombe 
WJ!I was Icv.'lopcd ilirough a study ol -he 
•heriy u I'^s^^r^i.-.o and transmiltancc 
o'jaiilies ot cuiluing Miass and ;:s r;lation-
.'I'Ti t.) ci.T.ective air I'loii-inciUv Oe-
i-i-'i icni upon solar ..neniation and mass 
i/e III relation t j die size oi ihc ii\ing 

-pace, ihis groupir-j of sta.ndard building 
mateiiais •;.i;i toiicct, jiorc and distribute 
energy to the buiidnig wliiur. it also serves 
Irs enclose, us reverse csc.e vin induce 

i i.cni!iai;on and cool the hunaing Appli-
! cation of these cinccpts in design sucge'ts 
t a regional architecture—buildings uhich 
I resD.ond lo local climatic conditions, 
s topography and user patterns. 
i C\)n-,ider other brnents of passive oiar 

design: For instance, funds that tradition-
illy go ;or 'nitial co^t ana operaiion of 

e.ttcnsive mechanical equipment could be 
transferred to the buildings basiccon-
• truction. Ill rum, more precise construc
tion helps optimize encgy performance. 
Estheiic elements s-an also ,alisfy prag
matic criteria for comtort condaionmg. 
E.'<amples include ponds, greenhouses, 
sunrooms. swinimine pools and large ex
panses of glass. Pass.vc solar buildings 
also afford an ippuiiu.iity to enjoy the 
benefits of nature. Occupant participation 
in passr.e system control ai») oifers a 
shance to have fun with a building. 

The issues discussed here indicate the 
building's ability to c.ileiid its purpose. 
The model for thi^ extension is a dynamic 
one, and suggests a ouilding wiiich adapts 
to ihe changing conditions around and 
through It. The framework for this model 
IS a blending of an old logic with a new 
awareness which could, if pushed far 
enough, establish a new direction in 
architecture. 

Research has detined the relationship 
between energy clficicncy and the vari
ables of building design. It has also idcnu-
fied the characteristics of solar energy 
collection, storage and distribution needed 
to successfully provide comtort cundition-
mg. These factors suggest a rcdcrinition 
of wliat a building is and how it Aorks. 
Vet, ;he proper synthesis ol the- c factors 
and how they influence buildings must be 
tound in the applic^iit-n uf these princi-
"les through building design. 

The architect's classic,il probiem-
-. Ivina role is again rei^inrcd in confront
ing me issue of energy use in building"; 
The pnnciples lia'.•. developed, the need 
,s clear ~ 
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Direct Gain 
The direct gain concept is the most common passive solar 
building solution and has many historic precedents. Simply 
diagrammed, it is sun to living space to storage mass. Solar radia
tion is collected in the living space and then stored in a thermal 
storage mass. Thus, the actual living space is directly heated by 
the sun and serves as a "live-in" collector. 

The basic requirements for the direct gain building type arc: 
a large south-facing glazed collector area, with the living space 

exposed directly behind; a floor and/or wail stor;ii;,> rr 
significant dimensions for solar exposure and heat stoi 
capacity, and a method for isolating the storage from i 
heat loss. In this way, the distribution of heat is centre 
the properties of the mass in relation to the space, asw 
the insulation between the storage mass and the outdo 
ground, which is critical in preventing unnecessary he; 
through temperature equalization. 
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A Low Profile Solar House 
On the California Coast 
A clear model of direct gain passive solar ' 
systems is David Wright's Sundown House 
in Sea Ranch, Calif. Set in a picturesque 
northern California coastal meadow, this 
house is nearly 100 percent passively 
heated and cooled. 

The building materials^wood, glass 
and concrete—are set into a subtle carth-
bermed form to offer a low profile for pro
tection from the prevailing winds, while 
optimizing solar exposure. The 375 square 

feet of southern-exposed double-
windi>ws slope 70 degrees to aet 
collectors. Direct heat gain is abf 
and stored in the massive walls c 
concrete ;ind floor of brick on s;i 
nighttime reradiation. 

Heavy insulation on all the ext 
walls including the walls facing e 
minimize unwanted heat loss, abt 
an insulating shade which ean be 
down o\er tiie large window area 
mer, these shades, made of three 
of aluminized polyester quilted to 
layers, act to reflect unwanted sol 

In combination with high vent! 
,ilso drtiw air out of the house b\ 
lion lo prt!vide n.itural ventilatie 
e' H i l m o . 

Much as a sailboat trims to thi 
this energN conserving house is n 
adjusted to weather conditions. 1 
whieli has 1,1 >0 square feet of li" 
wiih a detached studio and garag 
been kept small to decrease IIK S 
to-\ultime ratio in order to niinin 
loss. 1 u create a protected south-
patio. t!ie house, uaiage and stiid 
been clustered with extensive her 
shield fi'vim the cold north winds 
embi.ise ihe wariiiiii'.: sun. 



A Stepped-down Skylight 
That Acts as a Collector 
Tliis example of direct gain heating is 
focused on a one-room addition, designed 
by David Johnson, AIA, and Norman 
Saunders, to an old New England house 
in Belmont, Mass. 

The intention was to provide a living 
room which was solar heated and thus 
naturally condition one of the largest heat 
consuming spaces in the house. The liv
ing room addition of 324 square feet 
faces slightly west of true south for opti
mum solar collection. Solar radiation is 
collected through 300 square feet of new 
skylights on the sloping roof and through 
300 square feet of vertical glazing south, 
east and wesi. The skylight system has a 
staircase-like cross section with 18-inch 
treads and eight-inch single-glazed risers. 
The treads are of shiny aluminum to re

flect additional low winter sun and to 
reduce the artificial lighting requirement 
throughout the year. 

The direct gain received through these 
skylights is absorbed in the nine-inch con
crete floor, covered with ceramic tile and 
isolated below by two inches of insula
tion. 

Solar radiation is also stored in the 
existing ma.sonry wall of the New England 
house. This separating wall also provides 
the opportunity for indirectly heating 
other rooms in the house by opening the 
formerly exterior windows. Any un
wanted heat could be transferred to the 
rest of the house through the open win
dows and doors, but efficient direct gain 
heating of this living space is the primary 
intent of the desian. 

The site is heavily wooded with de
ciduous trees lo prevent summer over
heating and to provide pleasant views 
from throughout the living room. 

iC^ill 



Aspen s Solar i\irport 
The Pitkin County Air Terminal in 
.Aspen, Colo., is one of the nation's 
largest passively solar heated structures, 
containing ! f\SOO square feet of terminal 
space on a single level. Designed by 
Copland, Hagman & Yaw, it consists ot 
three pods staggering and linked together 
to achieve maximum solar orientation for 
the longest walls. This creates exterior 
entry spaces and maximizes expansion 
potential as well. 

The basic elements of the passive solar 
system are abundant southern glazing 
with movable insulation, interior thermal 
mass and a well-insulated structure. Solar 
radiatit)n enters through 750 square feet 
of vertical double glazing and 1,750 
square feet of horizontal skylights. 

The radiation is absorbed and stored 
in five-inch concrete slab floors and solid 
block walls, both thermally isolated from 
the exterior by insulation. This system 
allows solar penetration and storage in 
the building on sunny winter days, then 
contains redistribution at night. 

To keep the heat in, a space in the 
750 square feet of vertical south glazing 
is filled with Styrofoam beads for insula
tion, and the skylights are sealed by 
freon-powered louvers containing five 
inches of insulation. These aluminum 
sheathed louvers also prevent unwanted 
soiar gain in summer. 

All materials, components and con
struction techniques were chosen for 
natural and labor resource conservation. 
The building is highly insulated, bermed 
extensively and in general harmonizes 
well with the striking landscape of Aspen. 
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A House Designed Around 
A Solar Heated Atrium 
.Another one-room, direct gain heating 
example is this natio/famiiy room de
signed by Bob and Edward Schmitt for a 
I'.-.iuse 'II Cleveland. The atrium space's 
1,000 square feel are lit and heated by 
south-facing skylights and p.itio doors. 

The direct radiation entering these 
glazed areas is absorbed in the atrium's 
concrete floor composed ')f four-inch slab 
on gravel fill, which functions as a heat 
sink to hold the heat within the atrium for 
longer periods of time. While outside 
temperatures may range from 0 degrees 
Fahrenheit to 95 degrees, the tempera
tures in this solar heated and naturally 
ventilated space—with conversation area, 
grill and plant collection—will vary from 
a comfortable bS degrees to a comfortable 
80 degrees. 

When temperatures in the atrium rise 
above 72 degrees, all the atrium's doors 
may be.opened to provide isolated heat 
gain to the rest of the house. 

The passively solar heated atrium acts 
as a focal point for the hou.se. No win
dows face the cold and windy climate out
side, but instead face this year-round 
warm and green atrium space. When the 
sun is not shining, a central fireplace acts 
as back-up heat and a continued focal 
point: Either sunlight or firelight is 
provided for every room. 

Mi-: •iiaTiii r i ' i 
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idirectGain 
jjj passive solar buildings, the fabric of the house continues 
ilject and store solar energy, but the sun's rays do not travel 
igh the living space to reach the storage mass. This climi-
1 the direct gain limitation where solar collection tempera-
are limited by occupant comfort needs, and introduces the 
enlof time lag. In the indirect gain passive solar building, 
torage mass collects and stores heat from the sun and trans-
heat to the living space in a design controlled fashion. 
urrently, there are three types of indirect gain passive solar 
lings. The first type is the mass Trombe in which the sun's 
are absorbed directly behind a collector glazing by a mas-
wall which serves as solar storage. The required elements of 
jass Trombe building type involve a storage mass appropri

ately chosen for heating the living space nnd a large glazea area 
directl> in front which prevents immediate reradiation from the 
storage mass back to the outside. 

The property to consider in deciding on storage construction 
is the method of distribution inherent in massing nialeriais with 
different heat storage capacities and emission properties. Radiant 
distribution from a storage mass to a living space can be almost 
immediate, or it can be delayed up to 12 hours, depending on the 
depth and time lag property of the storage material chosen. Dis
tribution of air by natural convection is also possible since ihe 
volume of air in the intervening space between glazing and stor
age mass is being heated to high temperatures and seeks constant 
means of escape. 

Solar Heating Diagram 

Heat from a Glass Facade 
Stored in a Wall Behind 
One mass Trombe solar building which 
displays both methods of heat distribution 
is the Kelbaugh house in Princeton, N.J. 
Designed by Doug Kelbaugh, this 2,100-
squarc-foot, three-bedroom house uses 
massive Trombe wall construction inside 
a large glass facade to provide storage lor 
passive solar heat gain and includes win
dows for south views from each room. 

The vertical 15-inch-thick concrete wall 
with a selective black coating absorbs radi

ation entering the 600 square feet of glass 
on the vertical south face. In each room, 
air passes at floor level through a slot in 
the wall and rises by becoming heated in 
the six-inch space between the glazing and 
the wall. Tiie air then re-enters the room 
through slots at the ceiling level to provide 
natural solar heating for the rooms. Long-
term heat distribution is also provided by • 
this massive storage wall which after many 
hours' delay radiates heat to the room for 
nighttime heating. 

The all glass south facade and the small 
solar greenhouse tjre double glazed and all 
other building faces have minimum glass 
e\|iosure. In summer, the convective dis-
iiibtuion potential of this mass Irombe 
building allows for induced ventilation. 
\ ents to the outside at the top of ihe 
I'loinbe w.ill and in the greenhouse allow 
solar heated air to escape, drawing cooler 
.111 inlo the house lor natural ventilation. 

Deciduous trees also provide summer 
shading and complementary' elegance to 
this passive solar home. Because of the 
siniplieitv of its design and orientation, 
plus e.ise ol m.imlenanee aiul i^per.ilio.n, 
lliis house ttlso reduced heating costs by 
76 percent the fust winter, and 84 percent 
ihe second. 



Gravel-Filled Storage Wall 
Beneath an Arched Roof 
This house, with an arched roof suggest
ing the contours of its setting in the Maine 
countryside, was designed by Roc 
Caivano, who says a passively heated 
house •must, above all, be a heat trap. 
Along with the provisions to collect and 
store solar heat in this region, heat losses 
must be absolutely minimized.' The tre
mendous thermal mass of the Trombe 
wall and the concrete slab foundations 
constitute the primary storage capacity. 
I'wo stories high and 168 square feet in 
surface area, the mass Trombe wall is of 
concrete block filled with gravel and 

painted dark brown to absorb heat. Fa 
ing south, it is covered with a layer of 
Plexiglas four inches out from the wall 
and enclosed behind a thin greenhouse 
for additional use of solar heat gain. 

Distribution of the collected heat wi 
be by radiation through the block and 1 
fan circulation. The fan draws the heat 
air down through ducts embedded in tt 
concrete floor of the living areas rather 
than seldom used places like closets. 

This 1,200-square-foot house, with 
two-story Trombe wall adjacent to livi 
spaces below and sleeping spaces abov 
has a heat loss factor about one-third a 
normal house and a successfully equiv; 
lent heat gain from the low .Maine wint 
sun. 

9' / i " flb«rglass irsuiation 

Air ffliufnnj lo top , X f r \ 

ol collector wall - s ^ j ^ j V ^ 

3" sprayed urelhane 
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torage Mass of WMK 
'sFillt'dvvith Waicr 

,„jindirect gam pa'^sive solar 
jjiypcis the water Tiombi- in 
lysun'sravs are iiiteieejVicd h..-
Iliccnllccieriila/ingln a u.uei 
fniass.The raiuirenients tor i!ie 

'jfonibewall are again a large 
jlciilla'tor iirca and an .uliaei-ni 

sJieatstorage. Howeser. the t̂v>i-
Iswalcr i>i' anothei liquid (hai 
pin a varietN of i.oiitaiiK':s 
[cscntiiigdinereiu heat excliange 

llostorage mass ration. 
Isideringthe control of heat dis-
IjnawaterTronihe wall, one 
bwarc that thermal transfer is 

llvective bod_\ of u.itei', aiKl 
Ifibution from a suKir heatcil 
fee wall to a living space is 
lediatc. This, in contrast to iho 

Sie lag property of the mass 
Iwall.requires some caieful eon-

fflfstorage distribution eontrul 
yaiiunderstanding ol ihe u a \ 

Il heat flows. 
is3,00U-square-fool house, designed 
lIDcaii, is situated helow a ,-()0-t'oot 
iLos Alamos, N.M. The site was 
illychoM'ii lor its sinith slope. iN 
l([vantagc iinil freedom from nciuh-
5MI11 obstructions. 

• oliiiiulrcd aiul lifts stiuare leel ol 
•(acini;picture window collects >olai 

• lioiuluriiig sunny winler ilavs. Bc-
, Ik glazing is a heat storage wall 
.siiiigof2,(IOt)ume bottles filled 
ntcrand racked between two glas^ 
• The bottle wall also provides a 

jeillightinthe living spaces. In the 
i.solarhcat is stored in this water 
ikwall ;ind reradiated or circulated 
ilnralconvection (through operable 
ndbottom vents) to the rest of the 
••Afan isalso available lo increase 
'culation hyeounterflowing the air 
Ik wall, 

'""heKelbaugh house, the solar 
mean he used to provide et)oling 
'Slliesummer by providing outside 
""tie top of the Trombe wall. The 
!«'liiiiin of heated air m front ol (he 
""tt vented, will draw cool air 
"SMhclv 
k Mde. 

muse from o p e n i n g s ou ihe 

Barrels of Water Linked 
ib Act as a Storage Wail 
Tills water Trnr-nhc pas-i\'c ~')iar building 
erses as otlices and warehouse ;or Dove 
'Liblications of tlv: Boiiedictine .Monas-
ery in Pecos, N.M., as well as living 
jiiaileis fill one full-linie occupant. 

Designed by architect .\!ike Hansen in 
oniunetioii with Steven Bacr, this hiiild-
Mii lias 7.000 square feet of space on a 
angle ieve! Built o^ eighl-iiich block con-
.11 nelioii Willi two inches uf insulation on 
lie inside and six inches in the roof, the 
•asi. Ill Mill aiui wesi facades are pic-
ioniinantlv sealed, except for vents for 
uiiinier coolins:. 

I he siniih. Licidi.. li.'\>.evci. •, domi-
'atetl bv [hrce I 4u-l'oiit-i.-,ni; baiuN of 
ii^iii.ned el.i-ss e.ieii i'mir feci hiuh, cn-
•cinip.issiiiL' a to:.i! ol \.5>0 -quare ^-.T of 
-ia/!Mj I lie l.iiee upper (elereshnv 1 
•••nui..'.\s admii sunlight to tl'.e waiehou.-c 
il back loi uireei solar 'i:nn iieating. The 
nulilli. low ot wniJows .lUinUs siinJiL'ht lo 
he nllices ill Iropi. pr,i\ idling LIJIOCI iieat 
•ail! I'.M' the \WM',kiiig hours as v.'ell as 
leai'iiLi the eeiiie r bearip;: wall of erai-
lete block lor dei.ised lueliliiine 
.u l ia l lu l l . 

I lie lowesi row ot '.vmj./ivs is in the 

vi le i -lilleil J i i in iwa l l . eonsisl i :v; n i 1 3S 

','^-eallo!! b.irreK pa in ted olaek and en-

losed li! insulated eabip^is iliat extend 

iihi ilie iiHiees 'n ei'nveiiieiitlV doub le as 

.iiipiei heieliL w.irKine a reas . Eae;''e>l';ee 

i..^ i b.ink «i| iP.niiialK o|>eialeil leeis iers 

• '! ihe --lee I il the eu i in ie ' to alio'.v eon-

e^ ' i \ e .Hi llow lo iieat die r i 'nm much 

ike eoii\ e'ltiiMia' Mclialors Ai i ' l e t iT- is 

ire -"iiu.iieLi on ilie iluor. 
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vNaler Baiis on a iMetai Roof 

\ iliiid indirect gain building t\ pe i dia-
eramnied as sun to storage mass to livuig 
space ) IS the roof pond. 'A'ith the roof 
pond building l\pc, the water storage 
'.i.iss is located in the ''ooi for purely 
ladKini heat distribution to the living 
sp.aee through the ceiling material. 
One example of the roof pond passive 
solar concept is the .Atascadero house in 
( .ililoini.i. de^ii;ncd bv inventor Harold 

I lav and aichitects Jt)hn Edmisten and 
Kenneth Haggard. The roof pond solar 
svstem used in this 1,14()-square-foot 
house employs a series of water bags, 
located on a metal roof deck, which can 
be exposed to direct solar radiation but 
later protected Innn unwanted heat gain 
or loss bv exterior nio\ able insulation. 

During the winter, sliding insulating 
panels e.\|iosc the bags to sunlight during 
the day and cover them at night, con
trolling heat loss. The bags in turn radiate 
their heat directly to the space below 

«Srlr '"ev 'p=i 

through llie metal roof which has 
negligible thermal resistance. 

During summer, ihe panels protect 
roof ponds from the sun durins the da 
but expose them to the sky at n̂ iaht w 
the ponds radiate their heat outward j 
thereby cool tiie house below. This pa 
sive solar home provides 100 percent 
heating and cooling in an area uhere 
temperature extremes have varied fro 
10 degrees Fahrenheit in winter to 11 
degrees in the summer. 

The shift of a soiar storage mass frt 
the wall to the roof relies on several n 
principles of physics and thus dilTcrer 
design considerations. Since distribut 
of soiar heat gain from the roof storat 
by radiation only, proximity of the ce: 
to the spaces being heated is importar 
This not only suggests conventionale 
ing heights of eight feet but also the • 
single-story design amenable to thisp 
of the country. Variations in collectic 
and distribution tech.niques of the roc 
pond passive solar building type are I 
developed for northern climates, 
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Isolated Gain 
In the isolated gain passive solar concept, soiar collection and 
storage are thermally isolated from the living spaces of the build
ing. This concept is contrasted with the direct gain passive solar 
concept in which the collection and storage are integral with the 
living spaces, and with the indirect gain concept where collection 
and storage are separate from the living spaces but directly 
linked thermally. The isolated gain concept thus allows collector 
and storage to function somewhat independently of the building 
while the building can draw from them as needed. 

Two general types of isolated gain buildings are included, a 
sunspace and a thermosiphon. Most typically seen, the sunspacc 
isolated gain passive building type collects solar radiation in a 

secondary space which is separate from the living space, and 
stores heat for later distribution. This sunspace oilers hulli if 
potential separation of the collector-storage system from the 
living space, or the direct gain "live-in" situation which niaxi 
mizes the use of low temperature solar gain. .An atrium, a sn 
porch, a greenhouse and a sunroom all represent potential e.' 
amples of a sunspacc. Tlic requirements for a sunspace passi 
solar building type center in the glazed collector space >vhicli 
must be both attached yet distinct from the living space. Prn 
with a strong southern exposure, the collector space mu.st co 
tain or be thermally linked to a solar storage mass lor heat u 
tion and later distribution. 
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Atrium Functions as Sun
space and Wind Scoop 
The sunspace can be variable in its spatial 
and functional relationships to the primary 
living spaces of the building. It may vary 
from a minimum addition with one small 
contact surface, to an extension of the 
entire south side of the building, to being 
contained within the building vvith an in
terface on several sides. The specific loca

tion ot the sunspace aepenus on the build
ing design, spatial organi/alion aiul sun 
orientation. 

One exanipic ot an atrium t;.pe sun
space isjhe Erwin residence, designed by 
George \^ .ly, in Nacogdoches, Tex, The 
2,275 square feci of living Npace in this 
house are wrapped around a large south 
facing atrium and thermally connected or 
separated as desired by -tOO square leet ot 
windows and glass patio doors. Direct 
radi.itioii enters the 72.̂  square leel of 
glass exposure, is absorbed by the atrium's 
dark brown Mexican tile floor and stored 
in the supporting eight-inch-thick insu
lated concrete slab. 

A- heat is needed in the house, doois 
arc opened to allow iiealed atrium air to 
conveetively entei the living spaces, pro
viding almost 90 percent of the house's 
healing requirenienl. When temperatures 
within the sunspace arc not too hot for 
comfortable live-in conditions, the atrium 
can be occupied for more eliici.nt diieet 
gain heating. 

Summer overheating problems in this 
area are prevented by a significant roof 
overhang and the lack of angled glass ex
posures or skylights. The southern atrium 
is also designed to act as a summer wind 
scoop to draw air through and out small 
north windows to naturally ventilate and 
cool. The 2x6-inch stud construction ac
commodates increased insulation; the 
windows are double glazed, and the ga
rage and utility areas have been located 
on the west perimeter to prevent summer 
heat gain and to give added thermal pro
tection in winter. The northern face has a 
low profile with berming and minimal 
window openings. 
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Tliemiosiphoning' Creates 
G )ntinuous Natural Air Flow 
rile live of the thcimosiphoning principle 
eenerates the ^eco^d isolated gain passive 
solar building ly pe. It includes a much 
more restricted collector space which 
iiiteicedes between the direct sun and the 
living space, and is distinct from the 
building structure. In this space, a ther-
luosiphoning heat flow occurs when air 
heated by the sun rises naturally into an 
appropriately placed living space or stor
age mass, causing somewhat cooler air or 
liquid to fall again, so a continuous heat 
e.itlKiing cireukition is begun. The closest 
diagram to an active solar system, the 
therniosiphoniiig passive solar building, 
still employs nonmechanical (or minima! 
assist) methods of heal ci)llection and 
ilisii ibution (lows. 

.A good example of the thermosiphon 
svsieni IS the Davis house, designed by 
Steven Baer. in Corrales. N.M. The basic 
elements of this passive solar house in-
eliide 420 square feet of thermosiphoning 
colleclors, single glazed and located in 
from of the house below a relatively large 
rock bed storage bin supporting the 
south-facing patio. 

lYOVAOUE 

MBTAL 
i-ATH 

Air ducts lead to and from the house 
so thai with the aid of manually operated 
dampers, .solar heated air can flow up 
naturally 10 heat the rock bed storage, 
while cooler air returns to the bottom of 
the collector for continuous natural cir
culation. Although a sun-healed stack 
only 10 feet high will have limited chim
ney elfect, it has proven adequate to sup
ply more than enough heat through a 
low-resistance rock bed storage distribu
tion system. 

For heat distribution to be effective, 
however, the area of interface is critical 

between storage and house, as is the 
spatial arrangement of the house. Thi; 
1,000-square-foot house is arranged ii 
open interior plan with a loft. Heat is i 
tributed through the house by natural 
convection once the house dampers to 
storage are opened, with cooler air re
turning back to the collectors during t! 
day or back to the solar heated storagf 
night. Direct gain heating enhances thi 
comfort of this house, with adobe end 
walls to smooth the day-to-night tempi 
ature differences of the Southwestern 
climate. D 
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It works in m::ny ways. 
It can transform a drab, barren site into 

an oasis. 
It can baffle the noise of neighbors. 
It can provide the marketing edge that 

insures speedy rent-up or sellout. 
It can make high densities livable. 
Waterscaping can do all of these things. 

And—paradoxically—it can save water. 
For most systems use little water—the 
lakes and streams are only 18 inches to 
three ft. deep—and even that is recircu
lated. Water lost through evaporation is 
often less than what would be used to 
spray lawns and plantings. 

For a look at how water works its magic 
in four different settings, turn the page. 
— N A T A L I E GERARDl 

Ru.shing water turns .in Orange f o i i n t y Uiwnhouse 
into a vac.ilmn retreat, f o r more views of Oranue 
L.ikcs in Oranyc. Calif , ^ec ihc nirvl p.ii;e 
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Adding sell to small townhouses on a tight site 
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The developers of Orange Lakes were aiming 
at first-time buyers: young marrieds, singles 
and divorced people. But to keep prices af
fordable, the developers had to build at 
maximum density—13 d.u. per acre—and 
minimum size—most units are 829-sq.-ft. ef
ficiencies with sleeping lofts. 

Both the density and unit size are more 
typical of apartments than of fee-simple 
townhouses, which Orange Lakes was offer
ing; yet the project had to attract renters out 
of apartments and turn them into buyers. 

The developers succeeded by siting the 
units in and around a system of lakes, water
falls, streams, rapids and fountains and by 
giving each unit a waterfront patio. The water 
creates a sense of privacy and seclusion that 
masks the high density. And the lakefront 
patios make the units more spacious, both 
visually and by adding living area that's sure 
to be used. The 118-home project sold out in 
six weeks. 

Orange Lakes, in Orange, Calif., is the 
second lake project developed by C. Robert 
Langslet and Son, of Long Beach. The first, 
called The Lakes, had sold out 260 units in a 
slack nine months. "We were amazed to find 

H&H/hcusing 9/77 

there were so many single and divorced 
people that no one was building for," says 
Mike Engle, vice president and markedng 
director. 

Orange Lakes was designed for this mar
ket. One hundred of the 118 units were the 
829-sq.-ft. efficiencies; only IS werel.l35-sq.-
ft. two-bedroom units. "Everyone told us 
this mix was crazy," says Engle, "but we hit 
the market right on the button." 

The most popular units were those in the 
middle of the lake, even though parking had 
to be at a distance. "People didn't mind 
carrying' groceries a bit farther if they could 
be out in the middle," says Engle. "You 
can't even hear the cars out there. It's like 
being away on vacation." 

While a lake project may solve marketing 
problems, it presents construction problems. 
"You have to plan your phasing and con
struction cycle very carefully so that you 
don't cut off access either to the units or the 
lakes while trucks or heavy equipment still 
have to reach them," Engle explains. 

The company is planning a third lake proj
ect in the same area. The main change: It will 
include more streams and other moving water. 
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Boulder-Strewn pond (above 
If/f J .separates the housing 
from the recreation area. In 
the background is a swimming 
pool; other amenities include a 
cabana, a sauna with one-way 
glass for viewing the recrea
tion area, a sunken lakeside 
(irepil and two lighted tennis 
courts. 

Site plan (above right) shows 
liow a large portion of the 
nine-acre site was turned into 
a big lake, with the town-
houses sited on islands and , 
promontories. Lifescapes Inc. 
of Santa Ana did the land plan . 
and landscaping; J. Harlan 
Olcnn & Assoc, of Villa Park 
was Ihe lake engineer. 

E>,tEiaaEHCY-
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Two plus include an 829-sq.-
(I. efficiency with a loft and a 
I,l35-sq.-ft,, two-bedroom 
unit, of which there were only 
18. Prices ranged from $37,900 
10 $58,900 when the project 
opened last year; by sellout 
ihey were up to $47,900 to 
W,900. Carl McLarand and 
Assoc, of Santa Ana was the 
irchitect. 

UPPER I,EVEI. 
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TO NEXT PAGE 
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Unit types range from a 510-
sq.-ft. studio with sleeping al
cove to a 1,420-sq.-ft. town-
house. Rents range from S150 
to $400. 

Shown above are two of the 
most popular units: a 1.'282-
sq.-ft., two-bedroom, two-
bath villa (top) and a 694-sq.-
ft. one-bedroom plan (bot
tom}. 

Unking the elements of a mixed-use community 
The Venetian theme of this 300-unit apart
ment complex in Stockton, Calif, is not 
merely a picturesque gimmick. Architects 
and planners Bull Field Volkmann Stockwell, 
of San Francisco, used a series of canals and 
lagoons bordered by pedestrian and bicycle 
paths to link the various segments of a 150-
acre community that includes apartments, 
single-family homes, a shopping center and 
an office complex. 

Of course the water adds market value as 
well: Apartments in the Venetian Park com
plex rent for up to 34? a sq. ft., compared to 
24? for similar units in other complexes. And 
within Venetian Park itself, waterfront units 
command a $20 or $30 a month premium over 
units without a water view. 

Another benefit of the water system: high 
density. The project contains 300 units on 
16.2 acres, for a gross density of almost 19 
units to the acre. 

"People accept higher densities where 
there are canals," says developer Eckhard 
Schmitz, president of Schmitz Development 
Inc. "Without them we would have had to 
space the units a lot farther apart. ' 

The segment of the canal that runs through 
the apartment complex, linking the shopping 
center with the recreation complex, is shown 
in the site plan above. This segment alone 
cost about $350,000 to build. 

"It probably cost about three times as 
much as putting in grass," says Schmitz, 
"but in the long run the maintenance will cost 
less than if we had lawns to water and mow." 

Tenants at Venetian Park apartments are 
mainly young single or divorced people who 
work for large corporations or the nearby 
colleges. "They like the fact that the project 
is different and imaginative," says Schmitz. 
"But to be fair, i think the main reason 
they're here is location." TO PAGE 75 
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- J Scventeen-acre site divides into three 
separate communities. At bottom are 
the units facing the golf course; these 
are the most expensive and tenants 
tend to be older. Some are even re
tired or semi-retired. On the stream 
side at right, tenants are mainly 
young professionals or young mar
rieds. The youngest tenants of all live 
on the lake side at left. Many have to 
share to afford the apartments, which 
ranged from $210 to $410 a month 
when the project opened last sum
mer. 

Popular units include the 905-sq.-
ft., one-bedroom/den shown at left 
and the l,180-sq.-ft. two-bedroom/ 
den golf-course unit shown at far left. 
Note how the den is only partially 
separated from the master bedroom. 
This arrangement won market accep
tance. 

Tuming ficst, barren land into a premium location 
The southern portion of the I7-acre site over
looks a golf course. But it was necessary to 
create some sort of amenity for the remainder 
if the 368-unit project was to generate rents 
that would justify the cost of building it. 

Faced with this problem at the luxury 
community of Rancho San Joaquin, the Ir
vine Company's multifamily division built a 
system of streams and lakes. Irvine was 
thinking of the rent premium that waterfront 
units would command. 

Saving water, however, was also a con
sideration. "We asked our water consultant, 
J. Harlan Glenn & Assoc, about the pros 
and cons of water versus landscaping," says 
project manager Don Landis. "They said we 
would definitely use less water with lakes and 
streams than with a landscaped meadow that 
would have to be irrigated." 

The initial cost of the water system was 
about twice that of landscaping: about $4 a 

sq. ft. as opposed to $ 1.80 for heavy planting. 
This includes mechanical equipment. The ar
chitects and land planners, Backen Arrigoni 
& Ross, of San Francisco, had designed a 
series of "hard" and "soft" edges for the 
waterways, the hard edges being the concrete 
block walls lining the piazza shown in the 
photo at left; the soft edges being the natural-
looking, grassy banks visible in the back
ground. Maintenance dictated that the soft 
edges and stream bottoms be coated with 
Gunite, hence much of the cost. 

The two-story, stucco-clad, frame build
ings each contain eight of one unit type. 
There are six plans, ranging from a 560-sq.-ft. 
one-bedroom to a 1,180-sq.-ft., two-
bedroom/den unit. All have patios or decks 
recessed into the buildings to form sort of a 
loggia. These are placed at the outside cor
ners so that most living areas have a view of a 
lake, stream or landscaped plaza. 

T8=f*XT PAGE 
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Lush landscaping runs be
tween the two circular build
ings and around the perimeter 
of the project. Photo at left 
was talcen while phase two 
was still under construction. 
The fence has since been re
moved and more plants have 
been added. 
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Creating a little roln forest in exchang 
At Quail Ridge in Fullerton, Calif,, water 
flows through boulder-strewn streams, 
rushes over rapids and roars down 22 water
falls. The foliage is so thick that the next 
building, just a few feet away, is barely 
visible. It's hard to believe that the 9.3-acre 
site holds 144 units, at a density of 15.4 to the 
acre. Or that tranquil patios such as those in 
the cover photo and the photos above and at 
left, where the only sound is that of running 
water, can exist only 150 ft, from the travel 
lane of the Orange Freeway. 

"1 was trying to build a product that would 
sell for less than the typical $80,000-to-
$100,000 house here in Orange County, and 
the only way is to get greater density," says 
developer John Konwiser of Newport Beach. 

'I told the planning commission that I in
tended to improve the site so that it would 
absolutely knock their heads off in return for 
a density of 15.4." 

Konwiser commissioned Lifescapes of 
SanUi Ana. headed by Donald Brinkerhoff 
[H&H Jan. '75], to design the landscaping aiiii 
waterscaping. The waterscaping was then 
executed by Paul Muit of Fountain Valley. 

Such impact is not created cheaply. T*'̂  
cost (including swimming pool and tennis 
courts) was $600,000—over $4,000 a unit. 

But Konwiser had acquired the 9.3-acrt 
site, in a section of Fullerton that is just novi 
undergoing development, back in 1974 f<" 
$554,000. That means the raw land cost was 
just under $4,000 a unit. So he was able w 
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Unusual site plan (partially shown above) consists of twin circles, each 
made up of six twelveplexes. Parking space runs along the inner rim and at 
the hub. The plan is so efficient that 60% of the land remains as open space 
despite the high density. Six floor plans (shown above left and right) are 
offered. These are arranged in groups of three, with the two largest—both 
one-story plans—on the bottom and the smaller ones—mainly one-story/ 
loft plans—stacked side by side. 

c-RDVT<^ I,E^'c:I, 

br greater density 
achieve his goal of producing housing that 
young people could afford. 

The first phase opened last fall at prices 
ranging from $38,950 for a 700-sq.-ft., one-
bedroom plan to $56,950 for a 1,430-sq.-ft., 
two bedroom/den plan; the second phase 
opened last spring at prices ranging from 
$45,950 to $70,950. The project sold out 
quickly, mainly to the target market of sin
gles, young couples and empty nesters. A 
market survey by First American Title found 
it the lowest priced project in Orange County. 

The extensive landscaping is not the only 
reason Quail Ridge is so attractive. The circu
lar plan, created by Ladd, Kelsey, Wood
ward of Nev^ort Beach, Calif., limits the 
Qiimber of units that can be seen at any one 

time. From inside a unit, few if any of the 
others are visible. And the balconies and 
decks have been sited to insure privacy. 

Because of the curved buildings, many of 
the units are fan-shaped (see plans above). 
However, the rooms were planned so that 
there would be no problem with furniture 
arrangement, and the units were well re
ceived by the buyers. 

"People found the irregular shape exciting 
because it's unusual," says Konwiser. 

Recreation facilities at Quail Ridge include 
two lighted tennis courts, a swimming pool, 
therapeutic pool and a recreation building 
with party hall, card room and billiard area. 
The project is across the street from a public 
golf course and a regional park. 
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3 village centers 
that answer 
the key question... 

...which 
come 
irst—the 
snops 
or the 
houses 
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Wilde Lake Village Center, Columbia, Md. . . . 
. . . has been so successful that it is being expanded. But it ran into serious problems when 
it opened in 1967 (see page 59). Developer: The Rouse Co., Architects: Cohen, Haft &. 
Associates. 

Monarch Bay Plaza, Laguna Niguel, Calif.... 
. . . is a classic example of how a center learned to swim through a sea of red ink (see 
piige62/.Developer: Cabot, Cabot & Forbes. Architects: KnowitonFemald.Ricardo Nicol, 
Arthur Schiller. 

The Village Square of Cross Keys, Baltimore, Md 
. . . is a unique tombination basic and specialty center. Ordinarily, the combination might 
not work. But some unusual circumstances led to a thriving center (see page oc). 
Developer: The Rouse Co. Architects: Murray and Heiss. 



._j ike the proverbial chiclcen-egg con
undrum, the question ot shops or 
houses first is vital to develop-

. ers—pjrticuiarlv as thev build tjr-
::^ ther and farther jway rrom estab-

\li J metropolitan areas. 
.d like the chicken-ejg puzde, it's a 

•^\J: 1 question tn answer. It there is a shop-
'^in . center but no houses, how will the shops 
ii» until the houses get built'On the other 
nit it there are houses but no shops, how 

ij(7 u sell the houses' 
growing number of developers are lean-

l/»j jward putting the shopping centers in 
-l-/n^, 'T at least veryearlv in the development 
e««o .;s . They're finding that housing proi-
^c-h buiit beyond established commer-
o4/-retail-social centers must provide their 
ixm centers if the housing is to sell at a 
4*k-3ctory rate. 
S^ifie main questions revolve .-u-ound set-

•j-in^ ,p the commercial centers iliembclves: 
i,/>)«Jher they should be purely for shopping 
^ r ^ 'cther they should mclude non-store 
SiaiC '̂ as well. 

W; re is where more controversy develops, 
aJl-ijgh there seems to be a growing 

^ r t i i n e n t that non-ret.iil usage—usually 
srfTiii for professionals and busmessmen— 
^Ircuid be included even when the village 
^f fiii^hborhood center has only 30,000 to 
tai'i.j sq. ft. of space. The reason: To attract 

p e o ; ; into a sparsely settled area, a center 
necj> more than the seven basi'- merchants 

Cairari:!, barber, beautician, druggist, cleaner, 
l3»r<'T and liquor storel. And even in well 

<,elt'.-d mteis, it has been found that am ixed-
c^ 1 enter will have broader appeal than a 

piunvaniUa strip center. 
B -1; the controversy is far from resolved. 

Afcnv e.xperienced shopping center profes-
340rir..s maintain that a small neighborhood 
^Of-'—the kind most likely to be built m 

a diy i,nction wi th a residential proiect—does 
»^T-j; tract non-retail tenants in sufficient 
/wz/nbers. "Doctors, lawyers and business-
,ncr\ in general don't want their offices stuck 
.**«»•/ in a small commercial center, " they 

In-Mition, they point out that the builder 
n^i'-^ more land, more front money and con-
•aialcMy more expertise to develop a mixed-
ifiit center. 

Ar'- the bugaboo of adequate parking be-
Cetfiis much more complicated. Says shop-
« « y center consultant Robert Little of Pren-
ygz'littie Inc., Farmington, Corm.; 

" "ecause parking is the most difficult 
aspect of a mixed-use project, planning must 
ftisf e.tible. You can plan 5.5 parking spaces 
^ -ach 1,000 sq. ft. of retail area and one 
•»j/*fe for each JOO sq. ft. of office area, but 

+MOC figures are only a beginning. The best 
o/im 15 one that includes land held in reserve 

io <'*pe with probable future increased park-
ir^ iceds. Otherwise, you may have to go 

-TOASove-grade decked parking at $2,500 to 
f'S^M a space, or below-grade parking at 
^yCm to S8,000 a space. That's a lot more 
-.j4w»ilie $600 to Sl.OOO that's required for 
t/Oiuiii parking areas. 

8ut you can't plan sufficient parking 
iaa<-;b for special times—the Chnstmas 

rush, tor example. If vou do, you'll go 
bankrupt. The optimum number ot spaces 
IS what's needed on the usual busiest shop-
pmg days throughout the year." 

Another drawback with the mi.\ed-use 
center: Preleasing is more difficult. .'Vot only 
do e.xperienced and financially sound retail 
merchants have to be leased up, but an ill-
defined assortment of non-store tenants 
must be found. 

Nevertheless, says Little, it is these other 
tenants who can help make the center an 
extended-hours hub ot the community 

".'Vfter all, we don't live our lives lUst from 
Sa.m. to 6 p.m. .A.nd it's very important that 
residents in a new community have a feeling 
that there's somewhere to go and something 
to do at the end of the workday. .*ind ol 
course, 24-hour usage is also a good protec
tion against vandalism." 

Tenants who can extend the hours (it .• 
village center beyond normal retail pcrioils 
include: a library, community center, indoor 
swimmingpool, police station, city hall, fire 
house, hotel, lounge, taxi stand, movie the
ater, apartments over stores and late-hours 
restaurants. 

Medical and .qeneral business offices as 
well as a nursery school also contribute to 
the tceling that the center is part of the total 
community—and not lust a place to shop. 
"It's this added dimension m the shopping 
center," says Little, "that helps turn a hous
ing development into a sought-after com
munity. And It's the broader-based mixed-
use center that's better able to withstand 
gyrations in the local economy and produce 
a greater overall return." 

But whether or not a center is to contain 
offices and other usages as well as stores, the 
biggest problem is making it economically 
viable. Solving that problem is the subiect 
of the three case studies that follow. 

Pre-servicing: It's a painful 
but often necessary step 

There's growing agreement that if a project 
is a long way from any existing commercial 
areas, it's essential to set up a shopping 
center before or at roughly the same time the 
housing goes on the market. The reason is 
obvious; Basic necessities of everyday life 
must be readily available if you're going to 
attract buyers and tenants. 

In shopping center lingo, this procedure is 
called pre-servicmg. And it's one of the 
toughest lobs a developer faces. 

Obviously, most merchants who move 
into a center in a newly developing area are 
going to lose money for months—or even 
years—until the population is large enough 
to support their stores. Throughout this 
money-losing period, the merchants not 
only must pay rent, but they have to eke out 
a living for their own families. For the small 
merchant this is a tall order. For the devel
oper who must entice these merchants into 
his shopping center, it means doing an ex
traordinary selling lob—particularly if the 

merchant must close up a presently proH 
able operation to move to the new center. 

It's not easv as witness the numeral 
centers only partially occupied alter heu 
open for long periods ot time. Huwevci, si 
lutions do exist. 

Case in point: Wilde Lake VilLiije Centi; 
a 47,S11 sq. ft. enclave on 6 3 acres in il 
new town of Columbia, .Vld. (photon. pji;i 
60-611 While the developer. The Rouse Ci 
was not lOC'l. successful with its preleasir 
program, its partial success and its exper 
ence provide valuable guidelines 

When Rouse be?an to develop the rollir 
wooded hillb ot Howard Countv in:o 
planned city for 100,000. there was little i 
show prospective merchants. 

"Wilde Lake was a touijh center to le.ise, 
recalls Douglas Codine, vice president an 
director ot sales and marketini;. 'We despe 
aiely needed .i service center to provide no 
mal conveniences—a grocery, bank, Jr 
cleaner, drug store, barber, beauty shop an 
liquor store. These would form the cumnic 
cial hub ot the first of seven villages in C( 
lumbia. So we embarked on a strong pre-se, 
vicing campaign. 

"Even so, wc still had many small store 
vacant when construction began. And it wa 
a year and a half after the center was opene 
before it was completelv leased." 

Vacancies notwithstanding, The Rous 
Co. had one big thing going tor it whe: 
construction started: a maior tenant in th 
form of a chain supermarket which signe 
up for Its own 20,000 sq. ft. building. 

"In most small neighborhood shoppin 
centers, " says Godine, 'you first try tor 
triple-A-rated supermarket, because it's th 
chains that provide the more financiall 
sound tenants. The problem is that the 
often lack the friendliness and individualit 
of the mom-and-pop merchants. So tor th 
rest of your space, you go after the Iocs 
merchants with one or two stores. These ar 
the people who are most likely to otfer th 
small-town type of service that customer 
prefer. And these were the qualities we wer 
looking for in Wilde Lake—along with gooi 
merchandising ability " 

To attract this kind of tenant, the Rous 
marketing group stressed these four areas: 

The company's track record. Iim Rous-
had built a number of successful residents 
and commercial developments in the are 
and had an excellent reputation tor qualif 
in construction and design. 

Environmental quality. "We all had a vi 
sion that good architecture and careful lam 
planning would make Columbia a very de 
sirable place to live and work," says Godine 
"We were able to transmit this feeling ti 
some ot the early merchants through words 
an extensive brochure, site plans and render 
ings." 

Visual sales aids. In June 1967 The Rousi 
Co. opened the Columbia Exhibit Cente 
which showed—through models, films am 
displays—how the Columbia concept wouli 
be executed. And by this time the shoppin; 
center was almost complete so prospectivi 
merchants could see it for themselves. I 
opened in August with about 200 or !0I 
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SHOPPING CENTERS CONTINUED 

people living in the village, plus about 8,000 
others living on scattered parcels of land 
already developed. 

"These people were our primary market 
lor a long time," says Godine. "We all telt 
that we were building something special, 
something worthwhile. The merchants, too, 
felt that their presence would help create an 
attracuve place to live and work. The pio
neering spint was sort of infectious among 
Rouse people, merchants and customers 
alike." 

The rosy future. LJsingan economic model 
that plotted the future growth of the village, 
the marketing men were able to proiect the 
center's sales volume and anticipated prof
its. Prices and sizes of the houses and apart
ments indicated the broad range of income 
levels and family size per dwelling unit. So 
a prospective commercial tenant saw that if 
he survived the initial lean period, he would 
later have an almost captive market. 

"This tact was our most telling argu
ment," says Godine. "We had to convince 
merchants that eventually they would make 
a lot ot money. Well, today they are making 
a lot of money. They really have a lock on 
a population of more than 16,000. 

The 18 current tenants reveal much about 
what a cross-section of moderate to upper-
middle income Americans of all ages want 
and need in a shopping center. 

There's the usual supermarket, liquor 
store, cleaners, bakery, drug store, bank, gift 
and card shop and florist. 

Butnotsostandardareabutchershop, well 
patronized because of its excellent quality 
meats; a cheese shop offering many varieties 
of gourmet items; an ice cream shop catering 
to the well established habit amongresidents 
of all ages to eat ice cream cones as they walk 
from place to place,- a bicycle shop servicing 
a favorite form of transportation for both 
adults and youngsters; a dance studio for 
girls; a quality casuai-fumiture-and-shelf 
shop for the not-very-ambitious home deco
rator; a family-style informal restaurant and 
cocktail lounge offering dancing and enter
tainment; and a counseling center tending 
to marital rifts, generation gaps and other 
family problems. 

"These are not all the original tenants," 
says Kemp Sullivan, marketing manager for 
Columbia Development Corp., a Rouse sub
sidiary. "About a half a dozen shops moved 
to our downtown mall when it opened. One 
of these was a small book shop that did well 
from its first month in Wilde Lake Village 
Center. It did, and still does cany a good 
selection of books, but it also happened to 
be the only bookstore in the county." 

A few other merchants went bankrupt be
cause of poor management, Sullivan be
lieves. A recent example is a delicatessen 
owner who did not realize that her costs were 
more than 100% of her gross income. And 
then there was the restaurateur who insisted 
on presenting a formal, elegant ambiance to 
his informal, casual patrons. 

However, the overall center has been so 
successful thatThe Rouse Co. decided the 
time was npe for expansion. Some 20,000 sq. 
ft. of added retail space has been built on 2.6 

Case in point 1: Wilde Lake Village Center 
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SHOPPING CENTERS CONTINUED 

acres which was being heldforthe time when 
a larger population could support a more 
varied mix of stores. 

The new merchants again retlect the 
changing times of Columbia. A paint and 
wallpaper shop caters to the young couples 
who bought undecor.ited, stripped houses; a 
camping, surplus and sporting goods store 
sirves the upsurge in outdoor family activi
ties; a real estate office takes care of sales 
of new homes for small builders and re-sales 
of homes for families on the move; a hobby 
and ctalt shop offers its wares to youngsters 
and the elderly; a savings and loan comple
ments the established bank; a veteri
narian—Columbia's first—serves the ever
growing pet population, .•̂ nd there are two 
other free-standing buildings: a dental suite 
and the town's second hardware store. 

.Adjacent to the expanded center a nation
wide fast-food chain bought land and erected 
Its own building. "Business is booming for 
them," comments Sullivan, "primarily be
cause people don't have to get out of their 
cars to order or eat. It's set up so that drive-in 
customers order through an intercom. Then 
they pick up their order and drive away. This 
generates much greater volume than an eat-
in fast-food counter." 

Wilde Lake's well established success is 
best shown in its original and current rent 
schedules. The first merchants in 1966 paid 
an average of about S3 per sq. ft. against 
overages. New tenants generally pay more 
than S5 per sq. ft. or overages. 

A two-b-iy service station, a drive-in bank 
and 18,600 sq. ft. of offices over the stores 
also add to the center's income. The offices 
are fully occupied by businesses such as in
surance agents and a taxi company. 

Total parking for the nine-acre commer
cial site is 325 spaces. These spaces also serve 
people coming to the adjacent community 
facilities: an assembly hall, a bath
house, a library and ten tennis courts. 

The Interfaith Center is on a contiguous 
ten-acre site with 218 parking spaces. Also 
nearby are a high school and middle school. 

Thus, within a one-quarter-mile radius, 
the residents of Wilde Lake have access to 
social, religious^ commercial, cultural and 
educational facilities. Although everything 
is within walking distance, the convenience 
and habit of drivingis very much in evidence. 

Says an original resident: "I knew that the 
village center was going to be a success, when 
a year after it opened, 1 drove into the parking 
lot and couldn't find a space," 

Little or no profits: 
It's something you may have 
to live with for a few years 

Case in point: Monarch Bay Plaza (photos, 
this page] which despite a good prc-leasing 
effort didn't show any profit for its first three 
years. 

The shopping center was built to serve 
Laguna Niguel, a 7,000-acre planned coastal 
community located S.S miles south of Los 
Angeles. Its two Triple-A anchor tenants, a 
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Case in point 2: Monarch Bay Plaza 
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Eiikirceviay to the shopping center 
mnjiirightl is at the end of a one-

• i ^n I.-shaped building containing 
/"S-iriics, which open out on the 
etft<«M»/arcade (photos, above and 
'•pe/fi). At the other end of the L is 
^S«st;rmarket, These high traffic 
<SfiMW:ahments encourage custom-
tkiUy v-AY past the specialty shops, 
S'iV&i.̂ .n, covering 21 acres, shows 
7t^V'a;j£ty of buildings that make 
•^^Ae.̂ Jmplex a mixed-use center, 
^tmitr to conventional practice, 
•ftietdr of the center faces the main 
J^u.w. This was done to shield 
pariew:. from strong winds. 
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SHOPPING CENTERS CONTINUED 

bank and a supermarket, are located at each 
end of an L-shaped one-story building. In 
between are U retail shops 

In addition, there is a 500-seat movie the
ater, a 10,000-sq.-tt. medical building, 20,000 
sq. tt. ot office space and an 8,000 sq. ft. 
restaurant—all in tree-standing buildings as 
shown on the site plan iprevwus overleafl. 

"We had to build the shopping center to 
sell the houses, " recalls Knowlton Fernald, 
vice president ot Cabot, Cabot & Forbes, the 
firm that developed the center in 1966. 
"There was no decent shopping center for 10 
or 12 miles, so we had to put in all the basic 
shops pius sunic specialty stores to cater to 
the affluent families settling in the area. The 
typical newcomer was 45 to 50 years old and 
making S25,C00 to .S40,000 a year," 

Right from the beginning, Fcmaldsays, the 
30,000 sq. ft. supermarket did well because 
it was the best stocked grocen' for miles. It 
also lound favor because of a gourmet liquor 
section, complete bakery and a coffee shop 
that will cook steaks bought in the super-
Ti.irkct. 

But some of the other shops didn't fare as 
well, Fernald says, because the surrounding 
population at the time was too small. And 
because the area was not yet established, 
well known and experienced merchants 
were reluctant to come into the center. 

'It took more than two years to complete 
leasing," he said, "and for the first couple of 
years the shops were in and out of the red. 
One gift shop operated by an inexperienced 
man went under, as did a girl's clothing store. 
They were too specialized. The restaurant 
changed hands because food quality didn't 
measure up to the hefty prices." 

Says left Parks, assistant general manager 
of Avco Community Developers, which is 
currently developing Laguna Niguel: "The 
onginal merchants had to have good staying 
power. This is typical for all merchants in 
new shopping centers. The only thing that 
vanes is the length of time they have to hang 
on." 

Some 82% of the center was pre-leased 
prior to construction: 60% of this was in 
20-ycar leases tomaior tenants. Only 12,000 
sq. ft. remained unrented during and after 
construction. 

Despite the good pre-leasing effort, a com
bination of problems kept the center from 
making a profit for the first three years. To 
wit: some empty space, tenant turnover, 
postponed rents for failing tenants and low 
sales volume. However, in the original de
veloper's view this was not serious inasmuch 
as the center's primary purpose was to help 
sell houses. 

By 1969, population had built up to gener
ate a sales volume sufficient for the center 
to move into the black. And today, with the 
continued influx of upper-middle- and 
upper-income families (who bought homes 
in the $39,000 to $150,000 rangel, the mer
chants are doing very well indeed. "Most of 
the rents are now far in excess of the mini
mum," says Parks. "The restaurant, particu
larly, is doing a land-office business." 

Office rents average about $S per sq. ft. 
Retail rents range from $3.60 to S4.20 per sq. 
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Case in point 3: The Village Square 
at Cross Keys 
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Shopping(:eiiter,ri:centlvdoubled in 
size to 60,000 sq. ft. ,ir retail space, 
is rhe hub ol the 71.acrc PUD /m-
plaai. Overall aenal view ihelowl in
dicates proxiraiiy of housing ana 
good reads to the center. Inner court 
/top photo, facing pagel is inlormoi 
yet designed lor prestige feeling. Ex
panded part 01 center {middle nf 
aenal vitw, facing panel has two 
levels of decked parkin; built under 
the retail level, an olfice level am* 
two hotel levels. There is also decken 
parking adjacent to the expanded 
center. Store plan itactnj^ pagel indi
cates wide vanety ot shops in th.-
combined center. 
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CANYON NORTH 
An Alternative to Living in Lubbock, Texas 

Documentation; 

The Canyon North Residential Development's final consistancy is 
the result of the designer adhearing to the codes and ordinances, 
weighing the social and environmental issues which begins to form a 
list of priorities. Design is a constant series of compromises that 
results from a structured body of issues. The design is never finished, 
you just have to meet the deadline at one time or another. 

The Master Plan's auto circulation system took it's form from facts 
like; that no road shall extend further than 700 feet without it 
running into a thru street. Also the auto circulation system was intended 
to provide a pedestrian oriented community that had all the basic needs 
of a neighborhood satisfied within the pedestrian core, extending north, 
from the shopping center to the senior high and elementary schools located 
on the south portion of the site. 

The junior high school site has been moved from the north edge, 
bordered by Kent Street, down to the location shown, where it can share 
activity spaces with the elementary school. 

There are three housing types located on the site which includes: 
low density clustered single family, high density leased units and medium 
density condominiums. 

The wide range of housing types used in the development is intended 
to reach a wider range of the housing market, and also bring a diversified 
type of people together in one community, hoping that they will learn and 
experience more varieties of life styles. 

The high density leased units are located on the west side of the site, 
buffering from the railroad, and the existing hispanic community. 

The single family housing is located on the east and far north borders 
of the development, being a transition from the existing single family. 

The condominiums are the transition element used between the single 
family and the leased units on the west end of the site. 

The core of the development is the active recreation areas which 
perform as a buffer between the different housing types. This consists of 
ball fields, a lake, jogging paths, picnic areas, passive play areas,^ 
tot lots, etc. The green space becomes the connecting element which is 
used by the whole community. 

The shopping center located on the northeast corner of the site is done 
so in anticipation of this corner being heavily traveled. 





This location gives direct access to the patron from the auto
mobile, and also is a node in the development, giving identity and 
orientation. The shopping center is connected with the rest of the 
development by the linking element; the pedestrian core. 

ARCHITECTURAL- EMPHASIS 

This architectural statement is searching for a creative, fun 
comfortable and affordable way of living that promotes and engenders a 
feeling of community, identity and security. 

The idea of clustering the units automatically begins to lead the 
way to the desired solution. 

The clustering of the entries with a separated auto court brings 
the residents together, increasing the changes of social interactions. 
With the entrances clustered, and the public entry into the court area 
exists at only 2 points. The chances of a visitor passing by unnoticed 
are practically nill. Therefore secruity and social interaction is 
increased. 

With the units situated in primarily a east-west axis, curving in 
a figure eight pattern, each unit is reducing the heat gain and heat 
loss from east, west facades. Thus leaving the north and south exposures 
open for ventilation, and winter heat gain. To bring more light into the 
interior of the units, the roof lines were stepped back in order to give 
window space. 

Giving identity to each unit was done by using chimneys with sculptural 
qualities and by jogging the roof lines and alternating the massing causing 
a rhythm of positive, negative, positive, negative. 

Each unit has it's own outdoor social space facing the south with the 
indoor social space situated adjacent to it. 

The common court area that is shared by the residents consists of 
terraced beds of flora for fauna, a fountain/wading pool and a barbeque 
fire pit area. The fire pit is intended to be used during the cool evenings 
that prevail in this desert climate for about eight months of the year. 


